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Rockets Onto Dreamcastü! 

The First Shots of 

The niega-Hit Sequel! 

Also inside this issue: 

$5.95 US • $7.95 CANADA 
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MS speed, awesome competition and the pulse-pounding exhilaration 
of flying by cars at speeds in excess ot 300 MPH. 

www.ascgames.GDm • www.jeffgsrdDnxsracing.com 
A$C Games® is a registered trademark of American Softworks Corporation. © 1998 American Sottworks Corporation. Jeff Gordon® X$ Racing™ is a trademark of ASC Games®. © 1998 JG 
Motorsports Ine. Developed by Real Sports. ® PepsiCo. Ine. 1998. FRlTOS ® is a registered trademark used by Frito-Lay Ine. © 1995 PEG Limited Partnership and PEG 97 Limited Partnership. 
Playstation and the Playstation logos are registered trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Ine. Windows® 95 is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corp. The ratings icon is a trademark of 
the Interactive Digital Software Association. Alt rights reserved. 
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Dive into the action to perform 
ontrageons moves and link 

together amazing Chain Combos,.. 
aad delight in their devastating 
resnits. Marvel Super Heroes vs. 
Street Fighter combines two 

incredible nniverses to create 
an entireiy new legend of heroic 
proportions. 



Join the ranks of the world’s fighting elite in Capcom’s Fighters Edge* 
Co Heet Fighters Edge points when yon buy specially marked packages of 

Capcom's Fighters Edge games er via anthorized speria] offers with partirï- 
patiig retaüers, Ifi easy t* join! Jnst füi in the eonpon below and send it to: 

Cape om Entertainment, 475 Oakmead Parkway, Snnnyvale, CA 940BG 

ADDHESS 

PHONE 

CAPCOM 



- GamerzEdge 

© 1999 The 3D0 Cömpany. All flights Heserved. High Hese Baseball. ÏJuPray 300 and Eheir iespEc:ive logos, ore srademarte and. or service marks of The 300 Company in the U.S. and Oüher couniries. Alt odier uafcnatks beloog io iheir respecüve 
□wners. ® ML8PA CÉcial Licensse - Mauw league Baseball Plateis Assaciannn. PlarySraiion and ihe FtafStation loges are regisieied nademarks nf Sony Computer E mamman Ine. 3DU Ineiacnve. Ine. is © 1996. The 30f». 

Inierecl ve loco is a registered trademsik ol 3DU Inleraclive. bic. in ihe USA and otter cmmlries. AH Rights Reserwed AMD. the AMD togo, KGr 3DNow! and annbramns Ehereof. are irademarks of Advanced Micro Devices, Ine. 
*■ For m«e details, visii wwwitiighheai.com 



“Top-notcb axcade play; tbe best baseball game Al”-pcGamer 

TruPlay™' Al guarantees true-to-life base running fielding and managing 

• Motion-captured polygonal players in a 3D environment ensures authentic major- league gameplay 

• Broadcast-style camera angles and VCR features allow you to replay the action from any angle* 

“...all tbe intxicacies of a xeal game, from line dxives to 

tbe suïcide squeeze and tbe doublé switcb.” 
-Family PC 

• Blazing fast gameplay and all thé action of a highlight reel 

Pro-style iterface that brings you into the game 

• Head-to-Head MuM-player action via LAN, modem, or Internet* 

Ibis game feels like baseball...gxeat gameplay, and supex Al. 

No otbex game does tbese tbings” 
- PC Sports Games 

New 1999 MLBPA player rasters and 1998 career stats 

Career Mode includes a realistic aging curve, player retirement and new rookie prospects* 

■ Make block buster deals with MuM-player tradee and Manage-only modeto control key aspects of gameplay* 

*PC version only 

“This is tbe best 
baseball game, 

satisfaction 

- Trip Hawkins. President 3D0 

I pc | 
CD-ROM 

3D0 
www.highheai.com 
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This month's rant-o-rama con- ; 
tains two thïngs: firstly, some 
info regarding editorlal and 

design changes that we've imple- 
mented starting with this issue of GE 
and seeondfy (every game mag edi- 
tor's fav topic) some prognostica- 
tion about the remainder of the year 
and what it holds for the industry. 
So without further ado, away we go! 

As you flip through the issue you'II 
probabiy notïce that we've made a nunv 
ber of smal!, but significant changes to the book. 
Prtmarily this takes the shape of how we present 
Viewpoints and review scores, Doing away with the 
monstrously deformed info-bar is something we'd been 
meaning to do for months, but just finally got around to 
completing (hey, we're busy here!), Now you'II note 
that it's a lot more "layout friendly'' and much less 
obtrusïve than ït was previously. A major addition to the 
neo-info-bar is its own ïndividual Viewpoint score. This 
way we don't have the same guy writing a minimum 
400-word review and then having that same person 
paraphrase himself ïn a Viewpoint box. 

With the Viewpoint pages themselves we've now 
trimmed down the number of eds doing Viewpoints* 
Instead of having a mislvmash of editors each 
month, we've locked it at 4 (the 4th person being the 
individual that rates the game in the actual review 
text). Hopefully the end result is that you can more 
easily ïdentify with a particular editor on a monthly 
basis and it gives you one more opinion distilled 
down to Viewpoint leve! each month. 

These mods to the basic look of GF are only the start 
and in the coming months you can iook forward to some 
more tweaks and tmkering. This of course wouid be a 
great time for you to put pen to paper (or digits to key¬ 
board) and let us know what you want to see in the 
course of our 're-design'. I gene rally plead for input o nee 
every few months, and l'd rather not see the future of GF 
determined by b-10 hard-co re readers when every body 
that takes the time will have an equal voice. 

Mow it's time for the semi annual "which company 
wilJ have the best year" Nostradamus special 
(atthough, like last year, this won't be a very hard 
caII), Last year, thanks in no small part to Zelda, 
Nintendo had a smashingly good year Actuaily, that 
probabiy doesn't quite do it justice — absolutely 
unbelievable might be a better way of phrasing ït. In 
fact, they did incredibly well not only with US gamers 
(as is typical) but were wlldly successfut in the Land 
of the Rising Sun as welt; something they hadn't 
experienced since the heyday of the Super Famïcom 
(the Japanese SNES for our less astute readers)* Not 
only were they the number one software producer in 

“..Sega will finally 
become a force to 
be reckoned with 

onceagain 

games 
them (I, 

r - -- 

America but that title carried over to 
Japan, as well. Now that the dust has 
cleared for '98, we can take a quick 
peek at '99 and see what's in store for 
everybody's favorite game companies* 

As is to be expected, Sony will have a 
fantastic year, Spear-heading theïr pre- 
2000 assault will be the sequel to Gran 
Turismo. Without a doubt this game will 
sell ïn unbelievable quantities and prove 

once agarn why there are so many racing 
on Playstation; apparently people kinda like 
for one, could do with a lot fewer). Along with 

GT2r Sony has a bevy of games also waiting to take up 
some of the slack (though, not having a game the like 
of Metal Gear Solid this year may prove interesting)* 
Sega will finally re-enterthe console arms race with the 

raw fury of Dreamcast to back them up. Games covering 
every major category will be available upon release and 
Sega is just a bit serious about capturing massive market 
and mmdshare. Provided they get the price-poïnt rïght 
(no more than $200) and the number of games they've 
been promising (upwards of 20) Sega will finally become 
a force to be reckoned with once again. 

But when it's all saïd and done, come this time next 
year when l'm writing this again, it'll be all about 
Nintendo. With games as seemingfy silly as Mario 
Party and Smash Bros. leadïng the fïrst quarter charge 
(both brilliant, BTW), and the Rare-powered Jet Force 
Gemini and Perfect Dark poised to break records, it's 
going to be the best year yet for Nintendo {Zelda was 
a mere warm-up next to some of the titles coming later 
this year)* Donkey Kong Country 64 looks set to even 
steat some of the graphical thunder frorrt Dreamcast! 
And lest anyone forget (how could you?) there's Star 
Wars Episode One: Pod Racer, whichwillbethegame 
of the first half of the year, Beïng in second (hardware 
units sold) isn't such a bad place to be, now is it? 
So now that l've gotten that bit of obligatory fortune- 

telling, let's take a quick peek at what we have for you 
this month. Super Teeter takes Goemon 2 and Beetie 
Ad venture Racing for a spin; 
C a pc o m 's Stree t Figh te r 
Alpha 3arrivés in a GF-exclu- 
sive first review done by 
everyone's favorite card- 
board cut-out, Eggo; the very 
first shots of Sony's racing 
tour-de-force, Gran Turismo 
2; as well as looks at the lat- 
est DC games, Smash Bros* 
On N64 and the first official 
PS2 info in Other Stuff. Yeah, 
sounds like a pretty good 
month to me* EGM 

MADE ÏN THE USA 
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Final Fantasy VIII 

COVER IMAGE BV DOGG WORKS 
ECHUCK WOJTKIEWO & DIGITAL CHAMELEON] 

Street Fighter 
Alpha 3 

EDITORIAL ZONE 

MOST WANTED/TOP TEN 

VIEWPOINTS 

NINTENDO 64PLAY 

PLAYSTATION NATION 
Goemon's Great Adv, 

GAMEFAN SPORTS 

PC GAMEFAN 

JAPAN NOW 

GRAVEYARD 

Quake 2 

ANIMEFAN 

HOCUS POCUS 

OTHER STUFF 

POSTMEISTER 
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All-Star Baseball 2000 59 

All-Star Smash Brothers 74,92 

Alpha Centaur! 81 

BattleTanx 91 

Beetle Adventure Rating 18 

Blades of Steel 57 

Blast Radius 51 

Bloody Roar 2 73, 96 

Bottom of the Ninth ‘99 60 

Bust-A-Groove 2 54 

Bust-A-Move T99 49 

California Speed 34 

Command & Conquer 64 34 

Croc 2 54 

Fighter Maker 47 

Final FantasyVIII 62 

Gex 3 50 

Goemon’s Great Adventure 28 

Gran Turismo 2 54 
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Planescape: Torment 55 
Guardian** Crusade 44 

In the Zone '99 57 

jojo s Venture 54 

Last Blade 2 100 

Major League Baseball 2000 59 

Micro Machines 34 

Monaco Grand Prix 61 
Need For Speed: High Stakes 54 

Planescape: Torment 78 

Point Blank 2 48 

Pro 18 World Tour Golf 61 
Quake 2 22, 54 

Rampage 2: Universal Tour 34,46 

Sega Rally 2 69,91 

Sengoku Turb 68 

Seventh Cross 72 

Slave Zero 80 

StarCraft 64 34 

Street Fighter Alpha 3 38,93,94 

Syphon Filter 98 

Tai Fu _5 2. 

Trïple Play 2000 58 

Valis 76 

Vigilante 8 24,93 



flJEASE MARK THE TWO FtGHTERS EDGE GAMES YOU HAVE PURCHASED FROM THE FÖL.LÖWING LAST; 
ftuse «AjOê poa'-cApu.'cteie tarrodes loc^etf on the back ar rw to< ard If* ongtial fiatsd safes '«epCs t Check, or 
Mö^ontw teSS.m Lmfoneotdef pflf liftiMfioM 

_ Darfcsialkefs 3 _ Rrvat Schools _ Slreel Fgblef EX 
HSH v$. Strael Fighttf _ Streel Fitter Alpha 3' _ ÏOMen vs £lra*1 Fighler 

_ Pocket Fjghl&r Stm«FigliMfCóllMtion2 

Siteei Fjgmsr CöikLim 2 
SliealFighlef EX 
StiperPiizzte Fighler 
K’Men vs. Streel Fighlef 
20 Fighiefs Edge Pointe 

«af*5®! 
. I'U AIREADY SIGNED UP AS A FlGHTERS EDGE MEMSER ^ 
. PVEASE SIGN ME UPAS A MEMBER OF CAPCOMS FIGtfTERS EDGE |NO PURCHASE NECESSAHY] 

MAIL ALL ORDERS TO: OAPCOM FIGKTERS EDGE ï FOR1 OFFER 47S OAKMEAD PARKWAY, SMMMWALE. CA940M 
Pfeass atow S-1IJ «Mki kt i&KWf TM o^üt oW 5e offBtknwS wöi m vïw tAv. OV «M onty " US ta.*nia OTtf wd i 

8SWBKÖMI 
www, copcom.com 

PJease read all directions 

campletely incomplete «dors 

will be retumed. We een only 

ship your Ine game when (he 

tellowing items ane neceived: 

* This coupon, with ai 

intermatkjn filted in 

completely 

* Griginal dated safes 

lasfetofr) for the iwo 
Capcom Fightsrs Edga 

games you have punchased 

hetween Ftbiuary 1,1999 

art Apri 30,1999. 

* PKwf’Of-Putchase barcodes 

located on the back of game 

packages. Note: you will 

need te pop the jawel case 

apart and out Pul each 

ba -code. Tape lh«n to a 

sheet of paper 

'Chapkor Monay Order Tor 

$5.00 Shipping and handling 

per ceder 

Requests are filled in the order 

in which Ihey are recerved. 

Choice of free game subject to 

availabitöy. Free game choice 

is limMed to lides ltsted. No 

substituten* altewed, Order 

musi ba postmarked by May 
31.1999. Orders after May31. 

1999 cannd be hoocred. Limit 

ene enter per housahold O her 

does not apply to used goods 

purchases, 

Buy Two Capcom Fighters Edge Games 
listed on the coupon faelow between 2/1/99 and 4/3D/99 and 

you geta FREE Capcom Game m we n/iaiii 

9 CAPCOM Ca, LTö. 1999 & CAPCOM U.S.A., INC. *99s ALL RtGHTS RESERVED. CAPCOM srd ihB CAPCOM LOGO are refiélerad Irademahts ef CAPCOM 00., LID, Figföer's Edgi ® is a raganrad rrademaik of GamePra magazine, ihe offoai m^azina sponsor of D» Capran 
Rghrgrg. Edge prOmofein. RfproduOiOn d the Fk^iteYs Edge n£rn@lQ9g *> wNofe Of part without «irten pernissskm tof G^rhePrO Ifegaünpe is jsruh&ted. M RighCS Reserved. 'PlayStabOn and PlayStahort logos 9t9 tegistered hadfrirarics of Sony OoofSnK ÊntertatnmwTt toe. Socr^ Computer 
Enloria^rrenl Anepoa lakes rc rcspcnsib'ity ly aus offer. 
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1) /S/MTN64 
2) TmUiSoE- N64 
3) Xmgears - PS 
4) Castlemia - N64 
5) Rogue Squadron - NB4 

READERS’ TOP TEN 
6) Toml) Raider 3’ PS 
7) Metal Gear Solid - PS 
8) «TOtf«-N64 

9) Maria Party* - N64 
10) GoltlenEye- N64 

1 DERS' TOP TEN 

ZELDA: OOT 
P TEN M64 

READERS’ MOSTWANTED 

1) Smash Brothers - M64 
2) FinalFantasyVIll- PS 
3) SF Alpha J - PS 
4) Soul Saam- PS 

5) Sonic Aómture- DC 

6) RE Code l/eromca - DC 
|j*j 7) Power Sim - DC «8) Perfect Bark - N64 

9) Sega Rally 2 - DC 
I 10) Resident Evil 84-HM 

GAMEFAN EDITORS’TOP TEN. 

1. Goe/w/rS GreaMcte - N64 6. Evoiution - DC 
2. Power Sfo/ïe'- DC 
3. 7#ï/-PS 

% 4 roro^2-PC 
v v ' 5, Smash Brothers * - IM64 

7, Ouaite 2-PC 
8, Valis3- TurboGrafx CD 
9, Rampage Univ Tour - PS 
10, tose of the Dead 2 - Arcade 

1. VOOT(Virtua!On2)-Arcate 6. Silent Hifi - PS 
. ■ 2. LastBlade 2- Arcade 

ƒ 3. Street FighterZero 3* - PS 
> Ê '* 4. Tates ofPhantasia* - PS 

5. Syphon Filter- PS 

7. Smash Brothers * - N64 
8. ö/ootfy Poar Z PofA/4 * - PS 
9. Metal Gear Solid - PS 
10. Starsiege: Tribes - PC 

1. Street Fighter Alpha 3* - PS 6. GoldenEye - IM64 
2. Goemond GreatAdv - N64 7. tfyöPtf tfeei/e/J ■ N64 
3. Beetie Adv. Racrng - N64 8. Soo/c Atfireoto* - DC 
4. StarCraft: Brood War- PC 9. King of Fighters 98 - NeoGeo 

^3/ \ 5. Zeida; ÖÖT - M64 10. Guake 2 - PC 

1. Final Fantasy Vlir - PS 
2. Quake 2 - PC 
3. S/teofM- PS 
4 ffasM-Moi/e '93 - I\I64 
5. Street Fighter Zero 3*-PS 

6. StarCraft; Brood War - PC 
7. Jade Cocoon - PS 
8. Sonic Adventure* - DC 
9. foro/r 2 - PC 
10. Maniac Mansion - C64 

1. Power Sione * - DC 
2. Sega Rally 2* - DC 
3. Goemon s Great Adv - HM 
4. Bloody Roar2*- PS 
5. Bust-A-Move 99- M64 

WON 

6. Street Fighter Alpha 3- PS 
7. <Mre2-M64 
8. Sonic Adventure* - DC 
9. Daytona 2 - Arcade 
10. Beetie Adv. Racing - N64 

r 1. NHL'99-P$ 
2. BioodyRoar2; BotNA* -P§ 

* - f 3. Baldur’sGate- PS 
4. Quake2-PG 
5. Sega Rally 2 *- DC 

6. SfreefS/fSter ~ PS 
7. Final Fantasy Vlll *-PS 
3. Civ2Gold- PC 
9. Bust-A-Move’99 - N64 
10. Petof2-PC 

QBMinS®?®] 

A!l yw haue to da lo «nier the drawirig is wriie down a list oE yeur top 
10 feroritl games and the 10 games ycir wart Ihe most ttiat aren't nul 
jet, en a piece af paper m a postoard then send tïiEm to: GAMEFAN 
TOP TEW, 6301 GeSoto Ave., Suite L Woodfand Hilis, CA 913S7 

Color 

Voiir ctioice of one of the Picks 
of the Month in ViewpoinL 

A FREE year of GameFan! 
The best magazine in the universe! 

Congratolations to last month’s winners; 

First Prize: Second Prize: Third Prize: / 
Simon Dublin Geoff BI unie Richard Jackson ■ 
Tustin, CA Greenftefd, Wl Yakima, WA 
Drawing is limited to Ore {1) enlry per person per 
month, Orawings wilt be held on the 21 st ot each 
month, The three (3) winners will be notilied by % 
mail and lisled on this page. For a complete list > 
of rutes and regofations write; GameFan Top Ten 
with self addressed & stamped envelope. 

10 www.gamefan.com 

This Month's Guest: 

Steve Grolt 
PR Media Super Guru 
Eidos Interactive/Crystal Dynamics 

1. Delta Force - PC 
2. Legacy of Kaïn: Soul Reaver- PS 

I know. il s oi.irs, but I gel to play il jtist about every day. 
and I can l m\t to play ihe final rev! 

3. Ridge Racer Type 4 - PS 
I want it now! 

4. Tarok2- N64 
Dan it look any treiter? Ittiinknot. 

5. Zeida: OOT- N64 
Now. il I could just niake lime to lïnish il! 

6. Rogue Squadron - N64 
7. Half Life - PC 
8. NFL Biitz - N64 

You should have seen ttie Super Bowl pariy al my house! 
I thïnk we played more Bhtz t?uin actually walched the Super Bowl. 

9. MediEvil - PS 
One of my lavorites, 

10. GoldenEye - N64 
t slili blow olf some stress wilh a snipcr shot to thé head! 

liÉT V 
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EVERYONE 

Can you land a lunker? There’s no need to exaggerate the size of your skill, with Rsherman’s 

Bait you can prove Number One Rated arcade game now on Playstation^ Two player 

versus mode - fish against a friend Dual Shock function Iets you feel the bass biting 
Fisherman's Bait is a trademark of Konami Co.. Ltd. The ratings icon is a trademark of the Interactive Digital Software Association. Playstation and the Playstation logos 
are registered trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Ine. Konami is a registered trademark of Konami Co., Ltd. ©1999 Konami of America. Ine. All Rights Reserved. 

Playstation 



Playstation 



AcIiVisioN 

Strut your bad self through 20 intense levels 

of sweeping rivers and dense bamboo forests 

on your quest to defeat the Dragon Naster. 

Take on lethal anirnal enemies inspired by 

Chinese legend, including muscle bound snakes 

and ferocious wild boar. 

Send them flyin' with over 100 charatler 

moves and authentic Kung Fu attacks like the 

Leopard Pounce and the Nonkey Roll. 

Then. unleash your tiger attacks, and finish ‘em 

off with thrashing claws and razor sharp teeth. 

Tai-Fu—putting the "FIT in Kung Fu. 



Legend 
Graphics 
C ontrol 
Play mechanics 

usïc 
Originality 

Blast Radius 
Playstation 
Psy gnosis 

30 Shooter 

♦ 

S 

ISkVM Hp.'mox PfVrruuf 
Jltiïbf JB f GR **/34 

Guardian’s Crusade 
Playstation 
Acti visïon 

RPG 

Wow, Colony Wars 3! And it s only 
been a couple ol months sinoe the 
last one... wait, Ihis is a different 
game?! Urn, while I can under- 
stand developers wanting to get v 
Ihe most out ol the sngines thatl I 
Ihey've poured time and money info, this I can- 
nol fathom: is Ihe world clamoring lor another 
Colony Wars fïK aiready?! This aside, the 
engine slill smokes, the balt les are slilt dra¬ 
matic, and the story is slill terrible. You like 
CW. you’ll like this,.. you don't, weII... 

Si Ei [fi Ik ifirTÊl 
<S> © © ® 0)1 »w| 

All I hear trom people all the time 
is that the US never gels enough 
RFGs. While J agreed with thal 
sentiment back in the 16-bit days, 
it doesn't heid as much water v 
nowadays. Thai being said, this is._ -1 
a soliri, if cliché, Mille RPG hy the makers of 
Toshinden (try nol to grim ace], II youïe dying 
for a new RPG, by all means. II youre like me 
and a bit more discriminating about your RPG 
fare Ihen hold oll lor the goods later on this year 
{Lunar, Jade Cocoon, FF Collodion). 

IkllklBi Hk fflk f77 
© © © © ®l” 

The only re asem this game gels a 
1 instead of a O for Originality is 
because l m reserving thal score 
in case Psy gnosis releases Btast 
Radius: Vengeance. G'mon guys, 
Cotony Wars is e great title and 
all, hut this is gom' to the weil one too many 
times. Tm sure fans of can't get enough of 
thal space-blasting action. hut Tm not buying 
the idea that this is a new game. Rent it only if 
you re airious, Otberwise, stick to the Colony 
Wars franchise — the real McCoy. 

[ÉËLfaiaakfTir 
® ® et) © cr>L* ® 

Despile net being all that origi 
nal. Guatdian’s Crusade ïsn't that 
bad ol a game. Sure, it ain't allf 
Ihat original, hut what it does 
does very well, The whoie Vaisep - ^ 
a baby’ concept is pretty orininai.r " 
and Tve yet to see Ihis kind of silky smootbness 
on any other PS RPG. Comparing it to that 
other1 PS monster (FES) would be silly, so I 

won't bolher, Again. not very original and very 
stale at times, hut not a bad beginning RPG 
eitJier Try itT you might like it! 

In the video game world, a suc 
cessful game usually results in 
copycat Wies.,, from lasser com 
panies. Then tbere’s Blast 
Radius, a Virtual carbon-copy ol 
Colony Wars, Hm mm. a game I 
never really cared for, cloned almosl perfectly 
(with a bit more action). Sorry folks, but 
there s zero reason for you to even consider 
this M you aiready have CW. Plus, not being a 
fan of these horrid little ’space sims', I could- 
nl care less aboul this one. Pass! 

IkÉklSiEktïkrWi 
® ® (4) (7) (4) 

lts nice lo see a game Jfke^^ 
Guardians Crusade come cul at a ^ 
time when the only werds RPG ' f 
fa naties can otter are ff8, Als o 
the idea behind the ' living toys"* Xw 
attacks is a nice change of pace_ 
from the itsual array ol magie spelis, Whrle CC 
might not be among the flashiest iooking RPGs 
available it does have a very nice hand-drawn 
look lo it. that 1 must say captured my interest 
righf off the bat. The next 7 or so months ain’t 
gonna go by any quicker, so enjoy CC for nowl 

GLEnBnlka] 
© © ® © C 

T’ai Fu 
Playstation 
Activision 

Action/Fighting 

I have a slrange love/hate rela- 
tionship with Tai Fu. When I first 
saw this game at E3, most of GF £% 
was impressed, but not I, 
However, wben I sal down and 
played the reviewable, my view^SÏBlffi. 
changed because tbe story (of all things!) was 
good — a mix between a kung-fu movie and a 
co mie book. Finally, when I starled playing. 
that iliusion of a good game was completely 
shattered by some horribie cameras and sub- 
par gameplay. ECM is crazy for liking Ibis. 

WWW1 

Maybe.,.MAYBE if I hadn't played 
the bliss that was Goemon this 
month l wouid've looked on Tai 
Fu with a kinder eye. but alas, 
that is nel to be. Tal Fu is a woe- 
fully misdirected, yet strangely 
inspired game ihat uHimately fails. Why? First 
of all, the whoie camera style (while unique) is 
incredibly contusing. Plus, the ba sic punch- 
punch-kick tbing just doesn'1 work anymore, 
With a little more work, this could've been a 
contender... too bad U’s ]ust a purrin' kitten. 

Ammal mspired games have,P ~ 
sïnce the day I was forced to1 ^ 
review Marsuplfami, ignited a y 
deep. painful lire in my psyche! I 
had hoped T al Fu would not bring 
about a relapse ot unpleasant,_LjE 
memories but alas, poor control and broken 
camera angles have kick-started a depression 
even Freud wou ld find hard to remedy! Like 
Toeter, if t hadn't encountered the sheer joy ot 
Goemon s Adventure. I might've been inclined 
to give Tai Fu a mueb more favorabie score. 

WW 

Bust- A'Move ’99 
Playstation 

Acclaim 
Piizzle 

Another year, another BaM. A "" 7 
couple of years ago this game 
was all the rage. As your typical . 
waste my college years s9eeping 
and playing games' American 3$> v' 
higher ed student I biew many anl___ 
hour botter spent studying on the original Hen 
Geo wonderkind. However, alter a leg ion ol 
Balïïs and countless other clones tbis is been 
there. done that1 old hal action. Glve me Devil 
Dice er Puyo Puyo (still can'1 get enough ot 
these magie beans) any day over this. 

IYI I 

© © 

Like its Nintendo cousin, Bust-a- 
Move is just about the best puz- 
zler game out tbere, minus! 
Tetris of course, li s so simpte, 
yet so addictive you ll play atljr 
day, Tm pretty sure that most ofl " 
you have aiready dabbled in Bust-a-Move land 
aiready, but give this one a go,,, do it lor 
Johnnyl Virtually identical to the NG4 version, 
the only real differente is that this one loads. 
Again, you simply have lo play/own this 
game. ITs something to treasure. 

ik Ei Ei ik ai rwi 
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Although I never really bothered 
to give Bust-A-Move much of ago prt,‘ 
in arcades, I have managed to fall f 
victim to tbe clutches of addiction 
aller playing througb Mie PS ver- X 
si on lor a few hundred hours.L 
This is the puzzie game Tve been avoiding for 
fear tbat l might lose what semblance of reaüty 
Tve managed to obtain in a üfe comprised of 
video games and No-doz! I need sleep. I need 
piece ol mind and most importantly I need to 
destroylhe fr/sf-a-AtoreROM! 

ikiïkEkiikakfttr ® @ © © ©I 

Point Blank 2 
Playstation 

Nam co 
Gun Game 

Unlike most qIher arcade rats, 
Point Blank n eve r di d a nyl h ï n g for 
me. Why play a silly liltle gun 
game while man s games like Ihe 
Virtua Cop and Time Crisis series v 
continue to amaze (nol to mentionl ^ 1 
HoTD)? Sure, it s fun for a while, and if you 
have a friend and du el in1 GunConSp a fun 
evening can be had. Tm just gelling tired of the 
whoie deal. Tester, Fury. and Eggo can keep 
this silly Mille dlsc. Tfl be out gunnin1 down 
gangsiers and zombies. Ash-style... "groovy". 

IkEiBiIli E.,r7É 
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Aab, the gun game. Po int al tbe 
screen and waste everytbing 
But Püinl Blank is a little differ 
ent. First of all, U’s fruity (and 
tbat sorta thing goes a long way 
in my book). Secondly, it s not 
tbat violent, I know, I know.,. you re STILL 
shooting things, but trust me, I don't think the 
bubbfes mind Ihat much (Til be bunted down 
by the BPA — Bubble Protection Agency. Go 
blame Namco!). Beller than the original? 01 
course, but not much more than that. 

IkEiEilkEifMl 
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Tve always associated gun games 4 
with non-stop violence and plenty 
of action-packed scenarios but A 
man, can this game get addïcting. 
True, PB2 might not have the 
killer graphics found in Time_ 
Crisis or Virtua Cop but it does have ma tb equa- 
tions and thafs got to take some sorious nerve 
for a company to put in a video game! Point 
Blank is like the variety show of gun games and 
thafs ahout as original as it gels. Break out 
your NRA member's card and fire away! 

WWW 



Capcom loves you... that’s allp^ 
there is to it. They knew gamers * 
wouid buy Alpha 3on the PS even ' s 
if it had its share of problems, but . 
why not go the extra mile... 33 ff 
selectable charactersü Without al_ 
doubt the most impressive looking 2D fighter 
Ive ever seen appear on a home console! You 
have to get this game! You won't be disap- 
pointed! If you’re thinking this is just another 
SF game on the PS then you’re gravely mistak¬ 
en... this is THE SF game on the Playstation! 

EnMJE M 0 
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Street Fighter Alpha 3 on the PS 
is a marvel; a stunning example 
by Capcom of just why we should 
never let a system s supposed 
‘limitations’ cloud our expecta 
tions. Better than the arcade, 
this is the finest SF ever to come home and by 
FAR the greatest fighting game ever created. 
This is the best Playstation game l’ve ever 
played. 2D power is so incredible when it’s in 
the right hands, and Capcom definitely knows 
their stuff. How much sleep have I lost? 

ik él ik fik ik 
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Of all the boys of GF, l m probably 
the most critical of the series. 
Why? Simply put, it’s gotten ’ 
incredibly old and stale down 
through the ages (well, it seems T • 1 
like ages anyway). However, I can . I 
still say that this is something special, given 
that the Vs. games are a nightmare on PS. 
Blazing animation, solid SF-gameplay, and the 
return of Guile (Jen Seng is probably dancing 
the happy dance right now)! Heek, it even man- 
aged to suck me in for a round or three. 

[cin En hl [öl fan 
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Street Fighter Alpha 3 
Playstation 

Capcom 
Fighting 

When others talk of the cliched 
good old days’ of gaming, they 

speak of Asteroids, Pac Man and 
so forth. But for me, it’s all 
about Doublé Dragon, Final 
Fight and of course, Rampage. I 
love this game; I always will. Smashing build¬ 
ings has never been this much fun, and proba¬ 
bly never will be... fine by me! Universal 
Tour only makes it better by adding a few 
extras to the cast, but the game s basically the 
same. Go play it, now! *burp* 

G C P M 0 

Growing up in arcades, I fondly 
recall the times I spent jumping 
around, trashing towns, and 
punching people in the face... JS 
And then I found Rampage — a 
game after my own heart. 
couldn’t say “No” to a monkey that shared 
my name, and the desire to eat people and 
pummel trolleys never gets old... even in the 
late ’90s. This game is timeless, and none 
of that old glory has been lost. In fact, 
Midway even added stuff. Yippeel 

[Gk ICk [Pk ML [Ml 

lt s a nice change of pace seeingl 
some people up here with me that 
actually respect Rampage. One of ^ 
the greatest classic games of all 
time, this latest update in the * y 
series will be a welcome sight for! I 
those that still revel in its simpte gameplay and 
20 visuals. While the rest of you cry and com- 
plain that it s “too simple" and Tm tired of the 
game” all I have to say is you’re jaded. If any- 
body actually gives this game more than half a 
chance it’ll grow on you... I promise. 

8) 8 (9 C6) C4 WWW 
Rampage 2: Universal Tour 

Playstation 
Midway 
Action 

Busta-Move is, after Tetris, 
the best puzzle game out there.i 
Oh l’m sure some of you outH~ 
there will disagree, and waveB^^ 
countless Puyo Puyo, Baku- 
Baku and other ammal-bean 1 
inspired contenders at me, but so what. 
People love this game; I love this game. 
You might not know it yet, but even you 
probably love this game. What’s not to 
love? It’s so addicting it hurts, and l'm glad 
the N64 finally snagged this one. Go get it! 

ffln HL HL Bi HL ffijTI 

If you play puzzle games, you 
have to play Bust-A-Move. In 
fact. you dont have to just play 
it... you have to worship it. Keep 
it under your pillow when you 
sleep and play it every day untilLÜaÉÜÈ^ 
you’re capable of stomping all your friends, 
like I do to El Nifio. lt s the be-all-and-end-all 
for N64 puzzlers (just don’t expect a spectacu- 
lar 4-player mode, because you’ll go blind 
scrutinizing that tiny screen). Cuz c’mon, 
Tetris gets old after a while, right? ...Right?! 

6) (9) (10) (8) (5 
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Bust-A-Move 9 

Nintendo 64 
Acclaim 
Puzzle 

Bemg a sports car fanatic. I can t , 
help but cringe at the sight of the * r 
newly revived VW Beetle (l’m * * 
sorry, it’s a woman’s car). But a . yl 
game based on a woman’s car is 
a whole ’nother story (I don’t havel_ 
to be seen driving in it!). Beetle Adventure 
Racing is a great looking N64 game and the 
tracks are easily the longest I ve seen in any 
racer. If you can get over having to control such 
lame looking cars then you definitely should 
check this one out. Herbie s waiting. 

At first I was skeptical, but then I 
became a believer. Beetle 
Adventure Racing is plain ol’ fun. 
And while the wackiness may 
drive you away a bit (unless 
you're Teeter. and ding to thatLSliiilS. 
sort of thing), there is some good, solid racing 
to be had here — something sorely lacking on 
the N64... along with a good fighting game, 
hmm... Long tracks, lots of shortcuts. a beat 
you can rap to, and a bunch of bidden stuff... 
BAR comes highly recommended. 

HL E 
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l’ll get flak for this. but l m not a ' 
big fan of BAR. Unlike everybody 
else around here I can t stand the 
choice of vehicles (chick car, 
chick car) and with V8 in the ?• , 
building I had a hard time tearingl _ ,, 
myself away trom car combat for some fruity 
racing action. The game does have its charms. 
though, with some great locales and clean, 
‘almost Expansion Pak quality’ graphics. The 
Felony 7770-inspired gameplay is nice, but in 
the end this one’s going to the used car lot. 

°4 92 
Beetle Adventure Racing 

Nintendo 64 
Electronic Arts 

Racing 

While I tend to avoid the whole , 
car-combat scene, I was pretty * r 
impressed with how Vigilante 8 / 
turned out on the N64. Compared . 
to the Playstation, this one graph- ff 
ically makes that version weep inl ^ 
jealousy. If you haven’t already purchased the 
ram pak for your N64 you should have your head 
examined by Dr. Kevorkian. Personally though, 
l’d like to see an end to this genre in the worst 
way. l’ll save my road rage for the good ol’ LA 
freeways! Merge NOW! 

G c p M o 
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You take the king of car combat 
on the Playstation, tweak the 
visuals under the N64 high-res £(» 
knife, and what’ve you got? 
Other than a million-seller, 
you’re looking at Activision’sLSaÉilffJ 
Vigilante 8 on N64. To me, one of the most 
impressive aspects of this game isn’t the 
graphics (which are awesome). but the music. 
l’m gelling seriously burnt out on this genre, 
but if you like car combat, wacky characters, 
and zany attacks... then look no further. 

G C P M , [0| 
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lt s good to be the king. Now that 
VB has finally made its debut in 
the 64-bit realm replete with the 
peripheral of the year (the 
Expansion Pak makes ALL the dif- »• • 
ference), all you PS-hatin’ freaks!_ 
out there have something to crow about. While 
it’s a little late, and the gameplay has starled to 
show some wear, those that were left without a 
car combat game till this point can now have 
their turn. Now excuse me while I pummel Eggo 
some more... Teeter is beneath notice. 

HL HL HL Ik [El rÖ7l 
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Vigilante 8 
Nintendo 64 
Activision 

Combat Racing 

A quality 20 Konami game on the 
Nintendo 64?! Why Goemon and 
not Castlevania??? Is there no S 
justice in the gaming industry? . y 
Whos to blame for this mad- // 
ness? So with that said, Goemony_ 
is simply awesome! This is what 2D games 
should look like on the N64. While l’m not all 
that fond of the Goemon character, I need to 
again remind companies that there are still 
gamers out there waiting to play 20 games! 
Lead on Goemon, lead on! Viva la 2DI! 

[fi ffikDEk HkQÖrrQR" 
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See it and weep. When I look at 
Goemon and its 2D gameplay. I 
keep thinking the same thing: 
This is what Castlevania (l’m tak- SB 
ing the franchise's name in vain 
at the mere mention of it) on 
should have been. Long live 20. side-scrolling 
gameplay! Developers, if you’re listening, we 
like games like this... not the polygonal mon- 
strosity that was C, C... Castlevania <ptooeyb. 
Though l’m not big on the fruitiness, I don t 
mind it when it plays like this. 

G C P 
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Broken record time: This should 
have been Castlevania on N64. 
Now that l’ve gotten that off my 
chest I can say that I enjoyed 
Goemon's 30 outing last year, but y •> 1 
this is where the series belongs.1_ 
Back in its familiar 2D surroundings (minus the 
horrific PS rev) it shines as the best platformer 
released since the magical SkullMonkeys on 
PS. Clean, colorful (albeit fuzzy) graphics and 
rock solid bring-tears-to-your-eyes gameplay 
make this a must-have N64 experience. 

IL HL HL KLIM Mi 
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Goemon’s Great Adventure 
Nintendo 64 

Konami 
RPG 
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SUPER TEETER; 
Love the bugï 

Developer - Paradigm 

Publisher - Electronic Arts 

1-4 Players 

Available Now 

During the past monthH many charges have taken place 
in the lively GFoffices that the average outsider would 
have ordinarrly deemed ïmpossïble: ECM was a poten- 

tial contestant for the cable gameshow Win Ben Stein's 
Money, Eggo finaily developed a resistance to game-induced 
motion sickness (welcome to the wonderful world of 
Quake2) and I, the always cheerful, yet somewhat humble 
Teeter was actually genuinely ïnterested in a racing game. 
Signs of the apocalypse? Perhaps, but even religious disas¬ 
ters couldn'ttear me away from what has to be the feel-good 
rsdng game of the year: Beetle Ad venture Racingl 

I had to üke this game. There just wasn‘t any way 
aroiind it, this was too good to pass up. Thïnk of the pos- 
sibilïtïes: A racing game, starring the Volkswagon Bug, 
the frultiest car ever conceived. Doesn't that just scream 
ongmahty? But watt, theres morel How about adding 
the most massive tracks ever seen, speed bursts, 
dinosaurs, pirate ships, Egyptlan temples, UFO’s and 
yes... a fruity an nou neer? Sound lïke fun? You bet it is. 

but it only gets better from there. 
Beetle Adventure Racing is a very strange (albert very 

cool!) mixture of the serious racer with a dash of good ol‘ 
fashioned Kart fun (as in Mario). Hey, even I was fooled at 
first into thinking of this as a serious racen but one look at 
the stage Inferno Isle and you'll know somethings not quite 
right. Obviously, umni„ 'inspired' by the movies Jurassic 
Park and Ronin, your spunky llttle Bug zips through the actu- 
af J-Park itself (complete with roaring T-Rex... now THAT'S 
cooMÏ, then proceeds to zig zag through closed-ïn European 
streets. Of course these locales don't mesh naturally, but 
who cares? It's al most too much funH and this is just one 
small example why Beetle Racing definïtely has the most 
ortglnal tracks in the history of racing games. Even Reubus, 
with his Choro-Q lovin' attitude adores this game. Heek, 
everyone here at GF was impressed by this one — not an 
easy task for a game, let alone a racer! 

The graphics are great, if not a little mix-matched. It 
looks like the cars are high-res, but the backgrounds are 



Standard N64-ïzed fuzzy. What's also interestïng is the way that the backgrounds conceat nearly 95% of the pop- 
up and draw-in. Even more amazlng when you consider that thïs game NEVER chugs in single-piayer mode, 
although a few of these precious frames do go out the window in multi-playen*. (we'll miss 'em *sniff*}. But even 

with a few snags here and there, these are stil! some of the best i graphics for a racer yet, eïther 32 or 64-bit. 
T mF ^ The control's tight, provïng once again just how great anaiog 

\ \ W controllers are (down with Bubba and hïs nonsense!). 
W — Unfortunately, some of yüu out there may not like the Jess realistlc 

K feel that Beetle Racing has, but I for one love ïtï Like pushing a lit- 
^ tle stïGk around is in any way gonna resembie 

/ V. a real steering wheeL* come on! 

The sounc*' on the other hand, is a bit grat- 
^ ïng. The musie (if you can cal( it that) just 

^ I . ii \ j ^ sorta boops 'n bops along at a steady pace 
■- A M ■ r^i (Waka rapped to the entire track,., hilanous!) 

V I iH &ÏM and never really goes anywhere,.* bummer 

And then there's Beetle Battle... oh my. Imagine a game within a game, 
that's almost good enough to buy on ïts own. But you don't have to, itls 

J_\ already in here! Imagine Mario Kart-ish battle modes mixed with a Vigifante 
t j S-ïsh flair, and youVe definitely got the makings of something great, The 

ulfv’ object? Compete against three other players in a desperate race to col tact 
Y all of the neon-colored ladybugs! It's a retro free-for-fall that's nasty, insane 

and tons 'o fun! The only drawback is that the new tracks have to be 
Z/sp» unlocked by playing through the regular game {hint; find afl 100 bonus 

pts).., not that that's a horrible punishment or anything! 
But beyond all that, it's how Adventure Racing plays that trufy sets it apart from everything else, It's sorta serious, 

and sorta not. But that's the beauty of the design: being able to drive like a serious racer (e.g., Gran Turismo) or a 
Mario Kart-ish game, The purists will be able to finish the tracks as quickly as posstble, while others {myself includ- 
ed) wili go hog wild discovering all the little extras that are hidden EVERY- 
WHERE. Boxes are scattered alf over the place, and the more you collect the 
better the payoff in the end (I won t ruin it for you... heh heh!). Plus, there's I ^ v - 
just so many little side-trails and fun extras that youII find yourself going I ' f fSl & 
over them again and again {but if you're anything like Reubus, make sure to 1 .. 
get watered and get enough sunlight}. Incidentally, thïs game was co-devef- i * 
oped by Parad igm, the company responsible for Minten do's Pilotwings and tfJjPt ■ 
the development of several U.S, Army simulations! U 3, T ItlLj _ 

Not only is this the best racer on the raeïng-impaired Nintendo machine, LflS ■ 
but it's one of the best racers... ever. Hey, I didn't think it was possibie either, jLtaJ * ^ 
but it's true, Sure, it can't begin to compete with Gran Turismo's variety of if • ? *. 
cars, or Ridge Racer's soundtrack, or even Rally Cross’s blazing graphics... «*% ^-7 

but it stomps them allin the most important area: fun. Just rem em ben this 1 Wt 
game IS NT that rea listic, but itJs better for it ST 
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GF: How do you fhink players used to more realistic racers (i.e. Gran Turismo, 
Ridge Racer) wiSE take to Adventure Racing's unique hybrid mixture of 
realistic/wacky style? 

SB: We're pretty confident that Beetle Adventure Racing will cater to a broad 
audience base, The great thing about this game is that the actual "racing" ele¬ 
ment is strong enough to keep the attention of the traditional player. Qnce that 
hooks them, they'H start to notice (purposely or by good forto ne} the lack of "lim- 
its" in the game... all the freedom, the huge alternate routes, the hidden areas, the 
breakable walls and items.., once that happens, I think any "learning curve" will 
disappear and the way these players think about "racing" games will have been 
changed for the betten 

GF: With the success of games like Mario Kart and Diddy Kong Racing on the 
M64, do you see Adventure Racing as a stand-out game because of lts similar 
"kart" influences? 

SB: Beetle Adventure Racing most definitely stands out thanks to its incredible 
track design, the deep Championship modes, diverse effects and rich textures, 
and the sense of controlled chaos that the game creates for the playen Of course, 
games like Mario Kart have a huge appeal across the gamer spectrum, so we 
aimed the essence of our tïtle towards the "all-ages" market. That beïng said, I 
think the new Beetle makes the game extra special, and our Beetle Battle mode is 
the inchThick frosting on the cake’ 

GF: Beetle Battle is outrageous! What made you guys decide to put something 
like that into a game that was already pretty wacky? 

SB: We are quite proud of how Beetle Battte turned out In developing the game, 
we all recognized that multi-player is where it's at. Having a good multi-player 
mode ensures more public Interest in a tifie. Having a GREAT multi-player mode 
puts a console game, espedally an W64 game, in very distinguished company. lt 
just seemed like a natural extension of the in-game hijinx to have 2-4 players duke 
it out groovy hardcore-style with rockets and other goodies while dashing to col* 
ïect a series of coiorful tadybug tcons. To be quite honest, Beetle Battle mode 
turned out better than we had hoped... As a result, you can bet that there will be 
late nights and trash talking and shouts of "Hall to the King, baby!" 

GF: By the way, what's your favorite Herbie movie and why? 

SB: Herbie goes to Monte Carfo. lt has everything: beautiful beaches, high stakes 
gambling, gorgeous wonen of the '60s, and a wacky, self-aware VW. It's between 
that and Herbie 2: The Wrath of Khan. :} 

GF: Beetle Adventure Racing is the first game of its type, com- 
brning adventure and racing elements together (hence the 
name...dub’). Why did EA decide to go this way, instead of a more tra 
"straight racing" style? 

SB: We all feit that it was time to branch out of the traditional racing genre and 
create something completely fresh and unique. As most N64 owners know, the 
(traditional) racing category is pretty duttered, to say the least. Here's a platform 
with, quite frankly, too many predictabfe racing titles in its library and not nearly 
enough novel approaches. Like most gamers, l'm a huge fan of traditional side- 
scrollers, and after years of working on the Need for Speed franchise, we started 
to envision a way that you could combine the "white knuckle" arcade racing 
experience with the exploration and dtscovery elements of an adventure game, 
Given the platform, this seemed to be the ideal route to take. 
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MULTIPLArm 

ECM: WELL, IF YOU 

don’t own a PC... 

1-4 Plavers 

Available Now 

Developer - Raster Prodiictions 

Publisher - Activision 

Welcome to the world of Quake 2 on 
Nintendo 64. Marvel at the super-clean, 
24-bit textures, vibrant hï-colors, and a 

raging aura! assault, Now pinch yourself: You're 
dreamlng, The above details may be true of the 
PC rev (minus the 24-bit textures), but those of 
you expecting a super-close port of Quake 2 to 
the N64 can dream another dream, this dream is 
over. Ho we ven just because it isn't on par with 
ïts numbingly awesome PC counterpart, doesn't 
mean all is lost. Especially from the poïnt of view 
of the gamer that has never played Quake 2 
before, I should also note that this is indeed a 
preview, though Activision did state that most of 
what is now present is final material. 

Quake 2 expfoded onto the PC gamïng scene 
like a rocket-blast point blank in a camper's face 
(campers being the fellows that simply sit in the 
same spot on a level and piek people off as they 
run by.., lamers, in other words). If It weren't for 
the redneck/hillbilly faction swarmlng Wal-Mart 
for their copy of the 'greatest story ever told' 

{Deer Hun ter, for the uninitiatedï, it wou ld have reigned aione atop 
the PC gamïng heap lEggo's note: A Crafty RTS by Blizzard might 
have something to say about that]. It contained the greatest multi- 
player experience known to PC-kïnd, and continues to hold that 
title to this day {UnreaR Yeah, right). It also featured a decent, 'We 
feit compelled to include it/ one-player contest. However, every- 
body knew that the real meat,.of the blood-red variety, was to be 
found In its muiti-player aspect. 

The N64 version of Quake 2 features a full-blown single-player 
mode as well as seven deathmatch levels. The one-player option 
is for those that have very few frlends (or not enough N64 pads) 
and features level after level of monster-thrashing action. While 
this is all wel! and good (replete wïth completely re-designed lev- 
els), the Quake franchise has never been (and will never beï about 
the one-player aspect. Given that, the new levels are a refreshing 
change of pace for those that played the PC rev to death. 
Unfortunately, since the N64 is ISmlted by the unholy constraints of 
'cart power' (where have we heard that a thousand times before?), 
the levels are much less expansive and suffer from a severe case 
of claustrophobïa. Gone are the vaulted ceilings and open arenas 
of the PC rev, replaced by a much more corridor-heavy level 
design (think Tenka or Disruptor), So while it's nice to rampage 
across the levels, blasting bio-mechanized freaks to chunky, 
squlshy bits with the raïlgun and frïends, it's not a major sellïng (or 
buylng) point — it's all about multi-player frag-fests. Not to say, I 
suppose, that things couldn't change come final time. 

As a multi-player game, Quake 2 on N64 is lookïng relatively 
solïd at this point. Gameplay is fairly quïek and responsïve, though 
things do get a bit framey and palnful when foor players are filling 
the screen with enough shrapnel and debristo make Dango's dut- 
tered cubicle seem spartan in comparison (the boy raises chickens 
in that barnyard — chickens with BIG heads). Uslng a weapon llke 
the railgun, whlch requires dead-on accuracy, becomes more an 
intellectual concept than something useful since your chances of 
hitting anything consEstently requires as much luck as anythïng 
remotely akin to skiII. Still, multi-player is the best reason to get 
Quake 2, and if Raster can tighten up the frame rate, even 
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Go/den£ye might have something to run for cover over (id 
Software ïs in the same building as Raster, so that can't hurt). 

Graphically, Q2 looks decent although ït seems they've made 
a number of changes to the basic look of the game, Beyond the 
fact that the enemies are now much more framey than they 
once we re (thank you again, Mr. Cart), Raster has seen fit to also 
change the color palette quite a bit. Essentially they've bright- 
ened up the predominantly red/orange-hued levels by adding a 
smattering of blues and 'warmer' colors. While itJs mee to see 
them trying something different (supposedly in 24-bit color), l'm 
not sure that people are iooking for a friendner-feeling Quake (I 
know l'm not). The blue railgun needs to go... 

I now wait feverishly for the final IM64 burn of the greatest PC 
game of all time (well, behind the venerable Ultima series, of 
course). If they can fix the erratic frame rate and clean up the 
graphics a tittle, Activisron could be Iooking at a monster hit, If 
not, wetl, there's very little doubt that this one is still going to 
seH a bundle.., here's to hoping it's on its merits as a game and 
not on the merits of lts name [that never happens wïth N64 
games,,, <cough> Castlevania, <hack>), EGM 
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CHQOSEPLA 

G4 Luxo Siuoar 

If you remember my slightly larger- 1 
than-life preview of ActivisionV 1 .--c* 
upcoming slab at the non-existent 

car combat scene on the N64 a few 
months back, you might recall that I spoke 
rather highly of the game. Wellr not much has 
changed since that time, and Tm happy to 
report that Luxoflux and crew haven't screwed 
anything upr so the great things I promised way 
back when shouid be waiting for you ïn stores 
as you read this>++ convenient! 

The graphics have been slightly spruced up 
since last time, fuMy taking advantage of the pow- 
ers inherent in the awesome RAM pack... it's about 
time! Some neat-o lighttng effects also seem to 
have been added, and t canl teil you how much 
fun it is to be able to destroy 
almost everythïng on-screen... 
what a stress relïever Not that it 
was much of a problem last time 
around, but the little 'sweet' spots . 
of slowdown ïn the preview fusu- 
ally when four or more cars col- . 
lided together on-screen at once) TT 
seem to have been eradicated. é / ™ j 
Best of all, the combos all work ' ft i 

' s13er^ectM So all in all, it's' safe to 
v 1 .■■Ir/tr say that this versron now,sound- 

ly pummels the PS one and all 
the don es that system has to 
offer. Yep, that indudes every 

HMÉmUL Twisted Metal, Rogue Trippin' 
4 “ (even with those exploding 

* chlckens.-.*sniff*} yada yada... 
„ Hail to the kïngr baby! 

Again, even though Tm bored to tears with this 
Sm £ entire genre* I have to admit that the N64 version is 

still the best car combat game out there. Thegraph- 
* ics are greatH the muslc's funky and the controJ's 

right on the money. Plus, the 4-player mode (a fea¬ 
ture whïch I strongly be lieve is a big reason for the 

_ Jf N64H$ successi perfect. The sequel, VB: Second 
Qffense, is alcéady underway and it's a no-brainer 
that it'll make an appearance on Nintendo's golden 
system as welk But I simply can't end this review 
without mentioning that as good as this game admït- 
tedly is, I still prefer the (ïn)famous Beetle Battle 
mode in that 'other' N64 racer featured this month, 
Beetle Adventure Racing> I dunno why, maybe Tm 
just a fruit {...why's everyone nodding?). ST 

CHQOSE Pi AYER 

4 ’«T n Jtm*r t 

ft buch CA : ninln mMui 

CHÖQSE PLAYEiï 

4 '70 ClvdvhU4 ft 

B: CA : HM.**» filtflU 

CHQOSEPtAYER 

4 W ft 
B: bMh Ca ; r*** 

cmosEPiAm 

4 -TA Strkter ft 

bA0k Ca :: mwr< mamj 

CHQ8SE PLAYER 

4 '/t r'*f*rr,!n& ft 

(1: bucU CA : mim mtnu 

CffODSE PLAYE/t 

4 '79 OIhW 4*4 ft 

B: ÏK<< CA i mAn 

CHQOSEPLAYER 

4 '78 LtprHhiun ft 

4 '7Q Pkihup ft 

SUPER TEETER: Get 

down WIT' DA funk! 

Developer - Luxoflux IA Players 
Publisher - Activision Available Now 

Viewpoint #/\n 
Score 

jr 

•«tvCwt A: AïésM B bffik r.A , nh#b hiiftn 
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Frozen pizza, nasty nachos and high-caffeine soda. And that's just for appetizers. Welcome 

to Mario Party™, an all-night basti where you choose your favorite Nintendo® characters, 

then battle ft out against your buddies on six adventure boards in over ftfty different four- 



BE MARIti * 
player games. By the time one of you finally stands alone, 

you’ll all be ciying out for a second helping. Mario Party, 

only on Nintendo® 64. This party’s just getting going. 

6ËT “6ET0UT 
EVERYONE 

www.nintendo.com 





Re views The Wiseman of Iga has a surprise to show our heroes, Goemon and 
Ebtsumaru. Always the inventor, this time he's outdone himsetf with his 
greatest achievement: The Ultra Gorgeous Electro Ghost Return Machine! 

With this nifty device, it's possibfe to return the dead to life and have a cbat with a 
deceased ancestor* But just as Wiseman's about to give it a go, the evif (and crazy) 
Bisumaru arrivés and snatches the machine away. Knowing her, she's up to no good, 
and this can't be allowed to fly. Mo worrïes, because Goemon returns to the N64, onfy 
this time he's back where he belongs: in 2D! 

When most people speak fondty of 2D gaming, it's easy to thïnk that they're talking 
about sprite-based gaming. To them, games rn the third dimension just haven't cut it 
(even with masterworks such as Maria 64 and Banjo), and perhaps they never will. 
But it's not the sprites these folks are missing, it's the gameplay... plain 'n simple. 3D 
games break the restraÈnts of the 2D barrier and allow for berserk, free-for-all mad- 
ness. Again, white this is fine for some, some gamers just need boundaries... I need 

boundaries, and when I feel the callr nothing works like a 
platformen ! need to enter that al most Zen-like state 

where Tm not just playing the game, l'm in the 
game... that's me ma kin g those jumps, 
whackïn' the baddies and grabbin' the power-, 
ups. Don't let my vacant, glazed appearance 

confuse you... hm in heaven. 
But, just to be fair, I whipped out the 

office copies of the PlayStation's best 
2.5D games: Wild 9 and Klonoa. Aftefl 
playing for a bit, I popped open the PS^ 
lid and laughed as I tossed them asidi 

Nothing out the re compares. You've liter£ 
ally never seen graphics like this before; 
either at home or in the arcade. Sure, others 

/ffTTF^ have attempted to re-create the traditional platformer with 
3D graphics, but nobody's actually done it this welk !t goes 
so far beyond scaling, beyond rotation, and other 16-bit sta¬ 
ples; this is the next generation of platformers... on my 
Nintendo no less. Who'd've thunk it? 

Thanks to the magical powers of the N64's sorely mis- 
used hardware, this game almost looks like it was hand- 
drawn... only sprites couldn't do what this game does. 
When there's another path in the foreground, it looks per¬ 
fect... absolutely NO blurrïng or pixelization anywhere 
fhow could ft?)! Transparencies are everywbere, from 
the awesome jellyfish to the water itself (the whole swrm- 
ming scene is amazing... Crash Bandi-Who?!). And what 
about those bosses? It's almost as if Konami re-hired the 
beloved Treasure team and made 'em work doublé- 
time... the bosses are incredïble! When they're not big- — 
ger than the whole screen, they're attacking you from alf= 
si des in the most amazing ways. Seriously, I haven't:” 
seen bosses like this since Gunstar Heroes. - "'■« 

www.gomefan.com 29 



What anïme-inspired game would be complete without an 
amme-fnspïred soundtrack? Complementtng the stellar graphïcs 

^ is an amazing soundtrack, it might not be the techno-bliss that 
is Ca$tlevaniar but it's so different that it's cool In ïts own right. 

it sounds lïke every track is composed with traditional Japanese 
Instruments, but with a techno-ish, happy anrme flair... works c 
for me! A games only as dramatic as its soundtrack and I 
can only say how grateful 1 am (once again) to see Konami 
put the N64 sound chip through lts paces. 

The voices are so cool that every time you enter a tea- 
house or shop, youVe greeted by a friendly 
"Irashaimasel" (Welcome!). Not only that but Konami a 
saw fit to ieave in the opener's Japanese-drenched cinema M 
(translated in subtitles, how very Kurosawa!). 

And these sound effects? 
Lot me jList say that whon I first 
haard Qh sumaro's pat lef Ie taonk- 
iny a foe, I had Lo snij Ie, F very 
single sound effect is so nar / 

□pEU toony mal i Stic.. it jast adds so / 
uFSM miich to the game. I 1 

What makes a good 2D ^ 
game isn't the graphics, the 

■ESI perspective, or anything like 
the gameplay. ■ Don't let anyone teil you dif¬ 

ferent, this game is so hard- 
core 2D it hurts, and I love 
the pain... oh yeah. The only 
thlng 3D about this one are the 
graphics, that's it, 

But I must stress that while ^ 
this game plays 2D, it's 
ïncredibly simple 2D. Mo, not 
Skefeton Warriors simple (dar 

da... dah!), but Castlevania simple. That is to say, it's very ^_,_ 
intuitive, Once you get a feel for the Controls, you ARE — 1 
Goemon, or anyone else from the cast (Sasuke is just the 
coolest,,, }, Tm not saying the game's a cakewalk, but once \ 
you've got the feeling, youll be double-jumping, butt-bounc- 
ïng, and hack-'n-slashing your way to the end. Again let me f / 
stress how much I love this kind of game,,, love it too! f / s 

Once you're into the game, every character not only has their 1/ / 
basic attack (Goemon's pipe, Ebïsumaru's paddle, etc.), but they * 11 
each acquire a second function. Sasuke gets a propeller (for j 

swimmingb Yae becomes a mermaid and J 
Goemon 9ets a chain-pipe (it's the Castlevania whip, baby!), i'd 

teil you w^ere to f'nd these treasures, but then l'd have to to sub- 
rlvfl ject you to a kiss-fest from Bisumaru. Ugh. 

I''ve said a bunch of good things about Goemon's Great 
M^èbJ?vMÊÊËÈÊ!' ü Adventure, but I honestly, truly meant every word. 

Platformers might be rare these days, but they ARE 
coming, so just hang tïght. I don't want to hear any- 

\^> ■ one complaining, because we NEVER had it this 
good when we were kids (I should know, I was 
there!). But most of all, this is the game you 
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REVtEWS 

knew that fun machine could do aII the trme. 
Sure, it took awhile, but now It's here, so enjoy it. 
As for Konami, I wish I could fly outto Japan and 
give their President a big oV hug of satisfaction, 
yet give him a piece of my mrnd as wetl. It's sad, 
really, because it's hard to play this game and 
wonder why this wasn't the next Casttevania. It's 
old fashionedP mindless fun injected with 
enough humor, attitude, and Japanese to make it 
work. Finafly, a Konami platformer that's better 
than Symphony of the Night... Will Americans 
feel the same way? Who cares any more? 1 love 
this game and that's all that matters! Try it out 
and you'lt love it too. Abayo! ST 

Sasuke 
The "mechanical 
ninja" created by 
Wiseman of Iga, 

whose favorite 
things happen to 
be baths and tea. 

Yeah, you read 
that right. 

Goemon 

is back! 
Although prone 

to bouts of rage, 
he's always 

ready to lend a 
hand to his good 
buddy Wiseman. 

Yae 
Member of the "Secret Special 
Investigatrons Ninjas," her power 

Ebisumaru 
Self-pro- 
cfaimed 
Jj Ninja of 
Justïce" and 
room mate of 
Goemon, 
hofds the 
record for 
downrng 200 
dumpJings at 
Akindo tea^ 
house. 

and agïiity are unrivaled. Ji 
cal! her girlish! J 

^ ^i Manekin Neko 
\ 1 {Ceramic Cat} 

Each cat powers 
IwggÊp yourweaponup 

another level. Just 
remember getting 
hit reduces the 
power by one. 

Tanuki (Raccoon) 
Ftnd this sucker 
and you'tl know 

i the level is over. 
f HINT: Bash his 

head to get the 
Entry Passï 

Onigiri (Rice Balls) 
Instead of dying 

Ê when your last 
K lïfebarisup, 
W tasty rice snacks 
y fall from the sky 

and revltalize you 

Throughout 

sïon, you'tl 
need these 

Characters 

www.gamefon.com 31 



Re views 

^^"htnk of the term "board game." Know why f 
they call rt a 'board' game? No, its not | 

I because they have boards (although it does 
sorta make sense), ït's because they're BORING! [Eggo's note: 
W, W, WHATf?!?] Yes, ït's true folks... sorry for dispeJIEng an 
age oEd custom, but En this day and age, dragging a musty 
board game out of the closet and expecting excitement city is 
only asking for trouble [Eggo's note: Get a rope...]. Luckily, 

with a little help from Hudson (y'know, the .Nintendo. 
Bomberman folks) got with the times and decided to change I 
all that Enter Maria Party, one of the most incredibly enter- Hf <$P 
taining and outrageous multi-player games... ever! 
Weighing in at an astonishïng 256-megs (only Ze/da and Turok I 

have thus far ventured into such high memory numbers), Mario */>s. // 
Party is bound to change the way the world [oofcs at the board 
game. For starters, it ain't boring! Everything starts to heat up when Mario, 
along with Luigi (nice to see him getting work these days), Donkey Kong, 

T M' J ~i Wario, Yoshi and * 
J ^ Pri ncess Peach throw a 

Par_tY The conversation 
turns to which of them % 

4r* *§21 jfrjH is the bigyest superstar 
jjjfrh ("When Game Characters 

Jff I go on Ego Trips — Film at V 
^ j 11!"), and Toad decides to -S| 

f I settle ït with an advent ure.*, so 
yJfl begEns the journey. 

tj The game runs like this: play- 
1i ers (1-4) are given turns around 

H - |0| several giant boards. Much like 
. .Am briy real-life board game, 

al! {my favorite). The winner gets the winnings 
(goEd coïns) which can be cashed in for vaEuable 

items along the way, the best being the Golden Star. The re's 
a TON of mini-games... about 56 to be exact. They range from 

pretty boring (think Dig Dug) to bizarre (everybody 
Limbo!) to plain oV fun (Warïo Bowling!). If three 
of your buddles join tn, ït's aEmost too fun (many 
a GF workday continued into the wee hours of 
the night..* Zzz.,.). You have to 
try it out for yourself. h 

The only question that remains 
is this: Will this game sell well? 
Think about it. A Nintendo 64- 
game... star ring Mario... intended frffMSFHfwIrl'. \ A • 
for 4 pIayers... HE be shocked If i o y \ _ 
this isn't one of the best sel! in g CjjjfiAV\j1 ; 
games of 1999, If this is the 
future of board games, Tm all for */*/ 
it — grab a copy and party 
hearty.,, Mario stylef ST 

SUPER TEETER: ECW Developer - Hudson/Nintendo 11.-4 Players 

wants a kegger! Publisher - Nintendo Available Now 

When the music stofs, 
its ü dtish! Be the 
frst lo jump up and get the 
chest on the center musfroom. 

VlEWPOtNT # 

Score * 
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Coming Soon Coming Soon Coming Soon Coming Soon Coming Sooh Coming Soon Coming Soon Coming Soon Coming Soon Coming Soon 

Just as PC users are readying themsefves for C&C2r Command & Conquer 64 (EA) JU3X as tvp users are reauymg rnemseives iur 

N64 own ers get ready for the ortginaL {shots frotn pc verslond ■ - .*■ 

The most popular PC title of '98 comes to the N64, 
courtesy of Nintendo themsefves! {shots trom pc version) Starcraft 64 (Nintendo) 

California Speed (Midway) Yet another racer comes to the N64 this 
year, complete wtth arcade-style gameplay! 

Codem asters (minus that freaky Thor Ackerland) is back with 
their first Nintendo game in years... Multiplayer madnessl Micro Machines (Midway) 

Stepping on the heels of the PS version, the 
second N64 Rampage is almost here... Gojiraf Rampage 2: Universal Tour (Midway) 

Coming Soon Coming Soon Coming Soon Coming Soon Coming Soon Coming Soon Coming Soon Coming Soon Coming Soon Coming Soon 

It was sports that saved the Genesis, it 
;•*••*•* will be sports that save the Dreamcast, | 

Sega Football, developed by Visual ^ 
• Concepls, will be the first title in a string ^ 

V^V* *»* of sports games for the system. One of the game's producers is Joe Kïdd, former GameFan sports editor, so 
* VV- you know the game wiil be goodf We'll have more screenshots of this gorgeous title in coming issues. 

Dreamcast 



I knew I was going [o lik? Devil Dite the firSt 
|im? I Laid my ey?s Dn il. Lik? mosl successful 

poule games, Devil Dlte's concept is srmple 
yet cfeep, nwaning any mortm tan learn hiïw 
lh? game woffca in seconds, and puzzl? veler- 

ans have enough tbwe lo keepthem busy for 
weeks. At lïrst glante, Ihe game may [Ook 
very intimidating, especiatly if you're walch- 

inu ptajmiwho kno« whai theyte dol na. 
Afler uil. ihis bmt your Standard jO cascad. 

sit throogh the great lutcuiaf (nne erf the best 
IV- sten In any game), you'll realiie the 
game ia very eaSy tn get into. DD is made aLl 
the moet» heller wïth a Five-player War Mede 
and a eontpLetely different rwo-ptaycr BattÊe 
Mode. floth modes are frantic and a blast lo 

pteystnce the sa me 3IC0W5 yov lo steal <om¬ 
bos away hom the ether players [part of the 
Fun of everyone bei ng on a single pLaying 
FieW), On ippofiM. the game hasafun 
twjj-piayer to op option and a chaBwi®ii]^ 
l'üiile Vode (a '-ery fruatralijb but tdMmijy 
satistyi =.: ganser- at hji y..j solvlr .■ .itlte 

dke<kM liis fiÖ Henges, o i ie at a t ii i: rt. If 
voo're disa•ns.yj with IbH &n| mwBMH 
f|.,i nes orf |he parket, pleasjïïÈftèot o-ptOeyil 

Dlce. it JHpp youf renjiiHfB biat-:i it;, and 

TheQn^Layer Mode in DevilDicM^aJotoF 
■ ■ - Tuye or tess trainipfor the 

i raten* rimftii(rtiyLir stuff, 

vrnpng, thaone-"I->>i • s' h- is very inlenrst- 
i flpt: I l»d thé most hu n wtwn th <■ Fout of 

heMto-head barfle mode thefs dH- ”■* 

ferent from the w^r mode is sndLtded, fff ƒ /^r 

as welt as a cooperafove mhibi- ff Êm 
uon mode. This liierally has ff mm 
someihing for everybody, end it f 
isjostasmocblunatapartvasit vy#* » * 

ts playinfl by yourseff. ^ 

ThogiaphicsarafaiityfóG&Yiand k - 

the Md jazz soundtrack is even weH 1 |\ 

done, bjl wFiat ma&es this game $0 y \ 1 V. K 

txHlant is. Hs subilo küval o! addeben. ^ r 
D&fll Dte wil hook yOu akoóst immedi- + _ 

ate*y and keep you pieying ail night. In fact, more than one PSM steffet Fsas been 

known to put oFfa deadline tosqueeze ma gamcortwo durïigthecfciy.We canonly 

90 on atxxrt this game for so long before we gei iepeiróve. 0uy H Buy n now. 

Devil Oice 

A furiouskaddiclivt and origifla^u 
RJH» Htat is Sü co -n :• >: J iv.’ I bat ever 
nuMiwTil probab.ï go for it "he gTE| 
sbtipta, ‘K-tJeftn'i 1 .mui i-x'-emely i 
.md the o^xalt p--■ 1 ■■; n i Is e*£el 
s '1 ijrle-player ^pie U's a fantfiRBeK 
: ■ •.■.!'1 -.eep ïu hooked (or hours. 

ANINCREDIBLY ADDICTIVE MASTERPIECE 
BeW D.ce is, withoui a doubt, ere ol the most adüove and enthralling puz- 

de games to hrt the PlayStatw. The concept 15 simpte: yuu contrei a cute 

littte devil guy w+o must rol E&ce around a board feight squares by etght squares] 

trying w aügn sjnvtar fadng numbers next co each other. Whan you aügn an amoum 

Of doe equa 10 the nuTibers shown [for axamplec tour dm win the numbef 'our 

sFiowingï they all diseppeer from the boord Eut Ihafs rot all—edded techniques 

iofLide the abilrty to chsin similar numbets lo a sel you've already connpletiedL as 

w&il as the linvied atkiny 10 jtTO m the ftoor and push dm mwad of rofeng them. 

TFie gamepay fes Ihe iêr-# hooks aa dasSt games li? dorrmoes and o) cotrse, fei.is 
Üros yoo get ihe hangof Ctevi'f Dóefwhich tekesaboul ten minutesl you will 

be engro&sed by ds deptn, Just the exhibiton morfe in which you fight rising dice 

trying to Uil up ihe board is enough co pusiify the game. Dut ii has so much more. 

A puEde mode thallenges yoo 10 complete certlin patterns m a limhed numfcer 

of mevtt Ie good way to team the basics of the game). Two lo frve pfavers tan 

compete against each ether m war mode, wheh is (un if not a httïe oonfusmg. A 
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Flesh-eating Fleeches! Undead 
Mudombies! Bone-grinding Greeters! 

Tons of coof new power-ups! 
Invisibility! Healing powers! And more! 

Abe gets all emotional! More panic! 
More talking! More pleading! 

ive the Mudokons and save 
your game anywhere! 
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ff You Haven't Been Keeping Up Oo Current Everrts... 
In case you missed my raving re view of the import last issue, here's 

ia brief recap: "Oh my god! This game is awesome! Look at the 2P 
1 power of the Playstation! Long live 20111 <funeral bug!e> The death 
Ij of the turtle with the guard meter. Best fighfing game on the 
k Playstation! Scratch that, best fighting game on any console (oh 
F ^ wait, there's a Saturn version coming)!" in 

I also said other words, I liked the game. 
something along the lines of "if they just local- 
ize what little text there is and bring the game 
out here, it'll be the best fighting game on any 
console." Wel!, ifs only a month later, and 
Capcom hasn't tampered with the winning for- 
mula. All is rïght with the world, and we're 3n 
for one heckuva fighter in the near future, 

^ The bar has been raised on what it takes 
to make a fighting game. Even the mighty 

Virtua Fighter 3tb on DC must give SFA3 a 
nod of grudging |-espect. Mot only is ït the 
king of fïghters, Street Fighter Alpha 3 is 
also one of the finaf champfons of 2D, hand- 

ying breed these days). drawn graphics (a 
We're hu ge fans of 2D games at GameFan 

and o ld school gameplay, two things which 
SFA3 embodies- 
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Wh ere Once \ Was Blind... Wow I Can See 
l In today's world of brown games (e.g., the plethora of 
\ First Person Shootersï, there are so few games whtch 

V are pleasing to the senses, Alpha 3 is a striking 
J reminder of what a good game looks lEke: hand- a 
1 drawn graphics, countless hues, vibrant colors 

F which are full of Hfe, multiple levels of parailax, 
and lïne scrolling. All this good stuff is pre- 

sent and accounted for in this future \ 
Ca pc om classic. I should just stop the 

rambling now to fill this . •% 

spa co with more p'V jC , 
Wf^ | VTI s c re e n s 11 ot s. b een use * dC » -**. ^’f\ 
jj*? words can't do jus- -7 J v ~/J| 
* k A y\ tiee to the visu- 

> •tff a s of this , r 
ït, game. v 

r Sounds Great... Let's Rock! 
The musEc in Alpha 3 has been 

redone completely. None of the old, 
famiJiar (some wou ld argue tired) 
themes from the past are in this 
Street Fighter. lnsteadH the sound- 

track jams with a fast-paced, 
:-m energetic, eiectrïc, techno-ïsh 
jj groove which fits the frenetic 
y pace of the action like a glove. I 
Jé Considering the staggering 

5^ióAïj y M jimJb—t—1 jj—1 
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'""1 aaC Street Fighter RoH CaII 
\ V Taking a page trom IMMBBBE 

, j \ Namco's book of making ^ 
the home game bette r than the 
arcade, SFA3 is bristling with new fea 

tures and more characters, You could 
A even ca II thïs game a class reunion for all 
Q SFIfcharacters. Hard to befieve, I know, but 
y every character who was ever ïn a Streef / 

Fighter U game is present and playable in r ; 
Alpha 3 (note: none of the new guys frorn L \ 

V Th ree are here). Characters who 
> were hidden in the arcade (Bison, f jS [ |i 
BSalrog, Juni, and Juli) are now / s= \ f j 

playable from the start. Streef \ y \ / k 
I Fighter //veterans Honda and Blan ka V\j \ 

make a feïsty return, with revised 
I graphïcs, Even the infamous Guile is 
fcaack (Charlie and Guile reunited at last!), I I 
thoughJte's hidden,., along with Shin ver- | 

siolis of Ryu, AkurricL and Bal rog. 
Newcomers who also benefit from a handel 

drawn makeover include thte cast from Super h 
Street Fighter T Hawk, Cammy, Fei Long, and $8 
Dee Jay. And don't forget that al! the charac- ^ 
ters in this game are graced with extra frames of 

anï matton,.. Christmas comes early from 
__ the folks at Capcom. And whife it's taken a 

_ long time to get here, there's fïnally a ran- 
■, dom select button which aljows you to 
i, hone your all-around skïlls. 

Final Fighter II? 
Have you noticed that Capcom is cram- 

ming every Final Fight character into the 
latest Street Fighter games? The only all- 
star holdout appears to be Hagan Maybe 
they're savïng him for the next inearna- 
tiorn,, IV, perhaps? Hmm... wonder when 
Poison (think pohce cap, cutoff top, and 
Datsy Duke shorts) is going to join the list 
of FF characters who've made ït bfg 
under the flashy lights and glittery glitz 
of Stree t Flgh ter- land. 

The Bad News 
“More frames! More frames! My 

ktngdom for more frames!" White Alpha 
3 plays a helluva lot better than its 
cursed Vs. brethren on the Playstation, 

there are stilt frames missing ïn 
SFA3. So all you puristscan huff 

i^. AJ and puff and ding to your dusty 
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lEVJEWS 

Saturn ports (coming soon). Me? 111 be 
playïn' A3 on the Playstation with the 
rest of my friends. 

Mot to say that the frames aren't in the 
game. ï can assure you all the animation fs 
in the Playstation version... you just have 
to ptck the same character to see it. Sadly, 
without a 4 meg RAM pack, the only time 
the PS can has enough memory to 'remem- 
ber' all the frames is when it doesn't have 
to toad up a new set of animation for a dif¬ 
ferent character. So youll find Zangief Is 
hls normal, healthy self when faced with 

another Zangief; but once he leaves his 
homeland, the animation cleaver comes 
out and hacks out a frame here and there. 
Thankfully, most of the characters are j 
still well-animated, and the gameplay I 
doesn't suffer... the same can't be said I 
aboutthose Vs. games <shiver> 

Sure, Tm nïtpfckïng, but one of the last 
fauits I have with thïs game is the 
announcer. Instead of the classic "Round 
One... Fight!" SF43nowhasa morevocal 
commentator who bears a striking 
resemblance to the Ridge Racer guy; he 
sounds the same 
and hisjCDmmQjnts J f 
are just as annoy- * \ ( 
ing (e.g., "Sharpen l * 
your fangs... it's not v ^ 
the endf" when you fcjf 
lose). 5ure^itfs a frTtëM 
minor point, but there's very lit- gy 
tfe wrong with this game. S ^ 

The Summary: 
Start Sa ving Now 

Thert^J not mfch morèJW 
be said here. The 
game's release date 
is a very tentative mÊ . 
May, but keep an eye - J 
out for it because it's jjk tr 
3 must-buy. If you're IM 
a Street Fighter fan, 
buy this game; it's JÊHH 
got something for 

games, then you've gotta see SFA3and 
its rainbow of colors. Lastly, if you're 
just a casuai gamer, Streef Fighter 
Alpha 3 deserves a spot in any gam- 
ing library. Unless you despise fight- 
Ing games... then I suggest flnding 
some friends and getting out of the 
house more often. 

Special Thanks to combo master 
James Chen(sor) for his help. 

h.co 

1 m ^ 

kip 

(like Teeter). if you like fighting \ \ 
1 I m 

Hf fky jL\ \\\ 

kiWP" 
1 j i' j games, this is the only one you \ \ 

need (well, that VF3tb is kinds cool V.\ 
too, but get this first). If you like 2D lH 1 7 ; * 4ÜÜ' 



That Little Something Special 
Story has classScally been a 

weak point of this series. 
Sure, Ken and Ryu shared a headband... and we al! 
know where Sagat got that scar fromr but interac- 
tion between the characters when theyTe not 

v fighting fafter hours) hasn't been discussed 
too much, Capcom develops a little more 

riof that Intangible with unique openers 
when you happen to pair up specific ehar- 

Akuma and Evil V acters. 
W Ryu greet each other with 

■fm failed Raging Demons. ^ 
ƒ ■ Ken shows off that / 

V'mH camaraderie with ft i 
jfl lil Ryu by giving him | 
K'HB some noogies \ . 

|H before they scrap, WM 
This is even the vj/i 

WÊÊÊÊ7 first time we get to V 
jgyjgij see Guile and his old I 
JS flU war buddy Charfie tn \ 

the sarrte game as 
V they salute each ƒ \ 
\ other in military fash- 

ion, The number of 'rijf' 
J unique openings goes W ,'i 

on and on, and lt adds a \ 
teensy bit to replay value (test 
those pairingslj, Shown here are J 
just a few of the greetings to look for- m 
ward to... Check out Cody and Guy's ■ 
en tra nee straight out of Final Fightl H 
For a complete list of aN the unique f 
openers avaiiable in Alpha 3, check B 
out this month's Hocus Pocus. 
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Reviüws 

“* Flip Out Over This! 
flipping out of the air and counter hits are part of 

the newer, more aerodynsmic gameplay, Veterans 
may scoff, but Streef Fighter has grown wings now 
(probably due to the tremendous success of the 
flashy, high-flying Vs. games also in Capcom's fight- 
ing game stable), A counter hit from a fierce or a 
roundhouse wïll send the enemy flying up high — the 
perfect opportunity for a nasty air combo. But 
Capcom wouldn't put evtl air combos En the game if 

rif 
Fhe Reign of Contorted Terror Begms,,, 

What does it take to 'break' a fighting game? One move and 
a guard meter. Never before has the Baid Terror been as Intim- 
idating as he is in Alpha 3. Tm sure youTe all wondering exact- 
ty what it is that has monsters like Zangief q ui vering in fear, A 
'Special Move of Justice'? A 'Super of Death-Deallng Doom'? 
No, my friends, the overpowerïng move handed down by the 
Street Fighter gods is none other tham.. Standing Jab. 

\ know what you're all thinking — "Surely ye jest,„ most scrubs 
don't even know a jab button exists." Let's all shed a collectiva 

k tear since the play balance of the mighty Alpha 3 is 
ripped to shreds because of a wimpy version of the 

Atlanta Braves 
Tomahawk Chop, if 
you're one of those 
players who doesn't 
know where the jab 
button is, you'd bet- 
ter start lookïng, 
because this move is 
waaaay too good 
(when ptaying a 
scrubby X-DhalsEm). 

While the once mighty Shotokans must perform that ancient 
ritual of moving the d-pad in three directions at once to muster 
a Dragon Punch, Dhalsim initiates can dismantie ali sorts of 
jumping adversarïes with the mere touch of a button. It's so 
simple even Fury can do it.. aione... without asklng for help] 
But to truiy fiil the ankle rings of a Dhalsim master, you'H need 
to two-in-one this jab with a Yoga Flame aimed upward. This 
simpie yet effective 2-hit combo is damagmg enough to dis¬ 
courage all airborne assauits from soonTo-be-hairless oppo- 
nents. Try as you might to find a counter for the Jab of Death, 
high-flying Roiento seems to be the only remedy for the 
Dhalsim malady (and A-Dhalsim can rolt Roiento). That puny 
jab hits 99% of the jumping moves in Alpha Jcteanly. 

The other half of the equation which completeiy shifts 
the balance of power in Dhalsims favor ts the guard meter, 
Once he's taken the air out of his opponents' step, Dhaisim 
is free to poke away at that guard meter with Standing 
Fierce and a mix of Yoga Mummies and Spears... until they 
can biock no more... then it's time to turn up the Yoga Heat! 
However, if you and your friends choose not to flex arry 
stretchy muscle in your Alpha 3wandenngs, there'll be no 
Yoga nightmares to worry about, and you'U spend many a 
night playtng SFA3 till the sun comes out. 

Hurt Me More! ...I mean less! 
Alpha 3 brïngs more tban one new idea to the 

table, as most Streef Fighters do, You already 
know about the three different -isms: X-ism (a 
character similarto Super Street Fighter with only 
a ievel 1 super, increased damage, but no alpha 
counters), A-ism la classic character with alpha 
counters, multiple supers, air blocking, rolling, 
etc.,, just no custom combos), and V-ism (custom 
combos and an occasional new move, but no 
supers). There's also "no-ism," which has no 

supers or custom combos, but also no guard 
meter (for those who really can't stand that thing). 

Other 'innovations' in the game are damage 
reduction, flipping out of the air, and counter 
hits. Damage reduction comes into play wben 
you're getting pummeled by a multi-hit combo 
and can't do anything (kinda \\m when Fury 
steps up to the piste against me in Alpha 2). 
SimpEy hit a button at the exact instant you get 
hit in a combo, and your character flashes red 
and fakes less damage in the combo. 

there weren t ways to counter them, Other than the aforementioned dam¬ 
age reduction, you can flip out of the air at certain points in many combos. 
Once you've backflipped to safety, you can attack or air throw your oppo’ 
nent. Course, they can always anticipate the flip and mess you up some 
more,,, but that's just a sample of what to expect, Shown here is an example 
of an ugEy three super combo by Sodom if you flip out... and if you don't. , 



Battles that, 

F; 1 rom the opening lines of Guardian's Crusade, role-playing fans will get the unnerving feeling that 
■ they've done this all before. "Good momingl Wake up, wake upJ Knight wake up! Wake tip, you 
sleepy head!" — the voice belongs to yourflying fatry Guardian Angel who never Iets an adveiv 

turer sleep in peace. Ifs that familiar opener to RPGs which we've seen a million tinnes before. g 
Everyone's judgement on this will be different, but I can forgÈve Guardian's Crusade's biggesl 

flaw... unoriginalïty, Because even though GC doesn't blaze many new trails in the role-playing uni- 
verse, it's stïll an RPG... coming out in a game-starved climate “the pre-E3 dry spel! where games (especiaï- 
ly RPGs) are hard to come by. So while this game wouldn't have receïved more than a passing glance 
durïng Christmas, RPG fans will probably give this homely game more of a chance,,* untïl the arrival of 
the giants of '99: Final Fantasy Vfll and Suikoden II. 

So let's take a look... What does GC bring to the table? ...something ECM can't get enough of — toys. 
Here's the deal, GC is a single character RPG. You control 
Knight... a young, heroic, all-around good-deed-doer, and 
you've got one 'familiar'— a pink, pig-like, baby monster 
ca lied... Baby (l'm so cuter lil make you gag). "Quick, 
Doctor! We need more insulm! He's going ïnto 
sugar-coated spasms!" <shiver> <shiver> 

Instead of being able to control other party M 
members, you can summon up to three toys per 
battJe, These toys are magically crafted by 
Professor Zeppetto and each has its own per- 
sonality and powers. Bring Pyro into battle and 
heil continually toast enemïes every round 
with his Fireball. Cupid and Kimoni are on .s 
healing duty with one-use spells like Life 
Arrow and Blessing. In addition to 
casting spells and attacking, the toys 
act as tempo rary party mombers, 
drawing enemy fire away from 
Knight and Babythe original 
name of this game <brrr>. 

Knight and B... I mean, 
Guardian's Crusade's 
best feature is the com- 
bat. UnJike Tales of 
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Destiny/Phantasia, the random encounter 
| rate is just right because you determine the 

frequency of the frghts. Similar to Saga 
Frontier, you actually see the monsters 

w roaming around the dungeons, and the com- 
bat doesn't begin unttl you bump into a mon¬ 
ster Another eool aspect of this game is that the 
monsters react to you depending on your 
level. If they're stronger than Knight, they'll 

chase him down. If you're a leveled up giant, the weaker monsters scurry away in fear 
(kinda tike Bubba when playing Quake ff). And if you're skillful, or a vetera n of the Resident 
Evilschool of zombie-baiting, you can dodge all unwanted random encounters. 

What keeps me going in this game isn't the juking of monsters in dark dungeons, but the actu- 
ai combat itsell RPGs that require some semblance of skill or strategy in the battles score high points with me. When was 
the last time you bounced magie spells off a barrier ïn an old Final Fantasy or set up a devastating, multi-character combo in 
Tales of Destiny/Phantasia? An rpg can quickly grow stale if the combat devolves to "fight," "fight," and, guess what... "fight." 



Reviews 

PtayStation f ii Ui re for RPGs or is it straying away from | 
what a rolc playing game should be? 
T: I am constantly amazed at the level of 
sophistication in FF, especially its 3D techniques. 
I am looking forward to even more advanced movie- 
like titles from the team. Going in that direction is cer- 
tainly a very effective way to make attractive games. 
But imitating movies is only one of the many possible 
directions RPGs could take. We are always looking for 
better ideas and all creators should be doing that. 
GF: Do you think American gamers appreciate RPGs 
as much as Japancse gamers? 
T: I can't speak for the American audience, but I 
think one of the things the Japanese gamers are 
attracted to in RPGs is their vast space to play in. It 
is a chance for them to get out of their small, 
cramped world. That might be different from the 
US, where there is a lot of space. 
GF: Do you still have "Nomo Fever?” 
T: Nomo Fever is gone, a thing of the past. Now we 
are having Nakata Fever, which is about a soccer play- 
er who has ventured into the Italian league. 

t’9osj'yitp- T*rP-s°Il_ 
GF VVii.il projccts are you currcntly working on and 
what's next for Tamsoft? Are there any plans for a 
Guardian's Crusade 2? 
T: We are always pursuing new projects that could 
expand the 3-D games horizon. As for the sequel to 
Guardian's Crusade, nothing definite can be said at 
this point, except that we are thinking about it. 

Who camc up with the 
^gri^^ppdea of the toys in Guardian's 
-=r” Wj^trusadc. and are you satisfied 

witli way it turnecl out7 
F T: The toys came from a mem- 

bet of our design team. The idea 
l^vas one of the foundation blocks 

- for the entire game. He says "Of 
Hj^ourse!" and also adds that "it is such a 
^pity they are only Virtual!" 

Q What are your thoughts on 
Squaro's making the Final 
Fantasy sen»:s m<iu.- inuvie 

liko7 Do you 11 :nk it's the 

"Timeout" is a toy 
which prevents both 

age for three turns (givincs---1 ---= 
you time to heal or set up a nasty combo). "Baron" pays you 
rubees (money) for every 10% of damage taken. So do you bring 
out the Baron first thing in a fight, or do you go with Heal Bat and 
his ability to drain life from enemies and give it to you? Also, 
there are attacks which damage everyone, but you have a 
"defend" command to cut down on the 'friendly fire.' 

Sadiy, the story is just plain feeble. A stork drops Baby on a rou¬ 
tine delivery, and Knight ends up finding it. From then on, you have 
dreams of an apparition telling you to deliver Baby to God's Tower, 
or else the Democrats will control the Senate and life will be over as 
we know it <gasp!>. 

Graphically, GC runs on a very solid engine, sculpting a colorful, 3D 
world And since the towns are completely which is a bit bland ________ 
polygonal, there's a good deal of dizzying, camera spinning required 
to spot all the secrets and doorways. 

Bottom line, Guardian's Crusade does combat well, but the story 
and visuals are average at best. The game sticks you on a linear 
track, and most of the elements have already been done before. But 
if you're starving for an RPG, and you've finished Zelda OOT and 
Xenogears for the fifth time already, then you just might want to 
look up Guardian's Crusade. C 
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the most havoc 
before the city is 

Ask any gamer who frequented 
arcades in the late '80s if they 
remember Rampage, and ! 

guarantee that not only will they 
remember ït, but they've probably 
dropped more than a few quarters in 
Midway's classic demolition fest. 
Companies today consider it a sound 
mvestment to try and re-establlsh 

rubble. ■> SSm: L-' y, 
Is that a giant £ • [[9i ■- . 

crab? And whafs 
that? ...a mutated mouse? QK, weli despite the inclu- 
sion of some new characters and a bit of added ani- 
mation, this is for the most part what you'd come to 

these classics in today's ever growtng 
gaming industry... if it ain't broke, 
why fix it? So leave it to Midway to 
do just that — welcome to a new 
breed of city-smashing, car-crunch- 
ing, rampaging action [Ed's note: 
sounds like ECM come deadlinej. 

For all those unfamiliar with 
Rampage allow me to exp!ain>+, Take 

expect in a Rampage sequel. Me destroy city! Me 
crush tank... uhh ECM, you all rïght? Anyhow, like I 
said, this is merely Rampage with a "2" so cleverly 
attached to the titie. Not like there's really anything 
wrong with that but can this type of mindless may- 
hem find an audience in a time when PS owners have 
such juicy titles to sample from as MGS orthe upcorn- 
Ing FFFR Well, based on the faarly recent success of 
Rampage World Tour on the PS and N64, I think that 

control of a large, disgruntled mon¬ 
ster and destroy all buildings, vehi- 
cles, and people with in the city limits. 
And while this may seenn at first a bitr 
uninspired... tack on 3-player action 
and Rampage really begins to get 
interesting. It's a race against your 
feilow beasts to see who can cause 

Midway might have yet another success story at 
hand. 

And while f dïd enjoy playing through Rampage2 
Universal Tour, I fee! that Midway might better serve 
the gaming public with the addition of more origina! 
titles not inspired from their pre-existing library of 
hits. Sometimes I guess ït's just better to let dead 
dogs lie... Mar why ain't Oid Yeller movin'? F 

Mi t' t 4-^ln it ■ Z Z . t"tfl 
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Previews 

■ W ent 

I I ave you ever wanted to develop 
games? Think you've got what 

1 I it takes to create a dozen differ¬ 
ent characters with unique fighting 

styles? Well, Ascin is giv- 
ing you the chance to do 
just that with Fighter 
Maker, a fighting game 

Sro&sl construction set. 

■FTJ FTOl luTl q 

mm 
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FM gives you the chance to design or edit nearly 
every aspect of a fighter: collision boxes, damage 
potential, the movement for every attack, throws, and 
much more. Unfortunately, you can't actually modify 
the characters' 'skins' (their physical appearance), so 
you'll have to choose from one of the 20 fighters in 
the game, including Skullo from Street Fighter EX\ 
(and you thought he was a one-game wonder). 

The level of interaction available here is just plain dis- 
gusting. If you want to dive into the deep end of fighting 
game sausagedom, design every move frame by frame... 
animating everything just the way you like it. Program in 
launchers, combos, throws. Always wanted a camel 
clutch? Well now you can. Or you can always rub your | 

enemy's face in the dirt... I 
The potential here is all 
up to your imagination, 
but ril keep this preview 
clean for the young 'uns 
(we've got sorne particu- 
larly humiliating throws! 
devised in office, heh). 

Hidden behind the 
'fighter construction^ 
kit' is a premade, 3D fighting 
game in a 2D plane, similar to 
Street Fighter EX. Make no mistake 
there is a real game to play here if 
you just wanna fight; it even has 
three of the deadliest martial arts 
styles to choose from: Jiujitsu, 
Muay Thai, and Shaq Fu (well, 
two out of three isn't bad). 

Getting back to the 'making' part 
of Fighter Maker, once you've 
designed a character to your liking, 
save it on a memory card and go up 
against a friend's Frankenstein creation. 
You've got to wait till summer for this 
one, but considering the many hun- 
dreds of potential hours it has, it 
should be well worth it. C 

Developer - Ascii 
Publisher - Ascii 

EGGO: Choose 

YOUR DESTINY. 

1-2 Players 

Available June f99 



s to fill that dropping auto- 
fead to save your serawny 
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Previews 

hose za ny sharpsho oters at Name o are back with ^ 
a sequol that hits the spot — Point Blank 2 lf you're 

thought the origmal was dead on, then 
feel the saquel is right on the mark. 
:rsy too far away from the taryeted for- 
e Point Blank such a hit. Nam co brjngs 
origine! scan ar ros... with an addad twist 
bad you perfomte a stationary car to 
he revïsed verslon has you sta ding on 
lboïina ud at a carSkUinci from fnesku^ 

HIT! wj* 

10 

don t-shoot-the- 
ït„. while never 

EG GO: That 

HITS THE SPOTl! 

Deve loper 

Publisher 

ïike 
you'El defin 

lecting nor 
ula which 

back many of 
While 

blow it up 
the ground, 

■uVe got 
Ie with 

de. The stuffed 
ows you a picture of 

iw, you have to pay attent Ion 
cackie of a rooster or an elephant 

The full range of ski lis are tested in this one — fast-shooters, 
o ne-sh otters, braïn teasers, hand-eye, 
hostages, etc. You name it, and PB2 exerdses 
losïng sight of the fun factor. 

The multï-ptayer mode is just as fast and wacky as even., if 
not mores©, because of the wilder, more exciting contests avait 
able. Shatter the countmg down stopwatch ïn the frnal .1 sec- 
onds* Or scmtinïze two pietures and shoot the objects that are 
different (kind of a Wh&re*$ Wa/dc>esque mini game). 

Thankfully, Quest Mode, the only down-side to the original 
{Namco mïssed the mark with that oneï, has been replaced by 
a much better one-player blast-fest which has you choosing 
from an assortment of earnival-style games with a mild sem- 
biance of story thrown in for good measure. 

The most aggravating part of my Point Blank ex per ie nee had 
not hing to do with the game. I realized only recently that the newer 
PlayStations lack the Standard yeJIow, red, and white AN con- 

neetions coming out the back of the console. TheyVe 
been replaced (in the newer "Stations) by a single 

multi-out cord.™ which means you can't hook 
e video cord from your GunCon to the 

back of your Playstation. Instead, 
you have to run the GunCon's video 
feed through the connection at the 
back of your televisiom So if your 
"Station isn"t near the video input of 
your TV, it"s time to buy an A/V 
extensmn cable. Ëither that or 
youll be shooting scrub-style, less 
than five feet from your television 
screen. How o ff Target is that? 

Dangohead and I have come to 
e conclusion that everybody 

should like Point Blank, The 
original was just plain fun 
(a iittle mindless rnaybe, 
but that never hurt any- 
body), and the sequel is 

just as enloyable. 

Namco 1-2 Piaylrs 

Namco Avajlable Apr. '99 



Oh how I remember the college days and nights I spent pïaylng 
Bust A Move in the arcade: lines and lines of challenger after 
challenger., quarter after quarter.,. and the game never lost /■ : 

its magie. Now, countless console versions later, i still think BaM is 
the best puzzle game on e Ether the Playstation or NÖ4, Acclaim's 
latest, Bust A Move '99, offers a whole lot of new stuff, but the 
thing that keeps 'em comln' back is the classic two-player actlon, 

lf you're like Posty (or Fury) and have lived in a cave afl your lïfe, 
you're probably wondering what Bust A Move is al! about It's the ™ 
best puzzle game out there, and the concept is simple; connect three _ 
or more balls of the same color and they'il disappear. Any extra bal Is 
attached to that group are sent over to your opponent's side randomly. 
If any balls dip below the line at the bottom of the screen, then it's game over 
(which is usually the case as soon as Fury pteks up a controller). 

You want different game modes? Try Arcade (which ïncludes Puzzle and Vs)( 
Challenge, Win Contest, Collectioo, or Edït on for size. And if you're expecting the 
classic version of Bust A Move, you'il be surprised to see eight characters (most 
of them new) and a bunch of strange-looking balls which you can't get rid of right 
away. I could go on and on about the plethora of puzzles or extras that await, but 
let's just leave it at this: If you play thïs game alone, you won't be bored. 

About the only problem I have with BaM'99 is the loading time 
between rounds of the PS version. It's not horrendous, but 

it does break up the continuity when you just want to 
get to the next order of business (namely, slapping 

down El Nino — a former, self-proclaimed Bust 
W * A Move college champ). 

■rjf. ^ So ïf puzzles do it for you and you're not a 
Tefri-nut like Bubba, stop playing DevH Dice 
and run out t0 yGur |oca| store and grab \ 

yourself a copy of Bust A Move '99... I just 
hope they don't make signifi- 
cant changes by the time BaM \ l 

mvrnn § ffffVflffO 2000 rol Is around. E f V" 

pOMOÜOVOflj 

§ÏHBWM 

VlEWPOINT Developer - ÏAITO 
Publisher - Acclaim 

1-2 Players 
Avaelable Now 

EGGO: Ryu, what are 
you dqing here? 

Think you've got what it takes to design a good puzzle? Lookïng 
for a way to express your Creative juices? Got too much time on 
your hands? BaM'99 has got just the thing for you: a level editor 
which Iets you create your own levels from scratch. Using any 
combination of old balls or new, you can whip up a colorful mas- 
terpiece In minutes, Then just save it on a memory card to impress 
for de press) your friends later. 
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Previews 

1 guess the majority of 
I the crew at Crystal 

^I burnin' the midnight 
oil to get Soul Reaver out 

ASAPr because it appears 
W^T everyone's favoriie wise-crack- 

ing Gecko has taken a hit in his 
third installment. Our previewable 

copy of Gex 3 is still very early... Or I cer- 
tainly hope it is, because a lot of work has to 

be done before Gex 3: Deep Cover Gecko is considered worthy 
of receiving the torch from Gex: Enter the Gecko. 

While the framework for some awesome leve Is is in place, 
they're lacking in a few categones: enemies (and Al), items, col- 
lision detection... in other words, gameplay. Another shocking 
no-show thus far is the speech* What is Gex without a voice? 

...there's certainly nothmg funny about that, and so far the 
snide geckster is uncharacteristically silent. Tm sure by 

^ the time the final G3 comes knocking, heil be back to his 
old snaopy self (maybe he just had a bad rev).,, noth- 

)ood night's sleep and some hard work by 
al can't get rid of. 
you thought G2's levels were Creative, wait- 
ou get a load of these theme worlds: Alpine, 
gyptian, Ghost Town, Pirates, World War, 
Wrestling, Mobster, Fairy Tale, Mecha Gex, 

and a Sherlock Holmes mystery. Each of 
those levels features Gex decked out ïn 
a different outfit, unique to the würld's 
theme. Roman Gex is crowned wïth a 

i laurel leaf and sports a toga. 
I Swashbuckling Gex has a pegleg, eye- 
" patch, captain's hat, hook for a hand, 

and a pirate tunic* 
Since the game engine is the same as 

the last Gex, G3 looks an awfui lot like its pre- 
decessor; but thankfully there's been additions 
to the gameplay department, so you're not just 
buying an expansion pack. For starters, there's 
now 'vehlcles' to ride in the bonus levels — a 
crocodïle, snowboard, burro... even a tank, 
which attacks! Battletanx... or Gex? lil take 
the funny guy any day! Secondly, there's new 
play mechanics such as firing cannons and 
push ing objects a la Torrth Raider. 

Sure, there's polygon dropout, Z-bufferïng 
issues, poor collislon detection, al most no Al, 
and camera issues... If Gex 3 gets patched up 
before release, there should be plenty to smile 
about for Crystal this quarter. E 

Tjevelóper - Crystal Dynamics 

Publisher * Eidos Interactive 

1 Player 

Available Spring '99 
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Reviews 

hh, ECM, why do want me to review Colony Wars? Didn't we already... oh wait, 
this is Blast Radius, my fault. It's just... well, they both look pretty similar and 
what do you know, they're both made by Psygnosis! So who said game compa- 

s are in the business of making original products? I mean college tuition and braces 
Yt just pay for themselves. Anyhow, if you're familiar at all with either Colony Wars 
ir 2, then by no means continue reading this review... simply replace the name 
'ony Wars with Blast Radius and there you have it... a new title for an old game. 
}K, so perhaps l'm being a little unfair to BR. There are new spacecraft to 

ose from, and the stages... well they look like they were originally 
esigned for CW but were simply held back for this unofficial sequel. 

Thankfully, BR is a fairly good-looking game. Unfortunately though, hi- 
res graphics running at a constant 60 fps doesn't constitute a sure-fire 
success... or does it? I know more than a few industry execs who'd 
openly disagree with me. 

Now, I don't know about you, but I expect a game's intro to somewhat 
clue me in as to what the heil is going on. I mean CD games are the ulti- 
mate medium for narration and that's why I just can't understand why 
Blast Radius is missing an opening story. Am I expected to just incorpo- 
rate my favorite sci-fi plotline in place of an actual story? 

The only major difference I noticed between CkVand BR is how you view 
the action. For example, in Blast Radius, instead of being able to openly 
switch between cockpit view and rear view at will, you now have to hit start 
to make these adjustments. Been there, done that... now if it's not too 
much trouble... give me something new! True, the game is linkable. But 

please teil me Psygnosis does¬ 
n't expect gamers to shell out 
fifty or so bucks just to play 
two-player BR. 

For gamers who've never 
played Colony Wars and 
who enjoy a bit of space 
combat, then l'd certainly 
recommend popping out 
your trusty Blockbuster card 
and giving Blast Radius a 
whirl for a few days. And 
for éVèryone else... there's 
always volunteer work at 
your local Y, or gardening, 
or rearranging your soek 
drawer or... F 

VlEWPOINT , 

Score < 

Developer - Psygnosis 

Publisher - Psygnosis 

1-2 Players FURY: Blast Radius and Colony 

Available Now Wars... separated at birth? 



Month-m, month-out, developers continue 
to pour salt into the many gameplay- 
deficient wounds on my body with 

graphically spectacular, gameplay-deficient 
titles. It seems that the publisher mentality takes 
one of two twisted routes: There's the "it's much 
easier to simply copy an existing concept, ramp 
up the graphics, toss it in a new box and dump it 
on the 'quantity over quality' PS market" 
approach (welcome to the nightmarish world of 
Tomb Raider), or the overly ambitious "let's re- 
invent the wheel" club {Blasto fits into this over- 
thought gang). On rare occasion, however, 
these two come together and create something 
spectel — something that is not futly of either 
school of thought. This odd, hybrid state of 
being has given birth to some tremendous 
games, the likes of which include SkuHMonkeys 
(a flying leap forward for the venerable plat- 
former), Tiny Tank (a re-defining of the 
tired 3rc* person action/adventure / \ 

Kung-Fu Theater sort of way — think Enter the 
Tiger. T'ai, the heroic hero of our tale (<ouch>), 
is the last surviving member of the Tiger Clan. 
The TC was wiped out some years ago by the 
evil machinations of the Dragon and his reptilian 
cronies from the snake clan. Now T'ai's on a 
quest for vengeance and nothing is gonna stand 
in the way of a tiger out for a little payback. 

The actual gameplay in T'ai-Fu can be best 
described as Streets of Rage meets BrutaL 
Remember Brutaf? The one-on-one fighter from 
GameTek with numerous anthropomorphic 
pugilists engaged in 
donnybjo o k s _ 
across locales in * 
ancient China? 7 r / 
Essentially 
T'ai-Fu is a 

tired 3rc* person ac 
game), and now T'ai-Fu 

To sum up T'ai-Fu in 
borrow DreamWorks In 
in-house description: " 
tiger fighting * his way 
ancient China." Nowwl 
may sound kinda che 
think it's pretty cool i 

ECM: Tonysays 

it's grrrreeeaaatü 

Developer - Dreamworks Interactive 

Publisher - Activision 

1 Player 

Available Now 

VlEWPOINT 

Score :90 



Five Questions with Lyle Hall, Producer of Tai-Fu, DreamWorks Interactive: 

GF: With Tai Fu, Dreamworks finally has its first in-house hit 
{SkullMonkeys was produced by The Neverhood so ft does* 
nrt count). Why has it taken a comparty of this calfber so long 
to produce a quafity game by one of its in-house teams? 
LH: Cenamly everyone has incredibly high ©xpectations of 
DreamWorks Interactive, and our products wil continue tb 
i m prove with e ve ry release. Taf Fu is the ffret orig In at titl e fro m 
DreamWorks Interactive, and alt hou gh each product feces its 
own c ha II en ges du ring development, we had a special oppor- 
tunfty with T'ai Fu to create something from scratch that pulled 
from the team's passion and Vision fbr kick-ass, kung-fu action, 
GF: Why do T'ai Fu on Playstation and not N64? 
LH: With the technical and Creative experience we aoquired 
with the Lost World game on Playstation, it only made sense 
to continue our efforts on the Playstation and use the experi¬ 
ence and technology to give T'ai Fu a leg up in development* 
GF: Any plans to expand the T'ai Fu franchise to 
encompass other platforms (DC, N64, PC)H or other 
media (animation, toys, etc.}? 

LH: There are a number of departments within the 
DreamWorks' 3KG studio that e ha re our passion for T'ai Fu 
end ere making efforts to get T'ai out there In the celluloid 
and die-cast world of cartoons and actlon figures* 
GF: Has it beentough trying to differentiate T'ai Fu from the 
mass of "më-too" titles that swamp the Playstation? In 
your eyes, what sets it apart from the PS pack? 
LH: We set out from the concept creation of T'ai Fu to 
create a character and gameplay that are something 
fun-fifled and different. T'ai Fu uniquely mixes ele¬ 
ment® of character action and fighting genres ïnto 
a free-roammg, kung fu adventure* (t sets itself 
apart from the pack by offer!ng the ptayer new, 
dlstant lande to explore mysterieus, ancient clans 
to meet and kick-ass kung-fu styles to master and 
untoasft furieus combos upon. 
GF: Spielberg, Katzenberg, or Geffen? 
LH: Spielberg, baby] No one else could do the T'ai Fu 
movle justice. 

SoR^esque trek through ancient China with Brutafs learn 
as-you-play game mechanics, As in Brutai, progres- 
sion through the game will reward you with martial 
arts styles unique to each animal ctan. The mon- 
keys bequeath monkey-style, characterlzed by an 
over-the-top, eiastic style replete with rol Is and 
monkey cries. As with SoR, gameplay is simpte but 
painfully addictive. One word of warning, however: Ifs 
necessary to pfay at least a few leve Is bef o re gaining the 
more interest!ng fighting styles "{wow, gameplay that 
rewards the tenacious playen** madness). 

Graphically, white T'ai-Fu doesn't approach the 
manie tevels of games Hke Spyro and Metai 
GearSolidf it has effective, if somewhat simpte, 
characters. INot to say the game doesn't look 
nicer ït's just that it could use a boost in the color J 
department. However, the environs are all solidly 
rendered with no seams and the game flows efforttessly. 
Oh, and as a nice sïdVfTote, I got a quick peek at what the 
game couid look like if it makes its way to Drea maast (one 
look at the DC character models, and„..<ack>). 

SO there you have it: the latest game from 
DreamWorks. Certainly took them long 
enough to put together a good game 
(Trespasser and The Lost World with 
their multi-million dollar pedigrees 
should be ashamed of themselvesh 
Here's to hoping for some more "kung- 
fu fighting'- in the not so distant, 
Dreamcast ready, fut ure. ECM 
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Coming Soon Coming Soon Coming Soon Coming Soon Coming Soon Coming Soon Coming Soqn Coming $oon Coming Soon Coming Soon 

Gran Turismo, the racing game that proved Americans iove 
very fast cars, is getting a sequeL, need we say more? Gran Turismo 2 (Sony) 

VV.AÏ Cao the PS version compete with the N64, iet 
aione the PC monster? Wel! soon see! Quake 2 (Activision) 

The series that keeps getting better every time around 
goes for broke,,, the stakes are high next issue! Need For Speed: High Stakes (EA) 

After the better-than-arcade Alpha 3, our hopes for 
Jojo's have gone up exponentially. See for yourself! Jojo’s Venture (Capcom) 

New characters, backgrounds, and 
songs... sounds like a sequel to me! Bust-A-Groove 2 (989 Studios) 

Finally, the Croc sequel approaches. Get ready 
to rock with Croc this summer. Ker-spiat! 

• * . * ••••!# • . • * .• . ** . *>*ït ■. * **•♦,. *i*ti 

Croc 2 (Fox Interactive) 
www gomefan.com ?* 
i*V* 
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Dueling personalitïes and multiple dead-endings lead you through an all-new gorylme" ofthrills-and-chills* Terror 

reigns you in and horror holds you down, as you let out a blood-curdling scream against the insane pain that has 

become the bane of your existence* Also, with vibration fu net ion compatibility, nail-biting becomes almost 

impossible, as the shaking of gour hands is equaled only to the shaking in your boots* So, you are cordially invited 

into a world where death comes unnatu rally, **and oftem 

The horrifging sequel to the original Clock Tower 
Multiple enemies and a ma in character 

plagued by split personahties 

Vibration function compatible 

* 13 different endings 

* Great sound &Lgraphics 

■ Fast-paced storyline and more strategg 

WWW* ASCII E NT*COM 
Cu stomer Service: 65G-7SO-OI66 
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MATURE 

m 
Playstation 
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Gight-bit classic and done a gaod 
i&b of recrealing the Mades of ■!£■ 
Steel experience on the N64. lL 
The fighting could have been 
dane heller, bul the passing, 
shooiing and one-limer$ add lo an tncredlble 
arcade NHL hockey experience. The graphics 
Tlickera bit, but shaie down the ice end bulge 
the twine and you will target all abnut il. This 
game bas whal it takes lo compeie. 

hnw 11 ove hockey. I love hack- 

ey fjgftls, (00, allhuugh I prefer LJE^mUEI 
old-time finesse la gooningHK”B 
(unless my team is losing. 3\]f 
which püinl I want hlnnil) P J7. i 
Blodes ot Steel was knawn. in the S-bil 
days, as Ihe fighllng hockey game. In Ihls 
updaled version, pugilism lakes a back 
seal, bul remaïns a enjoyahle dlslractiort in 
this unremarkable hockey sim. 

Blades of Steel 
Nintendo 54 

Konmi Sports 

The N64 needed a Tripte Fhiy \w^ 
mie and it gel a dcmiy. Greatr 
graphics, impressive sound L, 
and some meaty gameplayK 
make this an instant canleirdcriL | J 
lor best baseball sim on 
console. Alter twn lackinster pars, this 
franchise has go tl en a breath ol renewed 
liTe. on the Nintendo 54. Now, il the 
Playstation version could make es streng a 
showing, all will be rigtil with the world. 

EA Sporls' first foray onlo ftie 
Nintendo 54 baseball dia¬ 
mond is spectacular. Apart 
from a few frame rata prot¬ 
ten» I was very surprlsed by 

fortabte foei of Ibis game. EA Canada bas 
replicated a wan derf ui baseball experi¬ 
ence on the N64, This game istbe leader 
of Nintendo 64 baseball lilles. The pitchi¬ 

er/batte r interface is very well dons. 
Tripte Ptay 2000 

Nintendo 64 
Electronic Arts 

Aller two abysmal insla!!■ This franchise bas come a tang 
way in the lasl few years. but it 
stil! has a consideratie way ta 
ga. Stilt, they have tixed the jir-* tij 
pitcher/bauor interface andj^^#] 
have a p ra do cl that tirst lime8^H^tJ 
ga mors should havo lun playing, as U ’s 
easy Lo field and hit the balL The frame rata 
is slill a liltlo bit ol en issue, at fitnes, like 
when trying te get your outlielder la a well 
hit baII. Nol tor hard core baseball fans. 

ments, il looks like KonamijHE^H 
has suGcesslullv salvagadf^T~Br 
the series The besi graph- JfcJT 
ics this series has seen, cou - 
pled with oommetitary ahdO^^KJ 
soiid Al make Bottom of the Ninth a 
worihwhiio trip to tho rental store, The 
Scenario Mode adds much needed flair 
to Ihe Standard set of optlons and will 
give you quite a challenge. 

Bottom of the Ninth 
Nintendo 64 

Konami Sports 

This is nat a goad galt game, 
plain and simple, The char-M^ffVl 
aeters Eoo-k silïy. pasted ank-, A ja 
the hackgrounds, ihe . AMl 
menlary offers nolftinq new ar ” 
exciling, and Ihe 4-pointL^BBH 
swing meter is a pain in the ass. 
Psyg nasis did nol need to jump info the 
geil genre any more Ihan Wizard Works 
needed to conlinue la pump out hunling 
games, Avoïd this title at all casts. 

Challenging courses andf- 
above-average graphics make 
lor a respeciable golf game MÉgaH 
Irom Psygnosis Playstation U] 
golfers will enjoy some of the 
courses In this game, including^RËC J 
the inlamous Coeur di Alene country club. 
The tloaltng green is very challenging and 
has baan recreated perlectly. Oottie Pepper 
and the addiüon of Col in Mantgomery and a 
lew other PGA golfers was a nice touch, 

Pro 18 World Tour Gotf 
Playstation 

Hello my fellow buckaroos, it is f, the Video Cowboy, and I 
have the helm for this month's GameFan Sports intro. 
We have a jam-packed issue full of tons of new games that 

are coming your way. 
Even though the NBA season is in full swing, we 

have to report the very first gaming casualty of 
this strike year. NBA ShootOut '99, from 989 
Studios, has been cancelled due to quality 
issues according to a studio spokesper- 
son. Even though they had extra time to 
get the game readyf they apparently 
couldn't get tt together in the end. 
Ho wever, they have ass u red us that | 4 - 
they will be doing an NBA ShoofOut 
2000 title. So fans of ShootOut will 
have to wait, and that's a shame 
because that franchise was getting bet- 
ter and better with every installment. 

Inside this issue we take to the interac- 
tive Ice with a 32-tait Bfades of Steel '99 
from Konami. This game is one that will fitlif.*fïStr.fnfflftfïllf■ 
have legs for quite some time, It ïsn't an ïjl~n 
intense hockey simulation, but it captures 
the essence of the grand old game (if you 
ignore the speed problem}. 

The fighting isnrt quite as good as it was in 
the oldH 20 8-bit classic, but it has a nmnber 
of other interesting features that make this [□SHBLJSUJ 
game worth a trip to the rental store, 

I myself am definitely going to buy this 
game and add ït to my N64 hockey collection nffijfflflWHirÉJfflBSW 
[El NihoHs note: right next to hts Virtual pSppHXEftUE 
Makeover game that he ioves so much]. '|j|ffflMlffliïïlffiSlfflIj 
Turning to racing, Gran Turismo 2 \s expecT DIESCSsBK 
ed to be released in Japan this summer, and h"Sp 

the game will find its way onto store shelves i[rirLl^w£vM:i 
here by fall. Look to see pies of this behe- 

moth in a coming issue. F1H(TlTriVrnil 
Hasbro Interactive has just signed a deal 

with NASCAR as the days of exclusivity for 
EA Sports on consoles and Siërra Sports on 
the PC are now over. Watch for multiple 
NASCAR products for the Playstation, 
Nintendo 64, and Dreamcast this fall. 

Speaking of NASCAR, I am packing my 
saddle-bags right now and beading down to 
Daytona to check out this year's running of 
the Daytona 500. El Niho is steamed, as he is 
a NASCAR fan [El Niho's note: I also went to 
college nearby and wouid have loved to go 
back to my fratemity house to visit). But I 
will help him get hooked up next year [El 
Niho: Grrrrr...]. 

I know I will be in the minortty, but I plan 
on cheering for Jeff Gordon, Uil next month, 
my fellow buckaroos.... [EI Niho's note: 
Didn't ECM put a moratorium on that 

"buckaroos" stuff?) _Video Cowboy 



■VWillï 
Dcvolop or Konami 

Publisher: Konomi 
Availoblc: Spring 

# of Players: 1-4 

does, however, far outclass any other hock¬ 
ey sim on the System, 

Outfitted with a NHL license, some pretty 
graphics and sound, and a full set of tööth, 
Biades h as co me along way si nee its days 
on the NES. Some may be disappointed to 
discover that fighting isift as prevalent, but 
haven 1 we all grown up just a bit? „wellt 
maybe not, but stiil; how could they have got- 
ten the licensing if it was a goon-fest? 

The fights may be fewer and far between, 
but they sure are a sight to behold, The 
mechanics of the brawf are much more 
complex than other hockey titles, making 
the contest a test of skill. Unfortunateiy, 
there isol any real incentive to win, and the 
lack of concussions and contusions walt 
leave vïolence mongers (and Don Cherry) 
wanting more. 

The Al is competent, highllghted by 
some heads-up goaltenders (something 
that is sorely lacking in NHL 99) and the 
team stats and breakdowns are presented 
in a refreshing mannen Unfortunateiy, the 
game’s speed ïs unbeilevably slow and the 
goal scoring is questionable, which makes 
for a hockey game that, while enjoyable, is 
stfll lacking. EN 

New here’s a game that we needed. 
One of the more popular ‘games from 
systems past/ Biades of Steel gave 

players something that Nintendo Hockey 
really didn’t supply: unabashed, raw vio- 
lence. Sure, a proionged tussle could result 
in a bench-clearer in the latten but that 
paled in comparison to the fistieuffs that 
highlighted Biades. Oht those were the 
days,„ take it away, Edith. 

We ve had to wait two years and suffer 
through what seemed like countless 
Midway hockey sims to get here, but now 
N64 owners can enjoy some more compe¬ 
tent hockey. Welf avoïd placing Biades in 
the same category as NHL 99 because, 
quite frankly, it is nowhere near as good. It 

Devebper; Konomi 
Publisher: Konomi 

Avoilobler Now 
# of Players: 1-8 

impressive than I had hoped, I was surpnsed 
at how wei! it ended up controlling and the 
brisk pace of the game’s tempo. As far as 
realism, the players move well, thanks to 
some superb mo-cap, but the Al is very ques¬ 
tionable, Point guards won’! pass to the 
open center under the basket, and it is easy 
to trap a player in the paint for a 3 second 
viotation. 

Although most games contain a 3-point 
shootout now, In the Zone has gone one bet- 
ter and added a slam dunk contest. 
Unfortunately, it isn't as good as it sounds. 
The dunks are not freestyle — you have to 
quickly memorize a series of button com- 
mands and then successfully strïng them 
together before you even start your dunk... 
boring, The dunks do look cool though... 

Other smaller aspects of the game hover 
around the average mark, either dipping 
slightly above (the foul Al, which adds a bit of 
fiavor) or below (the free throw mechanism), 
After playing, it is clear this is no Live, but 
Konami should be satisfied in knowing that 
their titfe plays a strong second fïddle, One 
finai note, it wou ld have been cool if de ve lop¬ 
ers had added a scenario mode, like in 
Böttom Of the Nlnth. EN 

I don't know how I feel about having a coun- 
I try whose nationa! team can't beat my local 
I YMCA team developing a basketball title, 
but I digress... NBA In the Zone '99 manages 
to salvage this franchise from the sewer, 

While the N64 In the Zone stiil manages to 
wow us with its awfulness, the Playstation 
version can hang its head high, proving that 
there is life after 98 for Konami Sports titles. 
The timing couldn t be better either, with the 
no-show of NBA ShootOut 99 and no other 
pro hoops sims to contend with. 

In my preview I mentioned that while In the 
Zone 99 had some nice graphics, co n trol, 
and game sounds, the true test would come 
when I played it for an extensive period of 
time. While 1 did find some aspects less 
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Developcr: EA Availoble: Opening Day 

Rravifrw Publisher EA # of Ptayers: 1-2 

It's about time this franchise got back in the 
game. Although many of the belis and 
whistles, that traditconally accompany this 

franchise have been getting more and more 
garish, important areas had begun to stip; 
nameiy the graphics and gameplay. I am 
happy to report, h o wever, that the problem 
has been sclved- at least tor awhile. 

Tripte Play 2000 is a return to old formr not 
only boasting a superior knowledge ot the 
game and deep stat tracking, but a solid 
engine, tight contro! and some sleek graph¬ 
ics. Even though this is only a preview copy, 
it is clear that strides have been made and 
the problems which have plagued past ver- 
sions have been addressed. 

The biggest change is in the engine. No 
longer are the graphics and scrolling choppy 
and slow;, thanks to a higher framerate. Now, 
the game moves faster and the action is a s 
smooth as silk. 

Graphtc enhancements include a better 
player with more polygons and the addition of 
animated facial expressions, on the players 
(think NBA Live 99). There are also more 
unique batting and pstching sta noes to better 
identify your favorite ptayer by (unless that 
player happens to be some no-name; or the 

whole Expos squad, for that matter). 
The commentary is stil! the industry leader 

and an improved, dynamic camera makes 
play much more exdting, 

The biggest feature addition is the Gareer 
Mode. Draft your own team and then manage 
them through multiple seasons, utilizing a 
point cap and trading bank points. 

Triple Play 2000 looks to be a return to top 
form, for this franchise. Opening day will be 
very exdting, this year. EN 

— 

Devdoper Trey Ardi Avcdabtec Opening 

Publisher: EA # of Ployers: It's not that the Triple Play franchise was 
getting worse, but they were definitely 
stuck in a holding pattern. White the Al 

and commentary were getting better, the 
graphics seemed to falter, fosing frames 
and producing choppy scrolling While 
these problems still plague the Playstation 
version (although it’s still ear1y); the N64 : 
Triple Play 2000 suffers nary a bit. *, 

En lts 64-bit debut, TP2000 makes a J’ 
strong showing and should give the veteran 
All-Star Baseball and Grlffey some serieus unskilled fielders (you try tracking down a 
trouble. Not even this editor can find much rope to the corner, and you ll know what l'm 
to complain about. tatking about), 

O.K., so it isn't as pretty to look at as AU- Once again, the Al is stellar and the stats 
Star, and the stat overlays are a bit agitat- “deep as the ocean blue. Ünfortunately, 
ing on the eyes (update your fonts, guys), the game takes up a lot of memory on your 
but it trounces Bottom of the Ninth and pack, so you'd better have another one 
Piazza. The texture-mapping is good, col- handy. The commentary is impressive too, 
ors lush, and motion capture beautiful. The considering the constraïnts of N64 sound, 
crowd is still an unsightly smudge of check- Don’t expect the audro to be as good as its 
ers, but 1 digress... ril spend more time Playstation counterpart, but expect an 
gawking at the facial anïmations! uncharacteristically good play-by-pfay. 

Most impressive is the engine, which has Also noteworthy is the music soundtrack 
the game buzzing along at a nice dip. The that fills the Kulls between action. 
speed of the action is faster than most of Triple Piay2000 was a much needed addi- 
the competition, which makes for a more tion to the N64 library. Now the baseball 
exdting game. But it can wreak havoc on wars will really heat up. EN 
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Dcvelopcr: Igugnq 
Publisher: Acdoim 

Available: Now 
#of Playerar 1-2 

For this year's Ad-Star Baseball, they 
went to work early, Acclaim did their 
motion capture sessions in Üctober of 

last year with minor league players, to make 
sure they would have the game ready to ship 
in April. They also Jistened to consumers and 
the gaming media and addressed some of 
the problems with last year's version. 

Their spokesperson and poster boy for this 
year's game is Derek Jeter of the New York 
Yankees. Jeter is a huge gamer, and he 
helped Acclaim with the scouting reporfs for 
ail of the American League pitchers. Last 
year, Acclaim used Larry Walker, MVP of the 
National League, and he gave them scouting 
reports for the National League pitchers. So 
they now have scouting reports on virtualfy 

alt of the pitchers ïn the Major Leagues. 
Hmm,„ they probably should have got them 
both for the first game, don tcha think? 

This year Acclaim has added a 3D batting 
curson a three-dimensional square that 
appears and gives you complete bat controL 
allowing you to place the ball in play (assum- 
ing you're good enough) lïke the major lea- 
guers do, They did this to avoid the problem 
that last year's title had — where you were 
just swinging away, hoping to get the ball in 
play or over the fence. Acclaim is hoping that 
this new feature will add to the depth and 
realism, while fixïng the probiem of the pitchb 
er/batter interface, 

The pitchers have a lot more options 
this year as welL Not only does each 
pitcher have the same repertoire of pitch- 
es that he had in the Majors, but now he 
has compete controi over the change of 
speeds. A big plus, 

This year’s All-Star is Expansion Pak com¬ 
patible, which will increase the game speed 
and allow for longer replays. The game is 
already in hi-res without the pack, so the 
visuals worït be enhanced. StilL All-Star 
Baseball 2000 looks to be the baseball game 
to beat on the N64. VC 

'J 'J 'J u Li 

Developer 989 Studios, Availablq: Sprng 
Publisher: 989 Studies # of Playere: 1-2 

The good news is that 989 Studios didn't 
cancel this game. MLB 2000 fries to 
compete with the likes of Tripte Play 

2000 and Baseball 2000 (formerly known as 
VR Baseball) for top slot, They needed to 
make some serious improvements on last 
year's opus to make it competitive, and it 
looks as though they may have done so. 

MLB 99 was a disappoÊntment. The Al 
was questionable, the options were iacking 
and the commentary was about as accurate 
as one of Dionne Warwick’s Psychic 
Friends, You’d never know it by the review I 
wrote, though, stnce these shortcomings 
managed to elude me unfil after writing it. 
Imagine my ou trage at discovering, about 
ten games into my MLB 99 season, that I 

had made a horrible mrstake, Never again.., 
This year expect enhancements in every 

area, trom graphics and sound to Al and 
gameplay, Character models have been 
given a higher polygon count and some bet- 
ter texture mapping. Also new are the real- 
life visages of the players, allowing you to 
discern each player by face, as well as num- 
ber. The number of animations has also been 
upped to include such impressive moves as 
360 twirl-throws and homer celebrations 
(more McGwire and Sosa for those of you 
who didn’t get enough of it all last year). 

Adding hïs voïce talents to the booth is 
ESPN baseball analyst, Dave Campbell. It 
will be quite impressive to here both he and 
Scully calEing the plays; if only they could get 
them right in this version. 

In an attempt to out-stat Triple Play, MLB 
2000 will break down the numbers into 
every category you d ever want to see (and 
some you wouldn’t). There are RBI in night 
games, fielding percentages on turf, BA 
against left handed pitchers, etc,,, True stat 
geeks will salivate for this. 

MLB 2000 should fare well with this year's 
stiff competition, It is a good time for baseball 
gamers... Eli 
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Developer: Konami 
Publisher: Konami This franchise has plummeted 

over the last two years. Like all 

Konami Sports series, BOTN had 
become a joke and it seemed as though 

there was nothïng that couid save it. 

Somebody managed to get it together, 
though, and save BOTN '99 from 

plunging headlong into the abysst to 

dweil there for eternity with titles such 
as Jimmy Johnson Footbafl and the 
entire Jaguar library. 

Cheap shots aside, I am pleased to say 
that Bottom Of The Ninth '99 is a surpris- 

ing basebali sim that almost manages to 

put the complete package together I say 

this because, whrle BOTN plays weli and 

features solid Al, it stilt manages to pull a 
Homer in the end. Before I rip them for 

these mental errors* let's go over what 
BOTN '99 does rigfit.. 

For the first time in this franchise’s 

history, the manonette players have 
made a no-show. A higher poiy count 

and some nice texture-mapping have 
made these Boys of Summer actuaHy 

look like men, instead of rejects from 
The Punch and Judy Show. The mo- 

cap is on par with the compelition 
(although not quite as extensive), and 

the frame rate is adequate. 

One area that has been hard to knook 

this serres for has always been the Al. 

Available: March 

# of Players: 1-2 Re view 

While not on the Ie vei of VR Baseball or, 
to a lesser extent, All-Star and Triple Play, 

BOTN has a firm handle on the funda- 
mentals. Runners especially, will make 

heads-up plays, and fielders won't do stu- 

pid thrngs like make lost-cause throws in 
an attempt to get the lead runner out. 

Now to the issues that knook BOTN 

out of contention. For starters, there is 

no MLB license; this is absolutety unao 

ceptable and will not be tolerated. You 

know, if Konami had spent a lïttle iess 
on advertising a nnger like Metat Gear 

Solid and put some of that money 

toward the license, then I wouldrft have 
to look at Brand X baseball. Granted , 

the MLB PA license is present, but it’s 

just not the same, 
Visual ly, the colors look washed out 

and there is no player detail... bleech. 

Also needing a fïxer-upper is the game s 

menu interface. They can be a pain to 
navlgate, stats are a jumble, and some- 

times there seems to be no method to the 

madness. Just subbing in a player can 

become a tedrous affair... 
Bottom Of the Ninth 99 is a solid base¬ 

ball title that would be worth the pur- 

chase, if only there were no other titles 

available. As it stands, it stil! isrft up to 
par with the likes of Griffey and All-Star 
Basebali EN 
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Devekïper: frstdligcnt Games Avoilable: Now 

Publisher; Psygnosis # of Players: 1-4 j 

Iravaged this game, when I first previewed it 
To mer thal version of Pro 18 was nothing 
more than another sign that the Apocalypse 

was upon us. Luckiiy tor Intelligent Games’ 
ego, Pro 18 has improved in the final version; 
just not enough to pull it out of the cellar. 

in a genre as glutted as goft sucoess depends 
on the developers1 aJbiEity to give the gamer 
something original or technically betten Whether 
it is better graphics, more courses or an innova- 
tive swing meter, something has to make us 
want to play, Pro 18 contaïns none of these, 

For starters, the swing meter that is impfe- 
mented just plain sucks. lts four point power 
and accuracy system is a pain in the öutt to 
use and offer the golfer little in vital informatïon 
— like what the shot distance max ist for a par- 

tïcular club. Tm a good computer golfer 
(although my real-fife skilfs blow} and I found 
myself stül overshooting and under-putting way 
too much because of the constant guessing, 

In the eyesore department, we have the 
golfers, themselves, While the courses are 
quite attractive, boasting lush colorïng and 
fïne detail, the golfers look ridiculous. They 
are nothing more than FMV eharacters trans- 
planted (quite poorly, I might add) onto the 
background. >Blech< 

A pitfall that so many golf titles get stuck in, 
and Pro 18 is no exception, is the lack of 
co u rses. Su re th e re a re t h ree i n te r n ati o n a II y 
recognized courses. One problem... there 
are only three! Enough with the licensïng of 
real courses; doublé the number and make 
them generïc. A wefkdesigned fake course is 
just as cool as any ïicensed course. 

The game’s one saving grace is that the 
engine handles course generation very well, 
Comparable to Hot Shots! and VR Golf, the 
speed of the course generation euts down on 
the wait time and results in a very smooth 
transition between camera angles. 

Pm 18 is a far cry from the likes of Hot 
Shots!, or even the overrated Tiger Woods. 
An iffy venture, even as a rental. EN 

mm Iwas pretty reugh on the N64 version of 
this game last issue, it needed major 
work and failed to excite me, even slight- 

ly. Well, the Playstation version does little 
more to peak my interest, but at least it 
appears to play better. 

Monaco Grand Prix has the Standard rac- 
ing compliment of 16 international tracks, 
22 racing teams (hey look, it's some 
Ëuropean guy l’ve never heard of! Where s 
Dale Jarret?) and six racing modes: Arcade, 
Championship, Time Trial, Free Run, Ghost 
and Single Race, Nothing new there, 

The game claims to utilize the most con> 
prehensive car physics model on the 
Playstation. This should resuit in some 
nice control and an impressive facsimile of 
Formuia One racing, 

Gomplimenting the realistic drivrng, Ubi 
Soft has also included varying weather, 
resultïng road conditions, and all of the 
flags and consequences of an actuaJ 
Grand Prix race. 

Thankfully, the slowdown which made the 
N64 alpha excrucialing to piay is absent. 
The game still needs some work in the per- 
sonality department, but judging from this 
version, the Playstation rev outclasses lts 
N64 counterpart. EN 

Developer; Ubi Soft AvdlobFe: Spring 

Publisher; Ubi Soft # of Ptoyer*: 1-4 
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The Guch Strikes Back 
You know, there's some days when it's hard to get out of bed... Then there's days when I just 

drive to work and play Final Fantasy VIII... <sigh of contentment> Life is good... Hironobu 
Sakaguchi's infamous Finat Fantasy series gets another insta IIment and a U.S. version 

is headed your way between 3rd and 4th Otr thïs year. 
This preview Is based off my adventures through the end of disc one (the game 

takes up four CDs) of the Japanese final. So in theoryr the game could take a com¬ 
plete nose dive with discs 2-4 or it could get better the more you play (which is 
usually the case, judgïng from previous Final Fantasy games). 

A Tale of Two Cities... 
Story, a questionable part of FF7f has been weighed more heaviïy In VIII, and 

is better... so far. Again, I stress that l've onïy seen a quarter of the whole enchi- 
lada, but it goes a little something like this... The story involves two main char- 
acters: Squall Leonhart and Laguna Loire. Squall is a student at a military acad- 
emy called Baiamb Garden. Hoping to graduate top of his class so he can join 
the elite group of soldiers known as SeeD, Squall is joined by a host of other 
Baiamb Garden folk such as Zeil Dincht, Kistïs Triumph la teacher), and Seifer 
Almasy (his arch-rival, and source of that facial scar). At the graduation dance, 
Squall meets and fatls in love with Rinoa Heartilly, daughter of General Heartilly, 
who commands the forces of Garbadia. A member of the Garbadia forces, 
Laguna is an aspiring journalist and student of Garbadia Garden, a rival military 
school of Baiamb Garden. Laguna has his own unique party members and story, 
which interweaves with Squall's as the story progresses. Then there's this 

witch Edea, and... well, let's just say it gets messy from there. But you get the 
gist... 

32-bÈt graphics never looked this good! 
From what l've seen, the game lives up to the mountain of hype, at least visually. The 

graphics of new towns are as beautiful as the ones released to the world in Japanese maga¬ 
zines, and later scanned onto the Internet. Words don't do justice to the quality of Square's stun- 

ntng pre-rendered backgrounds, incomparable when you look at everything else on 32-bit. One of 
the complaints about FFSs backgrounds were that 

they were 'dead' because there was no movement, 
other than your polygonal character walklng around. 
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Welf, that concern has been addressed this tfme round. Not every background ^ 
3s animated, but towns are now populated by random passersby. Plus, there's 
the occasions! animated gaar that rotates or Street lamp which radiates a light- 
ing effect. But you can no longer say that the backgrounds are completely Hfeless. While FF8$ towns arenJt 
bursting at the seams, teeming with life, it's a definite step in the right dfrection. And who knows what 
Square EA will do wlth the game by the time the U.S. final is released. Maybe more ambïent effects can ; 
be added before ït ships. 

A Üuestion of Character.,. 
8ut backgrounds are only half of it, The characters in Final Fantasy Vilt are a lot different from 

what fans of the series are accustomed. FF8s have a more 'Westernized look;' super- 
deformed characters are a thing of the past. Also scrapped in FF8are much of the fantasy 
eïements of lore. Character classes such as white/black magie users, monks, and paladms 
are suspiciously absent. While many wifl mourn the loss of the different character class¬ 
es, FF8s visual makeover delivers a much more realistic world, No longer are super- 
deformed characters magically growing to full-size in CG sequences, only to return to that 
böd, stocky, Dangohead-like status, post-FMV. Thankfully, it makes for much better con¬ 
ti n ui ty between the FMV and the normal scenes. 
£ lf you're looking for dragons, dragoons, knights, and ninjas, you'd best look else- 
where... because FF8 is not going to satisfy your cravings* All the people/characters 
|n thls game are realistic*.. If you ran into SqualJ on the Street, you wouldn't be corcv 
^pletely shocked (doesn't he look llke the lead singer of the Goo Goo Dolls?). But if 
•you ran into Barrel (with a machine gun for a _ 
hand) or a talking dog named Red XIII, you'd ■r - .:•* '«n 
|>est check yourself Into an insane asylum {or 
Ehme work at GameFan and fit right in!). 
Technology is also a lot more modern. Cars, 
jjrains, and boats are staple items of the world of 'T , dT 
FF8 While the Chocobo is sttll available for a \ i 

ijtiick spin a round the world, Rent-a-Cars are fit- f ' jk 
K&Hy more efficiënt (sinee a car wonrt run away t ■■ SJi \ I 
Êetoce you get off). Just donrt run out of gas in the ^ ] 
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Another area where Square is leading the way is mixing polygon 
characters with moving CG sequences. This was first done briefly 

in VII, when a super-deformed, polygonal Cloud was walking on a 
round CG elevator. Well, FFtftakes that idea and goes crazy with it. 

Polygon characters run out of a CG boat as it crashes onto the shore 
in the game's demo (which came with Brave Fencer Musashi); you con- 

trol characters on the roof of a moving train; and there's one sequence at 
the end of the first disc where a CG Squall drives a CG car, slams on the 

brakes, jumps out and lands as a polygon character on a CG background, then 
he hops into the next scene and returns to CG again. How crazy is that? Most 

of these transitions are seamless and have to be seen to be believed. If you think 
about it, this could be the future of gaming. When you look at games like Shen Mue 
on the DC, dreams of a completely controllable CG game are becoming more and 
more a reality. Heek, Square's CG is so good that they've started work on a com¬ 
pletely CG movie, which is due out in the year 2001. 

Music: To Tactics or Not To Tactics 
One of the biggest complaints people had with FF7 was that the music was poor , 

compared to FF2 and III, which were 16-bit no less. Well, the aural assault in VIII still i 
needs a little work, from what l've heard so far. Fortunately, VIITs music doesn't; 
sound as Midi-ish as Vlfs did, but overall, VIII isn't measuring up to Final Fantasy^ 
standards. 

middle of nowhere (Nebraska for instance loops, sorry 
Shidoshi!]), or you'll be walking back to town. Trains 

and buses are convenient means of transportation, so 
get used to it. It's not your everyday world of Final 
Fantasy... in fact, there's very little Fantasy in VIII, 
but the game still plays like a signature Square cin¬ 
ematic RPG. 

It's Good to be the King (of CG). 
Nobody will question Square's ability to do 

movies. They're the best in the biz, and VIII 
has even more, better quality FMV than the 

Final Fantasy. Whip out that magni- 
glass and look at the CG intro and that 

motion-captured (something new to VIII as 
well) sword fight in that miniature film strip. 

Hl let the screenshots speak for them- 
selves, because I could go on and on 

about this stuff. Sure it's not exactly 
gameplay, but a nice, long FMV 

cut-scene is a welcome reward 
for playing through a long 

sequence. 

[»[»| 



Previews 

"Squall, don't go! 
it's the end of Disc One!" 

Here's Rinoa begging Squall not to 
go as he leaves for an impending bat- 
tle. We all know what happened at 
the end of FFTs Disc One, Square 
wüuldn't pul! the same thing of the 
finale of FF&s fïrst disc wouJd they? 
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Wil! It Ever End? 
Th is is just part one of Ga me Fan's Ftnaf Fantasy Vttl blowout. We'll 

be back next month with more ravings about everyone's favorite RPG-makers, as I get 
chance to play further into the game and bring you more FF8 goodness. Now, if you 
'scuse mer I got a game to play... Just know that this review is far from over. 

“ A single disc mto FF8r sounds of that caliber are glaringty absent 
Êdea's parade-ish theme {complete with ex-members of the Sephiroth 
choirï is excellent but the number of songs worthy of the Finai 
Fantasy name in VIII are uncharactenstically absent. In other wordsF 
the music is disappointing so far. Maybe Square's rushing Nobuo, or 
maybe he's just got bad luck with the number 32.,. Whatever it is. 
something's missing. CourseF I could pop in disc 2 right now and 
fcave my soeks blown off.,. At this point, howeverF I wouldn't recom- 
mend buying the soundtrack. 

You want an example of what Tm talkïng about? Pop your copy of 
Finai Fantasy Tactics into your 32-bit poly pusher and be amazed. 
Bear witness to the majestsc symphonïes which Square is capable of 
producing... but which are lacking in VII and VUL Even worse, stick in 
Finai Fantasy II or /// and cry your heart out 
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Jriple Triad: The Gathering?" 
Call me crazy, but I like FF8s mini-game Triple Triad (a card game) more than 

most 32-bit puzzle games on console. Screw Tetris, forget about Devil 
Dice <gasp>, and put down Bust-A-Move for a second to 

check this out. I've logged so many of my FF8 hours play- 
ing just Triple Triad that I've almost forgotten to play FF8. 

You can play Triple Triad with most of the people in the world of FF8. 
When you walk up to a guy, instead of hitting "Circle" to talk, hit 

"Square" and you'll start a card duel. 
More than half the NPCs in FF8 are 

TT players, though not everyone's 
interested. 

Here's how it works: 
Start off by choosing five 
cards from your collec- 
tion with which to battle 
an opponent. The play- 
ing field is like tic-tac- 
toe, nine spots for nine 
cards. Some squares 
on the board have ele- 
ments such as earth, 
wind, air, and fire on 

them. Every card has 
four numbers on it corre- 

sponding to each of the 
card's four sides (top, left, 
bottom, and right), and 
some of the cards have ele- 
ments on them as well. 

If you place a card on a 
spot and they both share 
the same element, all the | 
card's numbers are given a^ 
bonus of+1. If you place a 
card on a square with an 
element, but you don't 
have that element, the card 
suffers a -1 penalty on all 
numbers. 

When you place a card 
down, if the number on one 

side is higher than the matching 
number from a bordering enemy card, then 

du capture that card. In the example in the screenshots, 
\ top middle Cactrot card has a "3" on the left side. If I place 
' handy caller spell Diablos in the top left spot, Diablos' "8" 
the right is higher than Cactrot's "3" on the left, so the 

actrot card falls under my control. Of course, captured cards 
i be retaken, and it's possible to capture more than one card 

t a time. When you place a card down, don't worry about one 
of your numbers being lesser than a bordering card, since you 
an't lose a card when you place it down — only when your 
Dponent drops a card, and flips it. 

| The strategy comes in when you look at what cards you've 
jot to work with and you see what the enemy has up his 

eeve. Do I drop my powerful Siren card now, or save it for 
later in hopes of capturing multiple cards? The strategy gets 
even deeper when combos come into play. If you can match 
numbers on opposite ends of the same card exactly with your 
opponent's cards, you'll flip both his cards and if those flipped 
cards overpower any neighboring cards, you take them too. 

S*1 M£i 
4 5! !• 

When the board is filled, the 
player who flipped over the most 
cards is declared the winner and 
gains the spoils of war: the oppo- \ 
nent's cards. Sometimes you're 
rewarded one card of your choice, 
and sometimes you win all five. 
That's the beauty of the game — 
the rules and rewards are con- 
stantly changipg depending who 
you play with and where in the 
world you play. Sometimes you 
don't see the cards your enemy 
has available; other times, the de¬ 
ments are turned off; in some 
areas, the five cards you play with 
are randomly chosen from your 
deck. Once you've acquired some 
new cards, you can go into the 
"Card" option from the maia 
menu to view your collection. . 
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FURY: 5ENGOKU TüRD OR DEVE LOPER MEC 1 Player 

Sengöku Turb. You decioe. I Publisher - NEC Avarable Now Japan 

As long as l've been playing video 
games, NEC has always played an 
integral roie in the history of this 

industry. And while ifs been some time 
since an NEC system has penetrated maim 
stream America (PC-FX? Yeah, right}, you 
have to give it up to those guys for trying to 
remain involved in an industry that has been 
known to be less than forgMng to failed 
endeavors (3DO and Jaguar to name a few), 
So why then wou ld a company with every- 
thing to prove (especially considering their 
ïnvolvement hardware-wïse with the DC) 
release games that appear to only hurt the 
DC's credibility as the future of next-genera- 
tion consoles? 

While Sengoku Turb piays and looks much 
more like a game than NEC's other DC pile, 
Seventh Cross<brrr>, I can't help but sit back 
and wonder just what in the world went 
wrong with this game. First off, S7"i$ an RPG 
that appears to have been crafted specifica F 
ly for Japanese schoolgids, I know what 
you're thinking, a lot of Japanese RPGs look 
like they've taken a walk through the produce 
section at your Jocal supermarket, but this 
game takes all honors for the citrus award! 

After only a few minutes of viewing the 
intro, you'll soon develop a whole new 
appreclation for vegetables, as the word 
"fruit" will bore ïtself painfully ïnto your cere- 
bral cortex. In fact, the only positive thing I can 
say about Turb is that ifs colorful (after playing 
Sevenfb Cross, thafs a pretty big ïm prove- 
ment). The world your character inhabits 
appears to be a cross between 77?e Wizard of Oz 
and The Exorcist., cutesy characters who speak 
in strange, creepy synthesized drivel (El Niho 
even feared Linda Blair was lurking in the shad- 
ow$... waiting for retribution!). 

The graphics in Sengoku Turbr as in 
Seventh Cross, do nothing to showcase the 
DC's graphic power All the environments I 
encountered were extremely boring and about 
as inspiring as an episode of the Teletubbies... 

m ■ v 

not that l've ever tuned in to that crappy show, 
but you get my drift, right? ...Right?! Also, the 
character animations redefine the word "stiff," 
as most inhabitants appear to skate along the 
ground, rather than take up the precious mem- 
ory needed to animate any semblance of walk- 
ing> Who needs motton capturing when 
you've got Sengofru Turb On Ice? 

And so my fellow game fans, like many of 
you, I had high hopes for all the DC releases.., 
but alas, those were the days when I also 
believed I was respected among the GF staff.., 
[Staffs note: <snicker>] What a joke! Lefs just 
pray that the insanity ends here, with NEC's 
doublé dose of gaming anesthesia,., Zzzzzz. F 



In Japan and most of Europe, rally car rac¬ 
ing is a national event that's a celebrated 
sport, drawing in hordes of people and 

rak'mg in millions of dollars through corpo¬ 
rale sponsorship, The idea behind rally rac¬ 
ing lays in a vehicle's ability to corner and 
maneuver through ridiculously Sharp turns 
at a fairly high speed. And whïle rally cars 
might not possess the horsepower generally 
found in Stock or Indy cars, thetr ability to 
handle is nearly unparalleled* So when 
Sega decided to base an arcade game 
around this amazing racing class, it was a 
sure bet they'd do it up In grand style* 
While most racing fans generally worshipped 

such racing games as Daytona or Ridge Racer, 
I always feit that Sega Rally was among the 
more realïslic racers available. And when 
Sega Rally debuted on the Saturn, I was 
shocked at bow close the developers came to 
perfectly porting a Mgdel 2 game. But what 
about Model 3? CoJkl the geniuses at Sega 
possibly manage an^er near-perfect port of 
a game that visually blew away the first Sega 
Rally? Powered bytthe Dreamcast... Sega 
Raify2 takes the checkered flag! 

Visually, Sega Rally 2 is a sight to behold. It 
almost looks better than the arcade version, as 
the edges look sharper and more defined, due 
to the DC's ability to generate higher quallty, 
crisper textures. True, Rally 2 does suffer from 
a bit of frame-rate drop..* but I can't imaglne 
that anyone would ailow that small flaw to 
sway their opinion of this amazing game. The 

frame rate wilI ^ 

below 30 (een * 
erally on cours- 
es that have a 
long field of 
view into the . 
screen). Yes, a m uk 
constant 60 ^i- - - - j|l 
frames would : * 
have been nice, 
but remember 
this is ünly a 

1 T WïoB» -,r 9 

time Daytona 
skids into the kÊM 
starting grïd, 60 :3w/; 
fps should be 
Standard equipment on the turbo-charged DC. 

If Rally 2 doesn't manage to impress you with 
its vïsuals, then perhaps you should stick to 
playing Marlo Kart or other games that just 
offer the barest in visual presentation. 

As in the Saturn version, you are presented 
with the option to modify your car to best suit 
your needs* Everything from the suspension 
to your tire type to even the gender of your 
co-driver can be adjusted at wil! in the 10- 
year anniversary mode. Also, you can unlock 
new cars in this mode by beating each of the 

one series for 

UtPTM 
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10 available race series, 
each year of the anniversary. 

While the original stages are a blast to 
tear through, I was more than impressed 
at how the new tracks manage to keep 
the original flow of the game completely 
intact, Each of the new stages slightly 
resembles the original tracks but have 
been spiced up with unique weather and 
terrain conditions to challenge even the 
most experienced drivers. 
At first, the play mechanics in Rally 2 are 

a bit tough to adjust to, dependïng on the 
different terrain and weather conditions* 
Sliding around turns at high speeds with- 

f out completely losing contro! of your 
Hg vehicle isn't exactly an easy feat. First 

Oeveloper - Sega 

Publisher - Sega 

1-2 Players FURY: Skidding out of con- 

Available Now Japan trol never lgoked so good! 



Dreamcast 

you have to find a car (I prefer the Subaru 
Impreza) that matches your partieular racing style. 
Some cars are big on speed but are far too slip- 
pery in the comering department After a bit of 
play, though, you'll soon develop your own style 
when taking those turns at earth-scorching veloc- 
ities (I prefer taking each corner with blind, "Look 
ma, no hands" enthusiasm — letting the hand of 
God personally guide me to safety), 

The multi-player mode i$ really the only item 
about Rally 2 that won't leave you gasping for air. 
First off, splitting the screen in half so you can 
race against friends is not the best way to go* lf 
you want multi-player actionH try netwerking Rally 
2, but at all costs don'! forego gorgeous full- 
screen racing to accommodate competïtors... they 
are the enemy, remember this at all tïmes, Also, 
multi-player suffers from serious amounts of 
draw-in, albeit smooth draw-in. Still, it just makes 
me cringe to see such a travesty on the Dreamcast 
(if Pen Pen can accomplish nearly flawless multi- 
player, so should Raflyl). 

What most people don't realize is that the cars 
available in Sega Rally are the exact same cars 
used in actual rally racing. Basically, a rally car 
uses the same exterïor design that you'd see in a 
produetion car (e.g., a Toyota Cetica) but everything 

under the hood, including 
chassis design, has been , 
compIeteIy modified (too bad, j MBjjiflM BB 
or you'd see nny Celica make Llwtfc jB 
an appearance in next year's l Utt bfifl 
rally crossi). 

The sound effects in Rally 2 lig 
are a mixture of actual engine tijSEi 
samples as well as the classic 

lines you've expect ^^^B^BHHBÈT^I 
from your co-drrver„. "sharp 
right hand turn" and "easy 
left maybe" ...maybe? 
Maybe?) Words like "maybe" 
are not exactly the best way to •., 
reassure a driverl Lastly, 
everyone's favorite "GAME 
OVER YEAHHH!" has managed to survive the jump to 
sequel city... where would Sega Rally be without it? 
Easily though, I found the coolest features in Rally 2to 

be the replays and car profiles. lf you thought Gran ^ ^ 
Turismo's replays looked good, you'll find yourself i 
in complete awe, watchïng the computer select 
the most rmpressive camera angles to compli- 
ment your recent rally endeavors [notice 
the brilliant reflections strewn Af 
across your windshield... unbeliev- 

/Hl tal la 
able!>. 

I re al /X! people Jl 
wil! Yov'mhly oog J 
iho IOC; o io somohovv 
finc; n way to r ip apart ^ V-vj 

people (in fits of joalousy) 
act childish and react with- 

out really understanding what they're dealing with. The Dreamcast is truly an 
amazing system and Sega Rally 2 is without a doubt a great game. Save your skepticism til! 

you see it folks, and until then, feast on these juicy Rally shots I slaved over a hot grab- 
1^^. ber to bring to you (is that smoke coming from the PC?}. Enjoy! f 

www gomefon.com 
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While the concept behind a steering wheel for Sega Rally 2 (or any other racer) makes perfect sense, rB 
the outcome usually results in a botched attempt to further the home arcade experience. Many com- 

panies, including Namco with both their Negcon and Jogcon and Sega with their own 
steering wheel for the Saturn, have fallen short of giving players a 

more realistic approach to controlling their favorite racing games. fC 
Still, it completely baffles me how Sega, at a time when they're 

re-establishing themselves as a force to be reckoned with, 
^would allow such a terrible device as the DC steering wheel to be released It Controls like a 

blind and deaf chimpanzee had personally designed it to meet its own handicapped needs. 
A small tug to the left would always result in severe understeering, while any movements 

^ in the opposite direction would also wind up sending my rally car 
careening out of control. I realize Tm being pretty harsh on the 
DC wheel, but no matter how many times I attempted to use it, the 
end result would always be me throwing it against a wall and 
cursing myself for wasting my time on such a broken peripheral! 

Sega Rally 2 is the first Sega-developed Dreamcast game to utilize 
the Windows CE operating system. Included as part of DC dev kits, it 
allows relatively rapid ports of PC games to Sega's uber-console. In the 

case of SR2 it allowed a quick 
move from Model 3 to DC. The 

^ slowdown can also be attributed 
yj sj to the fact that it takes more con- 

ufa sole horsepower to run a game 
through CE, rather than going "to 

JMERéEÏEC the metal" and writing a game in 
the console's base language, 
Assembly (the trade-off, 

Sjff course, being that it is much more 
difficult to write a game in 

B« Assembly and doiny it in a dead- 

www.gamefan.com 
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seven of the 16 mi El ion or so colors at the 
DC's disposai. 

And the music (which could have been 
Seventh Cross'ione saving grace) is, believe 
it or not... completely absent trom the game, 
Thats right, NEC, the fine makers of SC 
have decided to let the game's visuals speak 
for themselves... (that was a joke). In factr 
the best way to sum up the headache that Es 
SC is a quote i heard from GameFan's 
newest internet freak and Dango-lookalike, 
Hi-Fi — "this turd fooks more like a hard¬ 
ware demo than a game!". 

While NEC might have years of experi- 
ence desEgning both cutting-edge hardware 
and at times some great games (god knows 
Ets been some time), I think the powers that 
be over in Japan need to drastically rethink 
their going logïc in software development 
for the DC,„ ifs the ultimate next-gen con¬ 
sole, people, Now cut out the nonsense and 
tet's see Legendary Axe DC\ t F 

When a new console is released, l've 
always understood the thinking to 
be,.* good games sell a system, 

And, while l've been more than impressed 
with a handful of DC games thus far, I can't 
help but wonder why Sega has allowed such 
a poorly-crafted game as Seventh Cross to 
come out at such a fragile time. These are 
the days when Sega needs to be wowing 
audiences with their unbelievable titles like 
Sonic and Rally2, not frightening away 
potential buyers with product that resem¬ 
bles Bubba's wardrobe,.* bad, real bad! 

Witness first hand the mi rade of life. 
Watch in utter amazembnt as the forces of 
nature come together to create... <hold your 
breath>*., a slug?! That's right fofks, life 
wasn't aiways this pretty, and in Seventh 
Cross you'll learn just that as you begin the 
game as a simple amoeba in search of the 
life-giving energy that will eventuaïly trans- 
form you into the guardian crusader! 

ril admit, that at first the concept of 
Seventh Cross seemed extremely interest- 
ing to me, An RPG/bïology experiment En 
which you battle ene mies such as crabs and 
water bugs while manipufating DNA strands 
to evolve into a higher lifeform. But con- 
cepts alone don't make great games, and SC 
is no exception. The graphics are bland and 
will make you wonder if someone has 
played a joke on you and swapped your DC 
for a PC-FX. There is simply nothing going 
on in this game to warrant an appearance on 
the DC. It could easüy have been 1 
programmed on PS hardware, 
and even then you'd still be 
shocked at how poor it lookedljl 
SC iooks like it uses ahout six or I m iRMft 

fïiïi I m 

FURY: I DIDN’T KNOW THE Developer - NEC 1 Plavers 

Discovery Channel MADE games! Publisher - NEC Avajlable Now Japan 
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The break-out fightmg game of last vear 
was Bloody Roar. A monster engine and 
excellent play control were perfectly 

complimented by an array of pyrotechnic 
super-moves and some fantastic eharacter 

design, This game bore only one flaw, and that 
was that it didn't have enough fighters. 

IVe been waitïng a year for this sequel and must say 
that I am slightly disappointed, While the blazing speed, 
lush visuals, and first rate beasties make for a visual 
assa uit on the senses, something is missing. 

ECM, Dango and ï have played Bloody Roar 2 and dis- 
cussed this je ne c'est quoi that leaves BR2 hollow, but we 
couldn't put our collective GameFan flnger on it BR2 is 

vastly superior in many technical areas to 
'__most Playstation games. The aforemen- 

tioned graphics and speed are stunning, 
___ The poly counts in the characters have 

been beefed up; there is no break-up or 
! slow-down in sïght; and the addition of 
j j facial animation brings the monsters to 

£ ‘ Eife, Graphics aren'tthe problem,.. 
£ The sound effects are expiosive and 
P jjj the music, while still that cheesy Satriani* 

esque guitar, pulses with life nonethe- 
less. No different than last year's game. 

sequently, 4 

p r o b I e m 
either. - - ■ 

The issue of eharac- " 
ters has been 1 “ 
addressed with the \ 
addition of a new crew j ^ ^ 
of sbape-shifïmg * v^; ' ï * 
pugilists, ranging from a Tj* _ 
giant bugman to a f 
chameleon fwho looks ^ 
cunously similar to the mr ƒ ^ ^ 
Budwieser one). No, P 4 ^ 
these combatants rule out 9 ~ Z ^ ï* r ' - "* 
depth as the source of the - " 
game's problems. 

In the end we had to conclude that Bloody Roar 2 suffers 
from a kind of problematic perfection, stemming from con- 
trol that is too tight and a lack of "soul." I made the analo- 
gy that, while Bloody Roar was like a vintage vinyl record — 
full of bodyr Bloody Roar 2 is like a CD — technically supe¬ 
rior, but iacking the sa me winning personality, 

By no means read this as a negative review, because it is 
not When looking at the genre as a whole, Bloody Roar 2 

ranks near the top and definiteiy 
kept me riveted for hours on 
end, The familiar fighting 
mechanics, cool characters, and 
frenetic pace make this a real 
pulse pounder, Just be pre- 

pared to enjoy 8R2 a little 
less than the original. EN 

Developer - Raizing 

Publisher - Hudson 

1-2 PLAYERS EL NI NO: WHAT THIS GAME NEED 

AvAILABLE Now JAPAN WAS A ROB ZOMBIE SOUNDTRACK. 

VlEWPOINT 

Score 



from Mother (Earthbound here in the States} and 
the ever-forgotten Luigi. Co-developed by HAL 
Laboratories (the sa me guys who make the Kirby 
games), SB debuted at #1 in Japan and, between 
bouts of Rally 2, managed to stay there until the 
mighty Final Fantasy VIII was released (not bad 
for an N64 game in Japan!). This game's $o cool 
that even the anti-cufe gamer himselt £CM, 
bought a copy and insists on writing the fuiL 
blown American re view (which witl come, conve- 
nientfy enough, next month... watch for ïtP). 

Letrs talk graphics. Ëverything is rendered in 
su per-detaifed, ultra coforful polys with 
absolutely NO break-up anywhere fthen again, 
the guys ain't that big...!). But when you see 
how wel! animated they are (courtesy of some 
very ïmpressive motion capture), and how fast 
everything is happening on-screen youll be in 
a state of disbeiief.... realiy. 

They're so good youll swear the game's run- 
* ning in a high-res mode, especially 

/ƒ when the fighters zoom up close to 
/ the screen (see for yourself by 

Ü ft \ Paus‘n9 the game to get a bet- 
\ | I ter (ook... amazingl), 

J 1 But amazingly enough, it's 

very, very happy, SureH they're cute, 
they're fuzzy and they never miss a 

chance to fay on the sugar, but who cares? 
They're the best at what they dor and what they 
do is make incredibiy good games, 

That said, let's proceed with the preview of a 
game that fans around the world have fliterally) 
waited years for... Ali-Star Smash Brothers1 
FinaJIy, after years of wafting and speeulation 
Nintendo takes their greattst characters of al! 

_- t’me anc* Puts em iVito one 
w hop per of a game. Mario, 

: Donkey Kong, Kirby, Link, 
Sa mus, Fox McCloud, 

! Pikachu and Yoshi aJI 
& BH ' headline Smash Brothers, 

kvas weII as some not-surpris* 
ing hidden characters; 

SUPER TEETER: 20 years Developer ■ Hai/NïNTENdo 1-4 Players 
Publisher - Nintendo OF QUALITY GOODNESSl Availasle Now Japan 
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not the characters that look the 
most impressive... ïfrs the back- 
grounds! That's right, the back- 
grounds. What makes these 
suckers so incredibfe is that 

(unüke most '3D; fighters) they're conrv 
pletefy 2DH Oh sure, they might be 
made of polygons like everything etse, 
hut all the action takes place on a very 
20 level, Basically, the BGs are a bunch 
of platforms, designed specifically 
around their respective Nintendo per- 
sonalities. Donkey Kong has his banana 
trees, Samus has her alien landscape, 
then there's the typical Mario Brothers 
level, Unk's Castle Hyrule and many, 

0 4:5" 

** 'TV 

Wa 19-% 2m ïSK 

Mario's firebalt sound in years..,the memo¬ 
ries!}. It's all hereH foiks, and it's awesome. 

Okay, so the game's got the graphics and the 
sound., how's it play? Welt it's pretty apparent 
that Nintendo was going for something just a 
wee bit different from the start, because this 
isu't exactly a 'hardcore' fighter.,, but that's not 

such a bad thing! Sorta like 
sumo wrestling, the goal isn't 

to dra in your opponent's 
ife 

b a r 
but to 
knock 'em out of 
the ring...er, 
stage. Sure, I 
know, It sounds awfulty stnnple, 
right? Welt get over it, because 
the re's so much strategy here that 
even hardcore fighters iike Dangohead 
love this game. Each character has their 
own patented attack methods {Mario's 
Flower-Power firebalt ünk's M aster Sword, Fox 
McCloud's gun), but attacks alone won't always 
help you out. Luckily, power-ups appear from 

time to time on the stages (Pokemon balls, 
Dr. Mario pi lis, crates) and you'll 

have to figure out the best way 
to use these suckers to your 

advantage. I'd go into 
details about these 

things, but lil let ECM 
go to town next 
month with some in- 
depth strategies and 
(like I mentioned 
above) the full- 
btown re view. But 

what I can say is that 
so far it's lookmg like 
1999 already belongs 

to Nintendo, Anyone 
surprised? ST 
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many others. Like the characters, they 
all look extremely sharp and are so com~ 
pletefy devoid of that irrïtating N64--blur- 
riness that (aarde from the cast) one 
could easily confuse this for a non-N64 
game. Plus, the opening cinema depict- 
ing the very Toy Sfory-ish story ranks 
among the best the N64 has ever seen 
and is a srght to behold. 
Then there's the sound, There are some 

of you out there that may scoff at the way 
Nintendo re-uses their sound effects and 
music tracks over and over.,. but 
I love it. Oh, you have no 
idea how much I love tt 
when they go ahead and 
stick their classic tunes 
back in newer games, 
Thankfully, Smash 
Brothers is no exception, 
and every tune is a SN ES 
tune... did I mention how 
much I love it when they 
do that? Castle Hyrule is 

accompanied by the GR1G- 
INAl Zeida overworld 
theme, Samus's has her 
original NES tune and 
how could any game 
with Mario not have 
the classic ditty? 
Even the sound 
effect s are the sa me 
(I haven't heard 

*£*- 



You know what's funny 
about life? Sometimes 
one loves something 

not because It's a wonderful 
thing, but simply because, at 
the time, they know not of 
something betten 

Back in the glory days of 
video gaming, a fittle Sys¬ 

tem named the Genesis was 
bringing us video games 
Jike never before. 
Renovation, the US arm of 
the Japanese company Telenet, was known for not only releas- 
mg some of the cooler games in the US, but a lot of "anime- 
styfe" games with awesome anime-styJe "cinemas." Thus, my 
first taste of Va//scame about, and I couidn't help but be hooked. 
Next, we fast forward to the day that I finally had the money to 
purchase the Turbo-CD. Games on CD? What a strange rdea! But 
when I put in my first CD game, Valis //, f nearly died from 
amazement. The game was talking, and the anïmated cinemas 
were even more so animated and exciting! 

So my iove for Va fis only grew, and I ended up with alJ of the ver¬ 
slons reteased in the US, which leads me back to my origfnal point. 
My favorite of the games was, without question, Valis I for the 
Genesis, Valis f actually came out after the other games, and to me 
it was the best one of the group. It told the ongïns of the entire 
Vafis series, how a young girl named Yuko Ahso was nothing more 
than an ordinary high school student who got caught up in the trou- 
bles of an alternate universe, While standing around after school 
one day, she finds out that a friend of hers, Reiko Kirishima, in 
mixed up in something far bigger than she understands. Reiko dis- 
appears, and next Yuko knows, she's being attacked by a huge 

demon, Suddenly, a mystïcaÈ sword appears in her hands, which wards off the 
demon. A beautifu! apparitlon than tells Yuko that she is the legendary soldier 

of Valis, and her task is to protect the Dream World from the evil tyrant 
Rogles. Of course, Yuko doesn't like the idea of what she's now part of. 



but lier fate is sealed when she is forced to kill Reiko and 
a dee p need f or reve n g e is ig n ited rnsi de of lier. So a n y- TT' ' fllf ■&ï*|ï flj 
how, f went on in iife holding the Genesis version of Va lis H 
as my favorite., thinking it was the best of the series, al.jlj! -i 

The other night, when a friend of mine brought over 
some PC Engine games for me to play, one of them was 
the PCE-CD verston of Vaüs /. I expected the game to be 11 11 
better in the way of cinemas, of eourse — due to it hav- 
ing that wonderful CD capacity thing — but I was not | 
pre pa red for how much better the PCE-CD version was '_* ” 
over the Genesis version. Aft er a whiler it almost 
seemed as if E was playing an entirely different game: 
The list of what was better over the Genesis version read 
like a list of the game's baste features. Control in this version is much tEghter, your slide is 
performed the way it should be (by pressing down + jump instead of a separate button), and 
one of my biggest gripes aboutthe Genesis version is not here: Your slide does (as it should) 
cause damage if you hit an enemy. The enemy sprites and designs, while still occasionally 
wacky, look far better than in the Genesis version. As wel!, the backgrounds have more vari- 
ety and design composition to them, and are more of a sight to see. Yet another thing that I 
noticed was the ability to get weapons beyond your original weapon was greatly increased in 
the PCE-CD version, and there was a bigger variety of them. Of eourse, there are then the 
areas that were greatly improved by the CD. There are cinemas after each and every stage in 
this one, and even if I eouldn't understand most of what was being safd, having wonderfully 
acted Japanese voiees to go along with them added so much. Throw in an absolutely stellar 
redbook audio soundtrack, and you've got my new favorite Va lis title by a long shot. 

So, are there downsidés to the game? Sure, a few, The PCE-CD 
version of has no parallax scrolling (the Genesis version did), 
something that most Turbo games were missing. As well, being bru- E 
tally honest, whife I loved the game and reafly enjoyed it, if you don't ^ 
have a lot of appreciatton for older games, this one will probably look 
REALLY ancient to you. But, for me, Valis brings back memories of the 

, wonderful days gone by, and while not an 
IHBBlilülawesome 20 actïon game, it's certainly still 
Kil■IRvaRUB® good and hornbly enjoyable. And, more 

than anything, it makes me wish that Valiswas- 
E u)(9;Spr<ff n't one of those game titles that time has now 

I mfw Iv JD ijljgrtj forgotten. If you've got a TurboDuo or other 
ïJ vJT ilECim* PC Engine Super-CD capable system, and you 

u f have a chanee to check this one out, don't pass 
up the experience. Shidoshi 

com 
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Ve spent the last month doing nothing but 
I gush over Black isle's Baldur's Gate. Deep into 
I a multiplayer game with some others on the 

GameFan staff (and some guy named Mike, from 
Edmonton), Tm still not satisfied. I need more TSR and I need ft 

now. Since 1 know some of you feel the same way (i can't be the 
only sausage in 
America), I am 
pleased to be the 
bearer of some 
wondrous news: 
Black Isle has 
another TSR title in 
the works (and Tm 
not refernng to the 
sequel to BG, or ïts 

& 

f 

mission packs), This journey into RPG heaven is entïtled 
Torment and ittakes place in the realm known as Planescape. 

For those of you who are not familiar with Pla nescape, 
here's a qulck overview: Planescape is the universe m which all 
TSR worlds reside, The Forgotten Realms and Greyhawk are 
just mere blips on Flanescape's radar, which encompasses 
innumerable planets and dimensions. The axis around which 
this universe revolves is the city of Sigil. Sigil is where the 
doors to these worlds are found and is rufed over by the watch- 
ful eye of The Lady of Pain, Passing through one of these doors 
will instantaneousty teleport you to another location in the 
Planescape universe; it's iike Sliders without the fat guy. 

Wh He the Planescape universe is vast In scale, the story of 
Torment is not. You play the part a nameless individual an 
immortal creature who lives somewhere between the worlds of 
the living and the dead. With the passage of every lifetime, he 

finds himself transplanted 
back to a colossal mau¬ 
soleum where all of 
Planescape's dead end up. 
This ability to cheat death 
might be an enviable trait 
to some, but for our hero, 
itrs a curse. It seems that, 
with every renewed lease 
on life, he forgets the 
memories of lives past. 
Even worse, everyone 
around him (many of 
Plan escapes denizens live 
quite long, themselves) 
remember his past lives 

EL Ni NO: ÏHE PERFECT COM- 
PANïON to Baldur’s Gate. 

Oeveloper - Black Isle 

Publisher - Interplay 

. .füpEÏ 

1 Player 
Available 2np qtr. 
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and the deeds he has per- 
formed; think Dana Carvey 

in Clean Slate. Your mis- 
sion is clear: help him 
find his identity and guide 
him towards his ultimate destiny. 

The parameters that the developers 
set up for Torment make for some 
refreshing gameplay. Whenever you 
are killed, you are transported back to 

the mausoleum and then randomly 
set down again in the world of 

Planescape, never knowing 
where you'll end up next. On 

top of that, your lack of 
/ recall will make NPC 

interaction more inter- 
esting and the conse- 
quences of your 
actions, more severe 
(and lasting). Since 
he has lived so many 
lifetimes, he has mas- 
tered every player 
class, so you will 
experience no level- 

ing-up. The amne- 
sia makes use of 
the abilities 
i m p o s s i b I e , 
though, so instead 
your character 
must discover 
information that 
jogs his past 

.* 
f\ 
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memories, releasing the information nec- 
essary to use the class abilities. 

You will be able to add NPCs tg your 
party, but death will dissolve the group, 
forcing you to seek them out again. All 
NPCs have their own Al, so don't expect 
everyone who joins you to follow your 
orders, or stick it out if you begin to stray 
from their agendas. 

The engine that Torment uses is essen- 
tially the same as implemented in 
Baldur's Gate. Most of the problem 
areas, that can be found in BG, have been 
addressed, so expect Torment to control 
better and be easier to interface with. The 
number of quick keys have been dramati- 
cally reduced, and the screen set-up is 
much more ergonomically designed. 
Many will be disappointed to learn that 
Torment does not support multiplayer, 
but solace can be found in the knowledge 
that the Torment storyline and gameplay 
make it a compelling one player RPG. 

Torment looks like a solid win¬ 
ner and the perfect companion 
to Baldur's Gate. A strong show- 
ing will cement Black Isle as the 
premiere RPG developer and 
hopefully will pave the way for 
many TSR titles to come. EN 
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Oh no, not another rnech gamee.. Accolade 
Las yone out and develuped a kind of 3rd . "I 
petson-Shogo. Sfave Zero is the name, and 

w hï Ee t h q t it I o sc roa m s g o n erf o, the g a m s n o:. 1 4 
Lik o S\ave Zero has you hciiiao the oor v Lfl [p-Jj B 

trols of a six-story mechanical beast (actuaJIy it's a 
.. You ’ uf$$J 

m a n cJ e o re d t h i s co I os s u s i n t h e n a m o of y o ui re be I ?"'-B 
-act ion, dotermined :o topplc the evil powers that ^JÊ 
ht>. Ti ie ma in rregalopo is is meier the co ntrui of 

-boers, and they are usintj a strange ener- 
gy source to maintain their vice-fike grip on the ^E#!i^^BPBB|BBBBPiHp^ 
populous (hmmm, could it be The Force?). / v* 7 

Once inside your mech, you will get to do all of 
those things that Big Mech guys do, fike step on troops, piek up schoolbuses (you should 
probably leave the "little buses" alone srnce their cargo isn't much of a threat) and go head- 
to-head with other towering behemoths; it's Tenor of MechaGoózUia, baby. 

The engine Si ave Zero implemems is called tha^EfiBtasy Engine (and you thought tech- 
noiogical names.Jïke this were only found injBond films), devefoped internaliy at 
Accolade Sfave Zero the high ievel of detail, vast seale, and speed needed 
to pull off this gaarne (or at least that ts what thè developers are hoping. Otherwise, 
Ecstasy wiïl qurckly turn into Agony). 

A wide array of powerful weapons and moves will be available to your bio-mech, so 
be prepared to kick ass. Aside from 
being able to throw large objects at 
scattering people and blastmg ,pB 
onncsii::; nm u m i. i rasty ' i B 

' '1 i i :: •' yo-j'li U B 

li (.m'l be i’i PC (jame T it B 
uil i pi: yni', urcl SI; ;' B 

:o ffcjht aga nst up to 15 other oom ~7rB 
beter lts over LAN, modern, internet fl 

31ACC(Ë jB 

gram 
Pentium 200 and a 3D graphics 
accelerator card, then forget multi- 
pJayen In fact, forget playing Sfave 
Zero altogether, because you don't 
have enough under the bood to get 

Bj&iby running. EN 

80 
EL NINO: Tqmb Devèloper - Accolade 1-16 Players 

Raider with mechs. Publisher - Accolade Available Spring 
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# Score *0/ Pubks.ker - ElectronicArts 

for money or technology, to diseussing coordinated 
battle plans against a common foe, Also improved 
is micro-management You can set your building 
instructions for up to eïght things at a time and 
automated terraformers allow you to shift your 
attentïon toward more important things, like explo- 
ration and warfare, 

Many players will love the addition of a customize 
feature for building units. Choose chassis, 
weapons, armor and much more to make your own 
unique soldiers, tanks and naval units. Think your 
laser troops need to be able to use hypnosis? Then 
add it to their Special Powers slot and now they can 
beguile as well as blow up. For those of you who 
think this will only mire down the gaming experï- 
ence (and you are right, to a degree), don't fret* The 
units made available to you by the computer have 
what they need to get the job done. 

While there are Ennumerable minor improvements 
made to just about every facet of the game, some 
additions do detract and will undoubtedly annoy vet- 
eran Civ 2 players. One big problem is the graphic 
representation of terrain improvements. Many of 
them are too big and dutter up the screen, making 
viewing a bit difficutt Also intrusivé is the sïze pfJ 
some of the units. Tanks, copters oolony pods..* their 
icons are a3l too big and add to the dutter 
Also a detractor is the interface. While Civ 2 had a 

simple, easy-to-use interface, aliowing instant 
access to all aspects of game control and informa- 
tion, AC does not. Just locating information on 
your own city improvements and government is a 
chore. I won't even go into the difficulty of finding 
out how to access info on your opponents, change 
what you're researchmg or implementing cus- 
tomized units. It is painfully clear that developers 
meddled too much wïth the interface. 
Alpha Centauri still has many more positive aspects 

than negative* For hard-core strategy fans and those 
who never got enough of Civ 2 (Irke me, for instance) 
this is a godsend. Unfortunately, the game is 
complicated and that will turn off many gamers 
one remember the Koei PTO games?). EN 

Nothing is more difficuït 
than trying to improve 
upon something 

already considered to be 
perfect Sid Meier, the ere- 
ator of Civilization 2, faced 
this very same quandary 
when he set out to develop 
bis newest strategy game, 
Alpha Centaur/. A space-age 
Civ 2, AC tries to improve 
upon the formula without 
disruptïng the key elements 
that made it a classic: name- 
ly, gameplay and ingenuity. 

At the turn of the mïlleni- 
um, Earth has fallen on des¬ 
perate times. Famine and 
war have ravaged the popu- 
latton and the prognosïs for 
recovery ïs grim. The 
United Nations votes to 
send a ship of colonists on a 
missiën to coionize the 

planet Chiron, ïn the Alpha Centauri System. U's a long shot, 
I humanity's only reai éhTa^^^suFvIvl^ 

Of course something goes wrong, and the cryogenic sleep 
that the colonists are in is broken. Upon awakening, the 
colonists discover that they have lost contact wïth Earth and 
are now on their own. In such tïght quarters, for such a long 
perïod of waking, factions begin to develop and a power 
struggle ensues. O nee planetfall ïs achieved, these factions 
begin to bui ld their own, separate communities based on 
their personal agendas and belfefs. Question is, whïch group 
will rise to dominate the last bastion of humankind? 

Exciting premise and equally exciting game. Alpha Centauri 
offers gamers anothersolid strategy experience that maintalns 
enough in common with Civ 2 to make veteran players right at 
home, while offering improved Al, more optïons and a new 
gameplay interface to make It a refreshing gaming experience. 

Most of the problem areas of Civ 2 have been addressed. 
Dealings with other factions offer more options, from being 
able to trade maps and comllnk channels (phone numbers) 
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k AnimeFan 
More than just "the anime section" - Anime, Manga, Asian Live-Act ion, J-pop, Culture* and all related products. 

Websites 

I wanted to tak© 

a moment to 

speak on a non- 

I anime related 

topic * Some- 

times, it's easy 

to really write some- 

thing off if you haven't given it 

a proper 

chance. The 

problem is, you don't always 

know how long it takes giv- 

ing something a chance 

bef ore you get a fair idea 

about it- Long ago, GameFan 

covered a PSX fighting game 

called Critica! Blow, and 

whiie I didn't trash it, I 

sort of wrote it off. Well, 

since then, I've given it a 

lot of play time, and I must 

say that it is now one of nry 

favorite PSX 3D fighters. 

Me and a friend have been 

playing the heek out of this 

thing, and the game has a 

simply fabuleus engine once 

you give it a chance. So, 

there you go, just wantod to 

say that, [hehe] - shidoshi 

Now 
Pnntmg 

AnimeFan 
Online 
http://www.game fen. com 

What ... what is this? 
Why ïs AnimeFan Online 
being covered here? 

Well* because by the time you read this, it wül 
be a brand span kin’ new AnimeFan Online! 
The site is back* bigger and more exciting than 
ever* with constantly updated news, Informa¬ 

tion, reviews* previews* AF-Files, everything 
you see here in the print version of AnimeFan, 
and lots of other fun things that you don’t! So 
where’s the picture of it? The site isn’t totally 
finished at press time* and I didn’t want to 
show you a halfway finished image of it. [ner¬ 
veus smile] Be assured, though* it’s pretty 
dam cool, and you should run to your comput¬ 
er rïght now and check it out! Honestly! 
Please,..?! i’ve worked so hard on it!! [sobs] 

Anime Artist 
Headquarters 
http:/fheadquarters, 
ctearsc3pe.c0m/ 

If there is one thing that 
the Internet has brought 
into possïbility, it’s a 

change for all of the would-be anime and 
manga fanartists out there to get a chance to 
show the world their world very cheaply. How- 
ever* finding all of these artists out there can 
be quite a chore sometimes* or maybe an artist 
simply doesn’t have a place to show his wares. 
That’s where the Anime Artist Headquarters 
comes in. Featured is a HUGE array of artists 
from a wide amount of places and artistic 
styles. Whether you’re looking for a specific 
artists, or simply wanting to check out some 
new artwork* stop by and give this site a try. As 
well, there is a large collection of cool fan-cre- 
ated manga tiiles, convention info* art tips* and 
BBS and chat options for those who are inter- 
esting in learning more from others. 

Goorls Showcase 
Eve: Burst Error 

So I get a cali from ECM one day* telling me 
that he’s got some weird anime-type game 
(those GF guys think anything without a lot 
of killing or explosions ‘"weird”) that he 
thlnks would be better covered by me in 
AnimeFan. So, of course, it doesn’t come 
until three days before my deadline, when 
I’ve already got enough to take care of. So, 
for this issue, Pm going to have to leave you 
with a preview of the game, since what little 
playing I HAVE done on it rnakes me really 
think this is one game I want to 
give some honest time to. Pm a 
sucker for digital comics (things 
like Snatcher for those not famih 
iar with the term), and this seems 
like one l’m certainly going to 
enjoy. 

Eve: Burst Error is a game cen- 
tered around two main charac- 
ters, Kojiroh and Marina, both of 
whom get involved in an incredi- 
ble mystery. Kojirah is on the hunt 
for a missing masterpiece, and 
Marina is sent to protect the 
daughter of a high government 
official ... and whiie these two 
things seem totally un-related at 
first, as the story progresses their 
paths begin to cross. In fact, at 
certain poïnts ïn the story, the two 
characters meet each other* and 
thus brings in the “Muitï-Sight” 
game engine. Now* Pm not sure 
exactly what this mutti-sight thing 
is, but it is explained as a game feature 
where the two characters interact with each 
other at times* and even end up helping one 
another. To be honest, it sounds quite like 
the things Capcom was saymg when they 
were first making Resident Evil 2, so Pm 
very interested to see how this system 
comes into play and what exactly it does. 

If you’ve never played a digital comic* 
there’s basicalïy a lot of beautifully drawn 
still anime images, a lot of pointing and 
clicking, and a lot of talking to peopte for 
extended periods of time. Okay* so now 
some of you have pretty much fallen asleep 
at that rdea. [hehe] But no* really* these 
games are loads of fun. It’s all about the 
character interaction, letting yourself get 
immersed into the story, finding your way 
through the unravelling plot. One of the 
things that I noticed right away is that there 
is a LOT of Japanese speech - in fact* up to 

the point that I got to* all 
of the characters I talked 
to talked back in Japan¬ 
ese. Very impressive, and 
big kudos to Himeya for 
leaving the voice in and 
only transïating the text 
(of course* that’s one of 
their selling points, and 
it’s also less expensïve to 
do it that way, but 1 still 
want to give any company 
that does that credit). I 
hadn’t honestly heard of 
Himeya before I checked 
out this game, but they 
seem to have a few other 
titles out there right now 
as well* with more coming 
soon - so höpefully* you’ll 
be seeing a lot more of 
them in the pages of Ani¬ 
meFan. Pil bring you a 
real review of the game 
next issue, but until then, 

the game should be out by the time you 
read this, so I seriously suggest that you 
check it out Whiie ït’s not an aduli tïtle* it 
does have a bit of language, so be warned. 
The game is for PC* with only decent specs 
required, but it ran fine on my Mac run¬ 
ning Virtual PC. You can fïnd Himeya at 
www.himeya.com - shidoshi 

Sm 
“Hiiiiiii! Pm Mai, and 
Pm here to teil any 
girls out there the 
secret to getting the 
anime fanboy of 
your dreams!” 

X JM ^ 
"Most important thing * look as 
Japanese as you can, Buy lots of 
Japanese clothing and wear 
them even if you look silly. Fan¬ 
boys have a strenge addiction to 
Japanese girls for some reason.” 

“Do the ‘big- 
eyed looking- 
cute’ thing a lot 
Don’t ask, I 
don’t know 
either.,s 

H*y, L wrota thla aftar balng up 14+ houra. Don't biam* ma ïf it makat «btofutaly no [ï»»iK] 
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It's the AnimeFan / Software Sculptors / Revolutïonary Girl Utena 

: w&mi is , 
In celebratlon of Anime¬ 
Fan’s “ravolution’1 (aka new 
look), AnimeFan and Soft¬ 
ware Sculptors are team mg 
up to give one lucky winner 
au awesome prize - a copy 
of tfie Revolutionary Girl 
Utena VHS box set! The 
first four volumes of Revo¬ 
lutionary Girl Utena, packed 
up with an addittona! little 
gift (even Pm not sure what 
it is) all in a nice box with, 
Pm sure, lots of lovely 
Utena artwork alt over it (I 
have yet to see pictures of 
the boxset, so...). 

How to Win? 
See the collage in the back¬ 
ground of these pages? 
Your miss ion is to name all 
fifteen (15) anime titles that 
are shown in this collage. 

Alt entries who correctly 
guess ati 15 will go into a 
drawing, and the person 
whose name is drawn 
wins! Simpte as that! 
Uhm ... however... shoutd 
nobody correctly guess all 
15 anime titles, then the 
person with the most cor¬ 
rect answers will win. A_A 

The Rules 
All entries must be malled 
fn by Marcii 31 St, 1999. 
(yes, the contest was 
extended) Only one entry 
per person per household. 
No purchase necessary, 
void where prohibited, 
Cute girls mailing in 
telling Shidoshi how won- 
derful he is, white certain- 
ly appreciated and 
encouraged, will not be 

yj A 

given special treat- 
ment. 

How to Enter 
Mail your Full Name, 
Address, Age, Tele- 
phone Number, and E- 
mail Address, along 
with your list of 15 
answers, to: 

AnimeFan 
“Revol ution Contest” 
6301 DeSoto Avenue 
Unit #E 
Woodland Hills, CA 
91367 

No entries via e-maïl, 
please. The “Anime Sur¬ 
vival Kit” contest will 
stitl happen - promise. 

L_ 

Mr3Tl CJr) — S O " What’s New in Print 

Anime Interviews: 
The First Five Years of Anlmerica 

Animerica is known for a lot of things, one of which is 
the awesome interviews that the mag has had with a 
number of high profile anime and manga artists. Well, 
this month I wanted to take a quick look back at Anime 
Interviews, a coüection of some of the best interviews 
Antmerica featured in it’s first five years of existence. 
The coüection contains interviews with: 

Yoshiyuki Tomïno (Mobile Sult Gundam), Rumiko Taka- 
hashi (Ranma 1/2, Urusei Yatsura), Hayao Miyazaki 
(Nausicaa, Klkl), Masamune Shirow (Appleseed, Ghost 
In the Shell), Ryoichi Ikegami (Mal the Psychlc Girl, Cry- 
Ittg Freeman), Yukito Kishiro (Gunnm), Yoshiki Takaya 
(Guyver), Kosuke Fujishima (Ah! My Goddess, YouYe 
Under Arrest!), Yasuhiro Imagawa (Gfant Robo), Hiroki 
Hayashi (Tenchi Muyo)t Haruka Takachiho (Crusher Joe, 
Dirty Pair), Hiroyuki Kitazume (Moldiver), Shoji 
Kawa mor» (Macross, Escaflowne), Kei Kusunoki (Ogre 
Slayer, Affair at the House of Yagami), Ruichï Te rasa wa 
(Cobra), Mamoru Oshii (Ghost In the Shell [anime], Pat- 
labor 2), Gisaburo Sugii (Street Fighter IJ, Street Fighter 
V), Leijf Matsumoto (Captain Harlock, Gaiaxy Express 
999), Ryosuke Takahashi (Armored Troopers 
Votoms, Süent Service), Nanase Okawa 
(X/1999, Maglcal Knfght Rayearth). 

This book is a wonderful accessory for die hard 
Otaku and new fans alike. Old hat anime fans 
will find it to be an interesting read and a nice 
resource, and new fans will find it to be the per¬ 
fect piece to quickly gel familiar with many of 
the “must know” names of the anime world. 

Oh My Goddess! 

The Devil In Miss Urd 
Issue 3 of 5 

Once again, Urd just can’t stay 
out of trouble. After the group 
runs info Ma ra at a hot spring, 
she begins to concoct her dev- 
ilish plan. She captures Urd, 
and separates her goed side 
and evil side, Now that Urd’s 
evil side is free, her powers are 
totally unleashed, and Mara 
plans to use her now servant to 
recruit more members for the 
dark side, if you will. But evil 
Urd has far bïgger plans - like conquering the 
Earth! And what’s worse, sheTs captured Skuld, 
and kisses Keiichi just at the right moment so Bell- 
dandy sees them! Can Bell handle the sight of Kei¬ 
ichi kissing her sister, and can the good Urd safe 
skuld and help stop her evil half? 1 feil in love with 
Oh My Goddess! from the moment I first saw it, 
and the manga continues to entertain me still. My 

only complaint is that 32 pages a 
month simpiy is not enough, and Dark 
Horse is far too slow on gettlng the 
OMG Igraphic novels out Oh, and I 
have to say ... 1 LOVE Urd’s outfit from 
this issue. Man oh man, I need to find 
myself a girl who dresses like that I 
simpiy adore the whole “padlock on a 
coUar” thing she has going on. 
[dreamy look] Er... uhm ... ah, anyhow. 
[hides under desk] - shidoshi 

IF YOU DQN’T LAUGH, DQN’T BLAME ME. I NEVER CLAIMED TQ BE A COMEDIAN. 

AnimeFan rates each 
anime title that we 
cover in one of six dif¬ 
ferent areas, with a 
rating of A+ to F-. 
Please remember that 
the actual letter grade 
is just as important as 
any + or - attached to 
it. 

THIS PART NEW! 
Had to get your atten- 
tion. [hehe] In the 
DVD section, there are 
two ratings - one for 
the anime, and one for 
the DVD. The DVD 
review is NOT just for 
image quality - it’s for 
the complete pack- 
age. So, even if a DVD 
has beautiful image 
quality, it might have a 
lower score due to 
few to no extras. 

Gulde to Ratings 
Codes 

We’Ü use this 
example: 
Sub I Dub 
VHS I LD I DVD 

Black: The title is 
available in that for- 
mat / language. So, 
for out example, the 
title is out in both Sub 
and Dub on VHS. 

Underlined: The ver¬ 
sion being reviewed. 
So, we’re reviewing 
the VHS Sub version. 

Greyed: Not available. 
So, our title isn’t out 
on LD. 

Red: Coming soon / 

planned. Our example 
title is planned for 
release on dvd, 

Send comments, let¬ 
ters, artwork to; 

AnimeFan 
6301 DeSoto Avenue 
Unit #E 
Woodland Hills, CA 
91367 

Or: 
$ h ld osh lOgamefan .com 

"Large groups of fanboys (and 
even fangirls) get together at 
these th i ng s ca I led £Cons. ’ if you 
want to win his heart, you’ll have 
to go to one. As hard as it is, try 
to act like you’re having hm..” 

“Act realty shy, even when 
lightly touching. All the 
girls in anime do that, and 
fanboys aren’t used to 
having girl even be near 
them in the first place.” 

“If all else fails, 
dress as his 
favorïte charac- 
ter and help tul- 
fill his sick fan- 
tasies [sigh] 

All Artwork, Charecter* and LoflOt ™ and O dl thelr Rdcptcllve Cgmpanl»/Own«i 



hat3s playïng in anime this month 

Daimajin 
Live Action ■ Movie * ADV Films * 13+ 

90 min * Sub I Dub * VHS I LD I DVD 
Adventure * OAV- ADV Films * 11 + 

35 min • Sub I Dub • VHS I LD I DVD 

I was quite excited when 1 heard ttiat ADV had picked up 
the rights to many Sega-based anime titles - Fve heard 
nothing but good things about the Japanese version of 
Sonic, and Fm dying to get my hands on Sakura Wars. 
The first tltie to see release is Ranzer Dragoon, and 
sadly my exc item ent about watching it was quickly 
killed off not long after it starled. Now, the Ranzer Dra¬ 
goon mythos is a perfect subject for an anime, and 
there was certainly a lot of potential in this one. The 
story seems like it started off as a streng idea - a young 
girl, AJrta, becomes the cataiyst for the resurrection on 
an ancient mysterieus tower and \X's army of evil drag¬ 
ons, and the young hunter Kyle is fo reed to side with 
another dragon to try to save her. Supported by Char- 
acter designs that werend too bad and a very nice 
soundtrack, things we re on the right track. So what’s 
the problem? I know this tends to be a sore spot with 
me, but once again, I think that another anime tltie was 
really killed by a horrible short running time. Ranzer is 
the type of story beggïng to be made ïnto a feature- 
length movie, where the plot and character could have 
been fleshed out, nol a quick half-hour mess. That, 
unfortuantely, is onty the smaller complain. The design 
team decided to make Ranzer very CG heavy - almost 
all of the backgrounds are CG, and there are a few 
cases where almost every object on screen is CG too. 
The trend of CG in anime is okay when done property, 
but this isn’t one where I would say that that is the case. 
The CG which was used is without question horrible, 
and the animated characters and their movement look 
very awkward over the backgrounds most of the time. 
Thus, Ranzer ends up being what could have been a 
great title dragged down by a few glaring faults. tf 
you’re a Pazner fan, you’ll still probably be curieus 
enough to see it, but beyond that, I would avoid this 
one. I will say that it make me have a iarge urge to go 
play the game after watching it, though. - shldoshl 

Going into Daimajln, you might be expectïng just some cheezy 
“guy in rubber suit actïng like a giant something or other" 
movie, like I was (especially trom the box art and write-up on 
the back). However, much to my surprise, this wasn’t either of 
those. Sure, the storylïne has been seen bef o re - a king is 
killed by a power hungy officer, and his children are whisked 
away until the prince, ten years later, goes back to the castle 
to try to re4ake his throne. But this time, the prince has more 
than luck on his side, when his sister praysto their God to help 
her brother bef o re he can be killed by the tyrant lord. Majin, 
as the larger than life stone god, only makes his appearance 
near the very end, and he is only one element of the story, not 
the entire thing, Dont get me wrong, this is certainly a movie 
with a big monster in ft, I just wouldn’t label it a "big monster 
movie”. In fact, this title seems more like a period-samurai 
movie with the gaint Majin thrown in just to make the movie 
go out with a bang, Thankfully, as well, the movie has those 
wonderful qualities of story, atmosphere, and personality that 
all good Japanese films have. Though Fm not about to com- 
pare itto something like Seven Samurai, I wasn’t sitting bored 
and wondering when the movie was going to get on to the “big 
creature destroying stuff’ paris. Combimng with the quality 
movie aspects are some really impressive special effects, 
especially tor being made back in 1966: many of the scenes 
where two different shots have been splïced together are 
almost impossible to teil (something even some of today’s 
blockbuster movies still can*t get right). This is the first time 
that any of the Daimajln movies have been for saie in the US 
in letterboxed, subtitled verslons, so if all youVe seen is the 
dub, then do indeed give it another chance. Fm sure ADV 
could have released a decently dubbed version, but no matter 
how good of a job ït might have been, it would have been hard 
to get the idea of badly dubbed Asian movies playing on TBS 
on a Saturday afternoon out of your head. As well, Japanese 
movies are always far better in Japanese anyhow, so hey. I 
liked this one, it’s good, check it out, the end. - shkloshi 

Non -U>S An i ïïio 
Stuff we’re missing out on in the US 

Evangelion: Rebirth 
Anyone who has enjoyed the Evangelion series couldnH help 
but be interesting in getting the chance to see the movies. 
Unfortunately, as of yet, they still haven’t been released In the 
US, and as of now it still looks unlikety that they will be any- 
time soon. So, of course, when I got the opportunity to check 
out Evangelion: Rebirth, I took rt Well...let me just say that I 
wasn’t surprïsed, to put it mildy. The movie kicks off by tfirow- 

ing us ïnto a major crisis with- 
out any warning: the powers 

V A I that be want Nerv elimited, and 
^ they’re willing to go to any 

. y w | tength to get it done, The first 
half of the movie is really cool, 
with a nice amount of drama 
and a wond erf utfy cool battle 

I between Asuka in Unit 02 and 
1 the newly completed batalllon 
I of Eva Unit 05 models. From 

m l thereT sadly, the movie slips 
>8 into typical Gainax fashion sto- 

LU I rytelling, with lots of flashing 
1 f images, quick cuts, and loads 
v 1 of other nonsense, Ugh. I 

expected this kind of cop-out 
_en ding from the TV series, but 

not from a big-time move. 
Dissapointing. - shkJoshi 

When fourth-grader Kinomoto Sakura aeeidentally 
releases the spirits sealed in a deck of magical cards, 
she is assigned the task of retrieving them by Kerberos, 
the cards1 guardian. Card Captor Sakura chronicles her 
(sometimes clumsy) efforts to seal these mischevous 
spirits, This is no easy task - the cards aren't about to 
go down without a fight. Sakura must master the pow¬ 
ers of the cards she eaptures, and usë them against the 
other spirits. CCS is one of the most entertainmg TV 
series to appear in a long time. Though not as funny as 
the early Pretty Sammy TV episodes, it's the most intel¬ 
ligent and weli-written mahou-shoujo (magical girl) 
anime l've yet seen. It's also, surprisingly, ridiculously 
well-animated for a TV series. Fans of the genre 
absolutely must see this. - Jay McGavren 

Gainax video game translated and almost released in US, but sadly 
never was, and was on Shidoshi’s 1997 “Most Wanted Games" list. Ar. s ver 
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Battle Atheletes: Victory 
Comedy • TV (4 eps) • Pioneer • 13+ 
85 min • Sub I Dub • VHS I LD I DVD 

Lookie that... last issue it was the OAV, and now I bring you 
the first volume of the Battle Athletes: Victory TV series. BA:V 
is based on storylines set before the OAV, but if it is OFFI- 
CIALLY said to be that, or if it is taking a cue from Tenchi 
Muyo (with it’s neverending amoung of “alternate universes”) 
I can’t honestly say. Here we see Akari at school, trying des- 
perately to be one of the few chosen advance to the Univer- 
sity Satellite. Since this is pre-University, save Akari and 
Tanya and a cameo here and there from the coach, don’t get 

your hopes up to see any of 
the previous cast (I was espe- 
cially sad to not see Kris 
again). Instead, we get a 
whole new cast of characters, 
which brings up one of the 
questionable parts about this 
series. The new cast is strong, 
and each character looks like 

Magical Project S 

they will all get a chance to be more than just 
tools to help teil the story of a select few. 

That’s very good to see, of course, but what this does is 
push Akari from the limelight. Where she was the “hero” 
of the OAV, here she gets lost among the rest of the cast, 
which just seems a bit odd. If that wasn’t enough for poor 
Akari, she now acts more like a crybaby, where before 
she was just someone who sometimes lacked confi- 
dence. The humor has also changed, and where the OAV 
had more subtle types of humor, BA:V is slapstick all the 
way. Not that it isn’t bad, it’s just certainly more fluffy 
than the OAV was (which some already though was a bit 
fluff). All that said, however, l’ve heard that this series 
really pickes up come episode five, so maybe ft’ll tighten 
up a bit with time. So far, it’s a good title, it just needs to 
do more and beef itself up some in order to be a really 
memorable title. And, before I go, I must mention Jessy. 
It’s nice to finally see an American character that I don’t 
have to be ashamed of. [hehe] - shidoshl 

Domain of Murder 
Mystery • OAV • CPM • 16+ 

51 min • Sub I Dub • VHS I LD I DVD 

Mahou-shoujo • TV (4 ps) • Pioneer • 3+ 
100 min • Sub I Dub • VHS I LD I DVD 

It’s hard not to watch Magical Project S and admit to the bla- 
tant similarities between it and Sailor Moon: a young girl, 
Sasami (Usagi) finds out that she is a “magical soldier girl,” 
and is now accompanied by Ryo-ohki, her talking guide 
“cat” (Luna). Using her magie batton, she transforms into 
the magical soldier “Pretty Sammy,” and (against her 
wished) is forced to use her newly gained powers against a 
host of weird enemies which threaten her unsuspecting city. 
Thankfully, while MPS is indeed a rip on Sailor Moon, it 
never tries to deny that fact, and knows that it’s a silly show 
that asks nothing more than you have a fun time watching it 
MPS also borrows greatly from another anime - the original 
Pretty Sammy series. The basic idea of the storyline is 
almost exactly the same, so if you’ve seen PS, you’ll notice 
a lot of identical factors here. However, I think MPS is much 
better than the PS series. Why? WelL. I think PS was trying 
to take itself too seriously, and was too connected to Tenchi 
to a point where it feit like nothing more than a spin off. 
MPS, however, is cute, funny, light hearted, and it’s easy to 
forget that it even has any connection to Tenchi Muyo. 
Another good point l’ve got to give MPS is that I don’t always 
really notice opener or ending music, but I noticed BOTH 
here, and feil in love with the ending theme, “Persona.” If 
you like the “Magical Girl” type anime, then I think that you’ll 
get a kick out of Magical Project S. It’s light-hearted, cutesy 
fun, and it’s certainly a wonderful title for the younger anime 
fans out there (an anime genre that there isn’t always 
enough of in the US). - shidoshi 

While out for a walk with her son one day, Mrs. Toyama 
looks over to see something which sends her into 
shock: a picture of her husband, who has been missing 
for three years, of a poster of wanted criminals. He has 
been accused of murdering his mistress and a member 
of the Yakuza, and taking the poster, she contacts the 
Akatsuka Private Investigations office. A young P.l. by 
the name of Goro Nanase takes the case, and Mrs. Toya¬ 
ma (a woman who, later on in the story, I absolutely 
wanted to slap some sense into) tells him that she 
wants the chance to talk to her husband one more time 
alone before the police can get to him. But as Goro 
begins looking for the lost Tsuyoshi Toyama, he begins 
to uncover a far larger story behind the man’s dissa- 
pearance. Did Tsuyoshi kill those people? If so, why? 
And was the accident he had many years ago, which 
caused his daughter to be killed, really an accident? 

The hunt to first find, then stop Toyama is a particular- 
ly frightening one: not only is he planning to bring harm 
to his own child, but his belief that he will be doing the 
right thing with such a plan makes him all the more 
scary. However, Domain of Murder suffers from a story¬ 
line that is too weak to fully carry that idea all of the way 
through, and had it been filled with more suspense and 
depth, this might have been a stronger title. I never real¬ 
ly lost interest the entire time that I watched it, but once 
it was over, I didn’t really like it or hate it either way. I 
give it credit for being an example of an anime genre not 
seen enough over here in the US, but it will probably 
make little more of an impact beyond that. - shidoshi 

Nin j a Cadet S ! AF» “Best of the Issue!” 
Adv/Comedy • OAV • Urban Vision • 14+ 

60 min • Sub I Dub • VHS I LD I DVD 

The time is feudal Japan, and, of course, two clans are in a 
bitter war with one another. The evil Kabusu clan has 
devised a plan to attack the Byakuro and steal their infant 
princess. The Kabusu attacks the Byakuro castle, and a 
great many lives are lost, but the princess is smuggled out 
and taken to be raised in hiding. The princess is Sakura, 
and she grows up to be one of many ninja cadets in a small 
clan. The day comes when Sakura and the rest of the 
cadets are sent off for their final exam, but the magnitude 
of their test isn’t completely understood by them: their 
master sends them off to the conquered Byakuro castle to 
recover the ancient magical scrolls stored there. However, 
that’s not the worst of the situation. A small group of 
Kabusu assassins, lead by the evil witch Jame, are out to 
find the Byakuro princess, because she is said to contain 
inside her a power of great magnitude. When Jame and her 

team find out that Sakura is actually the now grown 
princess, the cadets have more to worry about than 
simply getting in and out of the castle with as little as 
possible. Can Sakura and crew not only pass their 
test, but survive Jame’s evil attacks? 

The cast of NC!, while not being the most original 
bunch of character designs in the world, have enough 
personality and flair to them to make for a strong and 
likable cast. Especially of note is Jame -1 totally feil in 
love with her, not only because of her style and per¬ 
sonality, but because she had this look to her that was 
absolutely beautiful (she has this hair thing going on 
very similar to Rosé from SFA). I say that Jame should 
get her own series, but hey, that’s just me. Er ... any- 
how. [hehe] The story was fun, a great mix of action 
and light-hearted comedy, and the animation quality 
was of equal levels. And, if that’s not enough, it’s got 
some fun “giant monster” scenes to it! I’d especially 
recommend Ninja Cadets! to fan of things like the Stay¬ 
ers and Ruin Explorers, but encouragement to check 
this one out goes around to everyone. - shidoshi 
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Next issue: ADV’s First Adventure into DVD * lekken the Movie 

nffmmnfe<T(bn om 
Fatal Fury: the Movie 

Adventure * Movie ■ Viz * 13+ 
100 min * $_ufe I Dub * VHS I LD I DVD 

The Anime 
As I said when I first reviewed it many 
issues ago, I thought that Fata* Fury: 
the Movie was the best video game- 
based anime released, and I still think 
that comment is absolutely true. 
We've got an actual storyline not sim- 
ply based around a bunch of people 
beating each other up, we’ve got loads 
of charader development, and a 
decent amount of the Fatal Fuiy cast 
shows up without beïng meanïngless 
charaders. l’m sure some of you may 
bring up my SNK bias as reason for 
my liking it, but as Pve stated before in 
the pages of GameFan, Tm not a huge 
fan of the Fatal Fury series - I liked 

thïs one simply because It’s worth the 

praise. 

The DVD 
There's no question by now that 
Pioneer knows how to do anime on 
DVD, and FFdM is another prime 
example of a top-notch transfer. It still 
doesn’t rival the second Tenchi movie 
in terms of the absolute best looking 
anime DVD to date, but it’s certainly 
up there with the best of the best. 
Thrown onto the disc is a variety of fun 
stuff, includïng the ortgïnal Japanese 
trailers, conceptual sketches, charac- 

ter profiles, and a story guide to what 

happened in the two Fatal Fuiy OAV 

titles. The menus look nice, with a 
crisp and clean design, but 1 did 
have one problem - on my player, 
at least, it seemed to take far 
longerthan it should when switch- 
ing between listed items and 
menus, It ends up being nothing 
more than a bit annoying, but it is 
indeed that. Back when Pioneer 
started doing anime DVD titles, 
this was among their first 
announcements, and Pve been 
eager to get ahold of it ever since 
then. Thankfully, this is a top notch 
DVD, and gives you the chance to 
experience this stellar movie even 
betten - shidoshi 

Record of Lodoss War Drama * OAV • Image • 14+ 
290 min * Sub I Dub * VHS i LD I DVD 

The Anime 
Geeze.,, I don’t even know what to say. 
While Lodoss might not be the Ster 
Wars of the anime world (what would 
be? hmm„, good question), it’s certain- 
ly close, and is one of the true epics of 
anime. However, there tends to be this 
trend that almost no one has ever seen 
the entire series alt of the way through 
<1 hadn’t ever see the entire thing 
myself). Now, with the whole 13- 
episode set on two convenient little 
DVDs, at a prrce around half that of the 
VHS box sex, youVe got no excuse at 
all to not finally sit down and watch the 
entire saga. 

The DVD 
You see, I have this rule - it's the 'Two 
Hour DVD” rule? What exactly is that, 
you say? Well, my rule says that you 
should NEVER go beyond two hours 
per side/layer on a DVD, and to be 
honest, you shouldn’t even push that 
far (at least not with higher importance 
titles). Sure, you can do it, but you sac- 
rifïce potential higher quality - and 
quality should always come before 
gettïng more out of less room. Well, 
sadly, Image do-esn’t exactly share my 
feelings on this rule. They have stuffed 
the entire 13-episode Lodoss serres 
onto two single-sïded DVDs - sounds a 

bit scary, doesn’t it? Nof that the 
DVDs don’t look good most of the 
time, because they do, But while 
watching, you can easily see 
scenes where the anime is just cry- 
ing out “I could have looked even 
better than this!” and the entire 
thing seems a bit grainy. Had 
Image been so flippant with some- 
thing other than Lodoss, I wouldn’t 
be so upset, but 1 mean, you know. 
Oh well - it’s still FAR better than 
VHS quality. A little “Making Of’ 
feature is included, which was kind 
of CQOl. This one is REQUIRED if 
you own a DVD player. - shidoshi 

Pokemon: i choose You! Pikachu! 
ChNdrens * TV (3 eps) * Viz Video • 3+ 

75 min * Sub I Dub * VHS I LD I DVD 

V? i' 

The Anime 
Hey, it’s Pokemon. It’s cute, it’s silly, it’s 
got a little yellow rat that you either 
think is adorable or you thïnk would be 
adorable if he were set on fire. 
Pokemon follows that spunky and eas¬ 
ily excited boy Ash as he joumeys out 
to become the best and most known 
Pokemon trailer in all the land. Hls 
path, however, is littered with the wily 
Misty, the cool and calm Broek, the very 
independent and stubborn Pikachu, 
and the required rivals Gary and the 
ever iovable Team Rocket If youVe 
never seen Pokemon on US TV or on 
video, you might want to check it out 
first to make sure that it’s your type of 

thing. If you didn’t like shows such as 
Salior Moort, well... you might not be a 
big Pokemon fan (as it’s sïmilar in the 
ways of sillïness and innocent story- 

lines). 

The DVD 
Some TV series don’t look all that 
ïmproved on DVD. Not Pokemon - 
very nice video quality. If you were 
hoping that a DVD release would 
mean that you would get Pokemon in 
both sub and dub, well, you’ll be dis- 
appointed. Since it was pretty much 
known that this would be the case, you 

can’t really blame it for not having a 
sub version included, However, it has 

been mumbled that f uture volumes 
may have both if the rïghts can be 
worked out for them, but don’t hoid 
your breath waitïng for it to happen. 
While the disk ïtself ïsn’t loaded 
with options (aïl it has are chapter 
stops, and those are only at the 
start of each episode), it does come 
with a little pocket Pokemon 
manga, which is kind of eoot. if 
you1 re a huge Pokemon fan, or 
you’re the type who would rather 
have anime on DVD than VHS no 
matter what it is, then here’s anoth¬ 
er title for you to spend money on. 
Otherwise, this ïsn’t a “must have!”, 
but it’s still nice.. - shidoshi 

Grave of the Fïreflies - Update 
After readïng my review of the Grave of the 
Fïreflies DVD, the DVD guys over at Central 
Park Media called me right away wanting to 
talk about the quality of the video. They made 
it quite clear that quality was of top priorïty 
over there, and that on their end, they had no 
problems at all. After a bit of testing, Pve still 
come to no clear-cut conclusion to what 
exactly is going on, but Pve narrowed it down 
to one of two things: Tm insane, and seeing 

things, or the problem is with the early Toshiba 
model of DVD players (I own a 2006, and I trïed 
it on a 3006 [which is basically the same 
machine but with component video out], and 
both siiowed the same problems). In my 
review, I still recommended that people pur- 
chase the DVD, and said that the problem was 
quite possibly with my DVD player and not the 
disc itself. I’d like to make that point even 
stronger now that it seems that my player may 
indeed be the cuiprït (I hope to know more 

come next issue). This, combined with the 
fact that my DVD player seems to have arti- 
facts on every single DVD I watch on it, even 
if they are small, is pushing me to see that l’m 
going to break down soon and just buy a 
newer player. Of course, this comes right 
after I sbelled out $500+ on a DreamCast... 
[slgh] Maybe if enough of you write in and 
ask the higher ups at GameFan to buy me a 
new DVD player, they1 II spring for one for me. 
[hehe] [hopeful loofcj - shidoshi 
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You know... the news. 

AF's News Service 
• Urban Vision Sees »TYivia Answer 
DVD in the Future 

Even thought they have yet to 
release any DVD trtïes, Urban 

Vision is very serious about the for- 
mat, and their füture ïooks bright 
It looks that they are making sure 
that DVD rights are included in 

ALL new title contracts that they 
sign, and there is even a title 

being finished up in Japan that 
will come out ONLY on DVD- 
üke other anime companies, 

such as ADV Films, don’t take 
the fact that they are not yet in the DVD market to mean 
that they have no interest in it rve said it bef ore, I1J say it 
again - DVD is TOO big of a medium now for any anime 
company to ignore, and the support that has been shown 
so early in the platfornVs Irfe is proof that thïs won*t be a 

repeat of the anime of LD situation. 

• Details on Tenchi Muvo! DVD Box Set 

• THX approved 
• 2 discs 
• Jap 2.0 English 2.0 Jap 5.1 * Surround - 3 channel 
• Re-transferred film 

Third Disc - Encyclopedia 
*OVA, TV, Movies, and Tenchi Muyo in Love! 2 movie info 

Extra Goodies 
• Gotd foil printed plastic collectible cart - gold text, print- 
ed onto plastic, with an image (put into first 3,000 sets) 

• Hear Lions Raar In the US 

Princess Maker Z The DOS vers ion was 
transiated and ready to go, eopies we re 
even sent out for review (and covered in a • Kevto DVD? 
few mags), then the company reieasing it 
here, Ignite, seemïngly disappeared. 
Thankfully, I snagged the GameFan copy 
and finally got to play the game in English 

after years of wanting to. Now, if only 
TokiMemo and Sakura Wars would be 
transiated into English. [slgh] 

Rumor has it Viz is very interested in 
going back and DVD-ing a lot of their 
backcatalog. If so, very cooL IwantKey! 

• New TTties from Bandai 
Anime Village has announced a 
new and very exciting titles for 
hatfof 1999. 

Awol 
Format: VHS 

Sub : Vol 1 - TBA 99 

Blue Submarine No. 6 
Format: VHS Type: 
Length : 4 Episodes 

Sub: Vol 1 -TBA 99 Dub : - 

Braln Powered 
Format: VHS Type : - 
Sub : Vol 1 - TBA 99 Dub:- 

The CLAMP Detective School 
Format: VHS Type : TV 
Sub : Out Now Dub : - 

Cowboy Bebop 
Format: VHS Type : TV 
Sub : Vol 1 - June 99 Dub : - 

Eatman 98 
i VHS Type : OVA 

TBA 99 Dub : - 

Ehrgeiz 
Type : 
Dub : 

Movies 1-3 
Format: VHS Type : Movies 
Length : 4 Movies 
Sub : Out Now Dub : - 

Gundam 0083: Stardust 
Memory 

Format: VHS Type : OVA 
Sub : Out Now Dub : In Release 

Haunted Junction 
Format: VHS Type : - 
Sub : Vol 1 - March 99 Dub : - 

Outlaw Star 
Format: VHS Type : OVA 
Sub : Vol 1 - May 99 Dub : * 

All Artwork, Che meter* and Logo* ™ and O of their Reepectlve Companlet/Owitert 
Okay, so my comment on tMi page laat Issue was tolafly uncallad lor. Goman-n». 

A petition is going around to get Hyakujuuou Goraion 
(tr. Hundred-Beast Kïng Go-lion), which was changed 
and made into Voltron: Defender of the Universe for 
US release back in 1984, release on VHS, LD, or DVD 
in it’s original form. If you would like to help out in this 
petition, check out the support website at 
http://gpetltcjb.net 

Saber Marionette J Again 
Format: VHS Type : OVA 
Sub : Vol 1 - April 99 Dub : - 

Silent Mobius (TV) 
Format: VHS Type : TV 
Sub : TBA 99 Dub : * 

Stayers fans, take notel 
Stayers NEXT, the sec- 
ond Slayers TV series 
(which originally aired 
in Japan in 1996), is 
making it way to the US 
this April thanks to 
Software Sculptors. Slayers NEXT 
takes places a year or so after the 
original TV series, and we find Lina 
and Gourry stiJJ travelling together 
looking for adventures. Lina's inter* 
ests now Ne in a collection of anclent 
tomes which are said the be the ulti* 
mate source of knowledge for a vari- 
ety of topics and crafts. Lina, being 
the type who is always looking for a 
way to be 
even more 
powerful and 
m a g i c a 11 y 
impressive, is 
determined to 
find these 
rare books. 

Two new additions to the 
cast appear in Slayers 
NEXT, Martina and 

xeiioss. Martina is the 

daughter of the king of 
Zoana, who once tried to 
conquer the Saillüne king- 

dom by capturing it’s princess, Amelia 
Wil Telsa Saillüne. But when Lina not 
only foiled those plans, but nearly 
destroyed Martma's kingdom, the 
greert-haired princess vowed revenge. 
Now, she follows Lina and the others 
around, and tries her best to make 
their lives heil. Her only downfall is 
that she isn’t especially good at doing 
that, so she ends up messing up her 
own plans as much as the 
plans of others. 

MetaJIium, one of 
the Mazoku lords 
- which means, 
basically, that he 
ïs an underling to 
a demon. He is 
rather a trickster, 

and prefers to play games with those he 
is after instead of just getting the job 
over with. As well, he is a very carefree 
type of person, going around as if he 
fears little of anythïng in life. In fact, he 
has a great magical power» and resis- 
tance to a variety of things, so this atti¬ 
tude may actually be for good reason. 
His exact misston or reason for being 
around isn’t exactly clear. *■ shidoshl 

XellOSS is a rather secre- 

tive and mysterieus charac- 
ter. He is the priest of 
Greater Beast Zelas- 

Don't Leave Me Aione Daisy 
Format: VHS Type : - 
Sub : Vol 1 * June 99 Dub : - 

Eatman 
Format: VHS 
Sub : Vol 1 - March 99 

Type : - 
Dub : - 



GameFan Online... 
our web site doesn’t suckl 

Free Games 
Free Downloads 
Exclusive 
Late-Breaking News 

Need the latest info on 
the hottest game? 

Can’t get enough 
info on Anime? 
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Check out Hot Info! Updated daily! 

Hot iniö 
Get the most complete 
coverage of Anime here! 

Don’t have a cool 
place to hang out? 
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Stuckon a game? 
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elcome to the pages of cheats, 
codes, and hints galoreü! Upon 
these leafs you will find all the 

assistance you’il need tor the hottest 
games today. Not satisfied? Need help 

on another game? No problem! Ifyou 
need codes or hints on any game, 
mail to GameFan, or email 

hocuspocus@gamefan.com. 
Now, travel with thy controller in 

hand, to a place where 
cheaters prosper... 

GRAND PRIZE 
GXTV! 

FIRST PRIZE 
VIEWPOINT GAME 

OF YOUR CHOICE 

SECOND PRIZE 
POCHET GAMEBOY 

THIRD PRIZE 
J-YEAR 
5U35ERIPTIDN 
TO GAMEFAN 

&&C0NTEST 

j§ 

i 
I 
ca 
g 

co 

GXTV is the world’s first video game TV with hyper- 
amplified sound and graphics. Enhance the thrill of 
gaming with adjustable speaker doors, stereo surround 
sound and a 15-watt sub woofer. Plus, the intense 
screen graphics will make you teel like your head’s 
right inside the game. GXTV is also a 181-channel, 
13” stereo TV with two A/V inputs, stereo headphone 
jack, backlit remote control and tilt/swivel stand. So 
whatcba waitin’ tor? Send in those codes and maybe 
you can win one of these GXTVs tor yourself! 

www.gamefao.com 



BattleTa nx. n«4 Trippy Mode: CNCTHRTM 
(changes the color of the sky constantly) 

Unlïmited Ammo: LTSFBLLT5 
Unlimited Lives: IVFRVR 
AU Weapons: PLVRZM 
B etter Weapons: 
In any multi-player mode, if you collect 15 or 
more of a weapon, you tan fire a special verston 
of the weapon, Press A+B at the same time wtth 
any weapon except for Grenades. 

The following codes are to be 
entered at the password screen: 

Invisible Tanks: 
Hurt Mode: 

CRSTLCLR : 
hvrl : Sega Rally 2 - dc imi 

(makes the screen rolt) ' AH cars, hidden bonus levet LTN LIMIT EO AMMÓ 

MSTSRVV ; Having a hard time getting first place to get alt 
: those souped-up vehkles? Well, we have the 
* answer to your woes, To get all the cars in the 
• game, at the title screen press up, down, up, B, 
: A, left, B, B, and down using the D-pad. YouTl 
: hear a confirmation tone if youVe input the 
- code correctly. 

InvïncibHity: 

Hidden Bonus Levet 
Ever had the urge to knock down a row of oon- 
struction cones just for the heil of »t? Well, Sega 
knew exactly what you were thinking, To access 

Playstation0 Nintendo13 Sega' 

LliJ jfjHB JJÏ;iÊV 
M- I 3H Jjjjjj „ujjjiijÜ Sj TJ/iTüT 
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the hidden section found in the Rivera stage, 
make sure you select Arcade Mode. It doesn’t 
matter if you select either Championship or 
Practice Mode* 

When you finally get to the Rivera race, drive 
lïke you normaUy would up until the very last 

turn. As you approach the fi nat turn of any lap, 
youTl see two red cones* When you knock both 
these cones down, you’ll hear a sound for each 
cone. Now, if you turn the car around so you’re 
racing the track backwards, drive for a bit, and 
you’ll see an opening to a hidden area. When 

ï JMlwh 

you approach this area, you’U see a bunch of 
cones throughout this track. YouTl gain 100 
points for every cone you knock and you’ll have 
29 seconds separate from your normal time, to 
do it* You don’t have to go backwards to access 
the track, since the hidden area will atways be 
open once you knock down the flrst two cones. 

Oddworld: Abe’s Exoddus ps 

ie vet Select, Movie Cheat, Skip to Next Path 

Level Select 
Havïng trouble gettïng all 300 Mudokans? 
Well, this very handy Level Select cheat 
should fix that problem. At the main screen 
(the one with Abe’s head sticking out in the 
middte), enter the followtng commandsi 
Press and hold Ri, then press 4, t, 
x,l, #, A, ■, •, 4, f, **, 

Skip to Next Path 
If you’re gettïng stuck on certain tevels, why not 
just skip it? To perform the skip to the next 
path, during gameplay simply enter the follow- 
ing: *. m, K, *> ■» ■ 

Movie Cheat 
Finally, there’s the Movie Cheat code that 
allows you to watch all the super-rad cinema 
sequences in the game. To do this, go to the 
maïn screen (with Abe’s almost cute face smack 
in the center) and, white holding R, press 4, f, 

#, A, *, 1, •, 4, t, 

Smash Brothers - N64 Import 
Secrel characlers, hidden stage, change outfits 

Play as Luigi 
To play as Luigi, finish the Bonus Practice 1 with 
all 8 main characters (no secret ones). Luigi 
will challenge you and when you defeat him, 
youTl be able to select Luigi* 

Play as Captain Falcon 
To play as Captain Falcon of F-Zero X fame, fin¬ 
ish the game with any character, Captain Falcon 
wilt challenge you, and afteryou defeat him, he 
wilt be selectable. 

Play as Purin 
To play as Purin, another Pokemon, first get 
Captain Falcon, then finish the game with any 
character. After you beat the game again, 
Purin will challenge you. Defeat Purin and she 
will be selectable. 

Play as Ness 
To play as Ness finish the game on Normal 
difficutty, set on three Lives, and without con- 
tmuing. After you have beaten the final boss, 
the credits wilt roll* and then Ness will chal¬ 
lenge you. Beat him, and he will be a 
playable character. 

Change Outfits 
To change the colors and outfits of characters, 
press C-Right* C-Down, or C-Left after you 
select your character, Press C-Up to select your 
character’s normal co lor. 

92 www.gamefon.com 



Vigilante 8 N64 
Level Select, Alien Character 

Enter at the password screen: 
GIMME_DA ALIEN 
LEVEl_SHORTCUT 

Street Fighter Zero 3 • PS import 
AU Special Match-Up Introductions_ 

Well, here is a list of all the Special 
Introductions that occur right before the 
match starts. Note that some will only hap¬ 
pen against a CPU opponent. 

Adon vs. Sagat 
Adon and Sagat practice some sparring 
before fighting each other. 

Vega vs. Cammy 
Vega waves to Cammy his with glowing 
hand. 

Cody vs. Guy 
Much like Final Fight, a bunch of oil drums 
will land around both Cody and Guy, and 
they both destroy their stack of oil drums. 

Dan vs. Sagat 
Dan cries out “Oyaji!” with his fist 
in the air while Sagat laughs. 

E. Honda vs. Sodom 
E. Honda and Sodom both do a 
traditional Sumo entrance pose. 

Ken vs. Ryu 
Ken gives Ryu a noogie before the match 

starts. 

Ryu vs. Sagat 
There are 3 Special Introductions for the ever 
classic match-up of Ryu vs. Sagat: 

1) Sagat’s scar glows 
2) Sagat holds Dan by his head and 

throws 
him aside before the match starts 

3) Sagat holds Dan by his head and 
Tiger Uppercuts him into the air 
(X-ism Sagat only) 

Sakura vs. Dan 
Dan rolls in and taunts while 
Sakura just scratches her head. 

Zangief vs. Zangief 
Both cloaked Zangief’s remove their cloaks. 

Evil Ryu vs. Gouki 
Both Evil Ryu and Gouki simultaneously try 
to perform a Raging Demon but both get 

negated. 

Guile vs. Nash 
Both Guile and Nash salute each other. 

Any character vs. CPU M. Bison 
A boxing bag hangs in the center of the 
screen, and M. Bison comes into the screen 
and punches the bag across the screen. 

Sakura vs. Deejay 
Deejay lies on the floor next to his boom box 
while Sakura scratches her head. 

Game Shark Codes 

Bloody Roar 2 (PS Import) 

Enable Hidden Characters: 

801C02E4 FFFF 

Infinite Health Player 1 

80177B80 0100 

80177B82 3221 

80177B88 0002 

80177B8A1020 

Infinite Health Player 2 

80177B80 0100 

80177B82 3221 

80177B88 0002 

80177B8A1420 

Infinite Health 

80177B92 2400 

Open Movies 

801C02C0 FFFF 

Armored Core: Project Phantasm 
(Playstation)_ 

Infinite Energy 

80042506 CB20 

Infinite Cash 

8003BCD2 0020 

All Right Arm Weapons 

300343C9 0001 

800343CA 0101 

800343CC 0101 

800343CE 0101 

800343D0 0101 

800343D2 0101 

800343 D4 0101 

800343D6 0101 

800343D8 0101 

800343DA 0101 

All Left Arm Weapons 

800343DC 0101 

800343DE 0101 

300343E0 0001 

All Back Weapons 

3003438D 0001 

8003438E 0101 

80034390 0101 

80034392 0101 

80034394 0101 

80034396 0101 

80034398 0101 

8003439A 0101 

8003439E 0101 

800343A0 0101 

800343A8 0101 

800343AA 0101 

800343AC 0101 

800343AE 0101 

300343B0 0001 

800343B4 0101 

800343B6 0101 

800343B8 0101 

800343BA 0101 

800343C0 0101 

300343C2 0001 

All Heads 

800342F0 0101 

800342F2 0101 

800342F4 0101 

800342F6 0101 

800342F8 0101 

All Cores 

80034302 0101 

80034304 0502 

All Arms 

3003430D 0001 

8003430E 0101 

80034310 0101 

80034312 0101 

30034314 0001 

30034319 0001 

8003431A 0101 

8003431C 0101 

8003431E 0101 

80034320 0101 

All Legs 

30034325 0001 

80034328 0101 

8003432A 0101 

3003432D 0001 

3003432F 0001 

80034330 0101 

80034332 0101 

30034335 0001 

80034336 0101 

30034338 0001 

8003433A 0101 

3003433C 0001 

80034340 0101 

30034343 0001 

R-Type Delta - PS Import_ 

Infinite Life 

8001014E 0009 

8001014C 0009 

Secret Fighter and Chapter Select 

80013A4C FFFF 

80013A4E 00FF 

Star Ocean: 2nd Story - PS Import 

Infinite Money 

8009A9D8 C9FF 

8009A9DA3B9A 

www.gamefan.com 93 



Street Fighter Alpha 3 Playstation combos galore!_ 

Whlle nol basking in the combo festivities that the Capcom Vfersws series is known fort SfZj has some pretty ugly combinations itself, While 
we cannot show you every combo out there, here are some of crazier ones found irr 5fZj, A HOGE thanks goes to Jchensor, who has a master’s 
__ ___. degree in combo termi- 

X-ism Cüdy \ nology and creatïvily, 

The “Cody DoesrTl SuckM combo (30+ hits) 

For those insisting that Cody is the worst characler in the game, perhaps this combo will change your mind. 

First, your target has to be 
in the corner for this combo 
to work. Jump in with a 
Fïerce punch to the noggin. 

You 11 land before your 
opponent does, So, pum 
mei them back up with a 
Crouching Fierce punch. 

As you Land, continue to 
smack the victim with a 
Crouching Fierce punch. 

Two-in-one into Cody’s Final 
Destruction as the victim is 
reeling from the Fïerce 
punch. 

Perform a Strong Criminal 
U pper. Note that the victim 
can flip out right after this 
move, But if they don’t,.. 

The pattern here is to hit 
the target wïth two stand¬ 
ing puncties, a crouch 
punch and repeat... 

,..Then jump and immedi* 

ately meet the falling target 
with a Jumping Fierce 
punch. 

If done with the proper timi- 
ing, you can achieve a 30 + 
combo (33 is the max so 
far) that takes off over 80%! 
So who sard Cody sucks?!? 

ZAsm Guy 
The “Thank you Daigo much” 

combo (18 hits) 

Guy was virtuaUy unpoputar tiLL 

the SFZ3 Champion from Japan, 

Daigo, showed us the dangers 

of Guy, Remember this combo 

is best done when the target is 

away from the corner. . 
There are many ways to Start 
up this combo. One way is to 
tand a straight Jumping 

Roundhouse (hits twtee). 

As soon as you land, soek 
the dummy with a Standing 
Strong punch. 

Chain the Fierce punch like 
Guy normally would in his 
regular Chain, 

94 

Two-in-one into Guy’s Level 
3 Bushin Gorai Kyaku, 
which should push the 
opponent closer to the wall. 

Add in the final chain 
combo hit with the 
Standing Roundhouse Kick, 
BUT WAIT, there’s more! 

www.gamefan.com 

As soon as the last hit of 
the Super connects, add in 
a Standing Jab punch white 
the target ïs in the air. 

While the opponent is 
falling, add in 3 Standing 
Strong punch, Don’t try to 

hit your foe to early. 

While the lackey is still in the 
air, add a Standing Strong 
punch. The target should be 
in the corner bynow. 

Chain a Standing Fierce 
punch to send your target 
back up again. 

Chain in the Standing Fierce 
punch while the enemy is in 
the air and in the corner. 

Fïnatty, 2-in-i info a 
Roundhouse Bushin Senpuu 
Kyaku for a total of 18 hits 
plus some major hurt 
Danka Daigo! 



Playstation coMBos GALORE! Street^ Fighter Alpha 3 

f Z-ism Gen 
The “John Choi Corner Standard" combo (9 hits) 

While only nine hits, (hts Gen combo damages like you wouldn’t believe. 

v This combo was made famous by U.S. SF Gen Legend John Choi. ^ 

Orce again, this combo 
works only in the corner. 
Get Gen to jump in with a 

Roundhouse kick. 

Tag on another Roundhouse 
kick while stilt in the air 
right before you land. 

Upon landing, hit your oppo¬ 
nent with a Standing Jab 
punch. Note, you should be 
in the Ki-Ryuu stance. 

As soon as you launch the 
enemy in the air, maim the 

target with a Jumping 
Roundhouse kkk. 

Again, while stilt in the air, 

nail the unfortunate turkey 
wïth another Roundhouse 

kick. 

Upon landing before the 

enemy, instantly perform 

Gen’s Level 3 Jakouha 
Super 

Chain a Crouching Short 
Kick which knocks the tar¬ 
get up into the air 

While only nine hits, the 
damage done is alarmingly 

high (as you ean see in the 
screenshot above). 

White you can knock down 
your target with a lot of 
attacks, we like to start 
with a Short RollingSobat. 

While the foe is getting up, 
perform a Jab Air Slasher. 
Jump as a soon as you can. 

As the Air Slasher hits, 
introducé Qeejay's Jumping 

Roundhouse kick to the 
foe’s Face. 

X-ism Deejay ^ 
The "Meaty Combo Attacks Are 

Back In" combo (16 hits) 

Probabty the best combo 

characters out of the new PS 

lineup (Fei Long comes sec- 

ond, Guile third, and T, Hawk 

a dismal last), this combo 

does a LOT of damage, but 

^ again, it*s a corner combo, j 

Land and continue the 
combo with a Crouching Jab 

punch. AU this time, be 
charging back for... 

...the Jab Air Slasher you 
deliver for the next hit in 

the combo, While the vic- 
tim is still recovering... 

...perform another 
Crouching Jab punch. You 
should be charging back as 
you deliver this punch. 

As soon as the Jab punch 
lands, perform a Crouching 
Short kick, while still 
charging back. 

Finally, release all that 
charging up you've been 
doing by performing his 
Sobat Carnivat Super. And 
no, weYe not done yet. 

As the victim falls from the 
Super, perform a Crouching 
Jab punch before the foe 
lands on the flooc 

Finally, perform Deejay’s 
Roundhouse Jackknïfe 
Maximum for a total hit 
count of 16! 

Thïnk you've got o combo in 
SFA3 that needs to be tofd? 

Well, do teil! E-mail at 
achau@gamefan.com or write to; 

Combo Craziness 
6301 De Soto Ave, Suite E 
Woodland Hïlls, CA 91367 

www.gamefan.com 95 sn
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Running 4 B Diving Claws skkf«- + B Flying Attack 
Bioody Roar 2: Running * K Flying Kick Jump, i 4 B Flying Attack 
Bringer of the New Age - ps import Running * P Charging Slash Jump, 4i^<- + K Backward Drop Kick 

Jump, 4> 4 K Drop Kick 
Here are the moves to aU eleven of the char- Counter: Jump, 4> ^-4 4 P Falling Cornet 
acters in the game A big thanx to Sleepy® 4,tf«-*P Super Palm Running + B Charging Slash Kick 
for a lot of the info. Running* K Süde Attack 

Beast Supers: 
2) + B 

Running* P Charging Bash 

Alice Counter: 
4* * P Electro Claw 

p Jab Busuzima 
+ p Middle Punch Beast Super: 

<- + p Strong Punch P Slap 1 Y-4 (X2)4 B 

f *p Overhead Punch -»*p Middle Punch 
* *p Elbow Midstrike <-*p Spinning Backhand Punch 

4 P Knee Strike f + p Turn Around Long 
K High Kick ^ + p Stomach Jab 
-> + K Forward Flip Kick *p Middle Backhand Punch P High Punch 
«"* K Backward Flip Kick K Knee 4 + P Strong Punch 
'Sa + K Knee Kick -> + K High Kick <-*P Shoulder Hitter 
kf 4 K One Foot Sweep <-*K Atomic Kick t *P Flying Elbow 

t + K Jump Kick **K Sweep Y 4 P Uppercut 

-4, 4 P Knee Punch iZ *K One Foot Sweep 4 P Low Blow 

->,->*K Flying Knee t + K Atomic Missile Drop Kick K High Kick 
-»,-**B High Strong Kick -4t-4*P Atomic Hammer Drive -4*K Doublé Overhead Kick 
4> 4B Lunging Punch -4,-4 + K Foot Stamp <r 4 K Roundhouse Kick 

t + B Drop Kick ■4, “4 * B Back Flip Y 4 K Mid Kick 

<-*B Ground Atomic Fait 4. +B Atomic Hammer Overdrive * *K Sweep Kick 
t *B Backflïp Slash t + K WOOO 

Special Moves- *-* B Claw Sting -4, -4 4 P Spinning Shoulder Bash 
4^<- + K Somersault 4,4 + K Step Sweep 
4^-4+ P Helicopter Special Moves: ->,4+B Upper Slash 

Leg Uppercut Foot Juggler 4+8 Rippïng Claws 
4^*-*B Giant Flip Kick (Hit the K rapidly) t 4 B Helicopter Kick 
Jump, 4* 4- * B Atomic FaU 4*-4*P Back Neck-Breaker sk 4K Low Kick 
Jump, 4* * K Horse Kick (when behind 4^-4*B Invrsibility Claw «- + B Doublé Palm 

opponent) skkf<“+ B Invisibtlity Back Flip 
Jump, 4* * K Missile Drop Kick Jump, i *4- + B Horse Kick (when behind Special Moves: 
Jump, 4* + P Falling Cornet opponent) 4^^- + K Jumping Head Stomp 
Running + B Charging Flip Kick Jump, 4* «- + K Atomic Missile Kick 4^ Y-4*P Rooket Punch 
Running + K Baseball Slide Jump, 4 ^-4 4 K Missile Drop Kick 4, y-4*K Doublé Jumping Kick 
Running* P Charging Elbow Jump, i ^«4 * P Falling Cornet 4^i-> + B Flipping Neck Grab 

Running + B Slash Back Flip Earthquake Stomp 
Counter: Running * K Spinning Missile Drop Kick 

Jump, i *<- * B 
(press B for kicks) 

Doublé Uppercut Running 4 P Charging Head Butt Spinning Claw 
Jump, ± 4 K Backward Drop Kick 

Beast Super: Counter: Jump, 'k *■-» 4 K Drop Kick 

4^-4,4%-4 + B 4^*-* P Slashing Uppercut Jump, 4^ 'ii-^ 4 P Falling Cornet 
Running* B Cannonball 

Beast Super: * Running* K Charging Flying Kick 

Balturyu 4^-4 (x2)+ B Running* P Charging Elbow 

P Chop Counter: 
"> 4 P Spinning Chop Jenny ^ iZ 4- 4 p Mid Elbow 
<r + P Shoulder Ram 
f +P Spinning Flip p Slap Beast Super: 
^ *P Uppercut -> + P Mid-Slap 4- ^*^4i^«- + 8 

4 P Knee CLothesline <r + P Huh? (taunt) 
K High Kick t *P Doublé Flip Behind 
-4* K Axe Kick **P Slashing Uppercut Marvel 

«- + K Roundhouse Kick * + P (X3) Triple Slap 
'ü + K, K Doublé Knee Tripper K Kick P Jab 
kf + K Trip -> + K (X3) Rapid Kick -* + P Forward Strike 

t + K Spinning Back Kick <-*K Slash Kick ^*p Spinning Backfist 

-4, ■> * P Doublé Palm Strike 's *K Knee Kick T+P Overhead Punch 

-4, -4 * K 4 K * K Triple Kick *K Roundhouse Sweep *P Middle Punch 
-4, -4 * B DrUlingCLaw T * K Flipping Skip Kick 4 P Spinning Low Fist 

t *B Flying Claw -4, -4 * P Charging Elbow K High Kick 

*-*B Slash Uppercut “*,-* + K jumping Slash Kick -> + K Middle Knee 
->,-* + B Jumping Roundhouse <- + K High Roundhouse Kick 

Special Moves: t + B Overhead Slash Kick ^ 4K Mid Spin Kick 

4>i*4- + K Teleport i + K + K Doublé Sweep Knee Kick 

P Air Driver «- + B Helicopter t+K Falling Kick 

4^i4 + b Claw Gutter -),4 + P Shoulder Attack 

4*tf<-4B Claw Upper Club Special Moves: 4,4 + K Flying Missile 
Jump, 4* 4- 4 B Spinning Claw Spinning Flying Kick -4, *4 4 B Charging Head Butt 

Jump, 4> 4 K Backward Drop Kick 4 ^1-4 4 P (press K) One Foot Stand 4* + B Knee Claw 

Jump, 4- **-4 + K Missile Drop Kick (press Kick repeatedly) t+B Flipping Claw 
Jump, 4^ 'ii-» * P Falling Cornet 4 + B Charging Slash 
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Special Moves: 4- 4 B Doublé jumping Kick K High Kick 
<r+ P Super Punch -M- K Strong Knee 

4^-» + P Claw Uppercut Special Moves: 4-4 K Roundhouse 
4^14+b Face Rrp 4* 4- 4 K Head Stomp ^ + K Hip Kick 
4.tf4- + B Slashing Uppercut 4 P Multiple Slash * 4 K One Foot Sweep 
Jump, i + B Spinning Claw ± + B Meow? t 4K 
Jump, 4- + K Backward Drop Kick 4- 4 B Slashing Claw 4,4 + P Charging Shoulder 
Jump, -> + K Drop Kick Running + B Spinning Slide ->,^ + K Flying Knee 
Jump, '*»-> + P Falling Cornet Running + K Flying Doublé Kick 4 B Charging Head Butt 
Running 4 B Diving Claw Running + P Falling Head Butt UB Knee Claw 
Running + K Sliding Kick t + B Back Flip Slash 
Running 4 P Running Tackle Counter: 4 B Stinging Claw 

4^*- 4 P Jumping Palm 4 + B Atomic Kick 
Counter: 

K Rapid Kicks Beast Super: Special Moves 
+ b 4tf4- + P Super Punch 

Beast Super: U4 + P Mauling Punch 
4. l' «- (xz) + B U-^ + B Face Rip 

Yugo 4* 4- 4 B Slashing Uppercut 

Stun 
Jump, + B Spinning Claw 

Norm al Moves Jump, 4- 4 K Backward Drop Kick 
P High Punch Jump, ^4K Drop Kick 

P Strong Punch -* + P Strong Punch Running 4 B Diving Claw 
-> 4 p Shoulder Throw 4-4 P Middle Punch Running 4 K Sliding Kick 
4-4 P Mlddle Punch T 4 P Flying Jawbrea ker Running 4 p Body Tackle 
t + P Hammer Overdrive + P Uppercut 
'bi + p Uppercut \£ + P+ P Duck, Overhand Punch Counter: 
k? 4 p Earthquake K High Kick 4tf4-+K Roundhouse Kick 
K Knee -> + K Hammer Kick 
-* 4 K Low Kick <- + K Roundhouse Beast Supers: 
4- 4 K Jawbreaker 4 K Chest Kick 
^ + K Forward Feint (press K again for two) 

4 K Backward Roll 4K Sweep 
f 4 K Flipping Axe Kick t + K Jumping Roundhouse Shen Long 

4 P Overhead Punch ■4 ,^+ P Flying Uppercut 
->,-> + K Flying Slab Kick -*,->4 K Flying Middle Knee P High Punch 

+ B Head Butt -*,-*+& Overhead Slash 4 + P Strong Punch 
4^ 4 B Diving Clawing Knee t 4 B Quarter Moon 4-4 P Shoulder Hitter 
t 4 B Jumping Head Butt 4, 4 K Doublé Sweep t 4P Flying Elbow 
<-+ B Rammïng Stïng 1 4 B The Gutter ^ 4 P Uppercut 

4-4 B Spinning Backhand Slap 4 P Low Blow 
Special Moves: K High Kick 
4>tf4- + P Fooi Slam Special Moves -»4K Doublé Forward Jumping Kick 
4^-»4P Neck Throw 4>**- + P Electro Uppercut 4-4 K Roundhouse kick 
4^ + B Wall Ram K Full Moon ^ 4 K Strong Kick 

Electric Counter 4>*-> + P Rapid Punch * 4K Sweep Kick 
Jump, sk 4- + B Flying Head Butt 4* 4 K Flying Knee T 4 K WOOO 
Jump, *1 'x** ■»■ P Falling Cornet 4^-4 + B Shredding Neck 4 p Spinning Elbow 
Running + B Flying Drat 4^4-+ B4 B Bow & Arrow -f(4 + K Step Sweep 
Running + K Baseball Slide Jump, i 4- + B Half Moon 4,4 + B 

4 + B 
Upper Slash 

Running + P Charging Horn Jump, 4* 4- + K Backward Drop Kick Ripping Claws 
Jump, 4^ ^i-> + K Drop Kkk T 4 B Helicopter Kick 

Counter Running 4 B Spinning Mïssile Drop Kick 4 4 K Low Kick 
4^4-4 K Stabbing Kick Running + K Ground Missile 4-4 B Doublé Palm Strike 

Running + P Charging Elbow 
Beast Supers: Special Moves: 
-*^4^4- (xz) 4 B Beast Super: 4l^4-4K Head Stomper 

4 4-tf 4^-* 4 B -l 4 p Rocket Punch 

Uriko 
4^1^ + K Doublé Jumping Kick 

Secret Characters 4^-»4B Charging Neck Grab 
There are two secret characters in the game. 4^ + B Earthquake Stomp 

p Jab both from the original Btoody Roar, Gado is (press B again to kkk) 
-> + p Elbow much Cïke Marvel when it comes to moves, but Running 4 B Cannonball 
<- + p Doublé Fist Strike he’s a LOT more po werf ui. To get him, simply Running 4 K Charging Flying Kick 
f + p Doublé Uppercut finish the game with any character* Running 4 P Charging Elbow 

4 p Mid Elbow 
4 p Hard Punch Then, there’s Shen Long (no, not the infamous Counter: 

K High Kick SHENG LONG) who plays neariy exactiy like 4.1^4-+ p Counter Elbow 
-* + K Jump Kkk Long from the first Bloody Roar. To get fiim,you 
4-4 K Strong Kick have to beat the game without losing a round. Beast Super: 
^ 4 K Spinning Kick & Punch 4 B 

4K Sweep ; 
t + K Jump Kick ; Gado 

->,->4 P4 p 
-* 4 P + K 

-»,-> + K 
4 B 

-* + B 
t + B 

Forward Roti 
Rolling Low Punch 
Rolling Jumping Kick 
Doublé jump Kick 
Slashing Uppercut 
Hard Slashes 
Jumping Uppercut 

Jab 
Strong Elbpw 
Spinnïrg Elbow 
Overhead Punch 
Punching Head Butt 
Knee Punch 

~ I 

M.*&W 
* 'J * 
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Syphon Filter - Guide Part i_ 

One of the hottest types of games, tactkal espi¬ 
on age started off wrth Tenchu and was a near- 
perfect advent ure in Metaf GearSotid. Ho we ver, 
there is still room for improvement and Syphon 
Fitter èetivers a lot of great action with enough 
tactkal mumbo-jumbo for a good Clancy novel* 
Mïxing great co n trol, cool weapons, lots of gun - 
toting action as well as Tomb Raider-esque 
adventure sequences, Syphon Fitter is a solïd 
gamïng package that all MGS heads will enjoy. 
And this game ain't easy, folks — not at all, 
which prompts thïs dango to deliver part 1 of 
the Syphon Filter Guide* 

PlayingTïps: 
* The taser is one of your best weapons. It does- 
n’t use ammo, it can kill all guys except those 
equipped with Flak Jackets and it has incredible 
range. Try tasering guys off roofsl 
* The flash light is a very necessary tooi in the 
game* To use the flashlight, hold down select 
and scroll through your weapons using the I2 

and R2 buttons* 
* Always move white shooting. This ensures 
that youll rarely get hit by anything* 
* The lock-on button (Ri) is extremeïy usefuï, 
as it atlows you to fire backwards* 
* Don’t shoot your CBDC support guys, or ifs 
game over. 
* powned enemies wïll always leave ammo. 
* Once you catcb on fire, you’re dead**. so don't 
play with fire* 

Starting Point - Mission Objectives: 
1 Elimïnate Kravitch and 

Destroy Communications Array 
2 Turn Off Power To Terminal Security Doors 
3 Protect CBDC Bomb Squad 
4 Tag bomb in Subway Terminal 
? Eliminate Rhoemer 

You start off in the middle of the Street. CBDC 
agents (the yellow guys) are firing at terrorists 
down the Street. Use your taser to take out 
these terrorists to get extra 9mm ammo* Head 
into the bar and use the taser on the hidmg 

terrorists behind the crates* Continue down the 
path tilt you get a communication From Lian. 
Once you do, get your sniper rïfle ready and 
take out Kravitch from across the room* You can 
simpty run up to him and take him out, but since 

he*s wearing a Flak Jacket, getting the head 
shot with the sniper is easier* Once you get him, 
go behind the bar where youHl find a box that 
holds a shotgun* You’ll be rushed by three ter¬ 
rorists that go down fast, thanks to your shiny 
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shotgun. Head out of the bar area, and into the 
crate room (where you fried one of the terror¬ 
ists)* Use your handgun to shoot the window 
and dïmb through* You’ll hear a firefïght by a 
nearby Street, but ignore it. Go to the fenced 

area and use your aiming button (Li) to shoot 
the lock on the fenced door. Now, hit the eleva¬ 
tor switch and wait for the platform to come up* 
Go down the elevator and select your flash- 
ligbt* Look for the terminal power switch and 
turn it off. Now go back up to the Street level* 

Watch out for the terrorist on the roof as you 
get back up to the Street leveL Head back into 
the window from where you came from, and 
take out the terrorist insïde the building. Now 
head back to the storting point. You want to 
head to the Vacant Bank, where you’ll need to 

protect your CBDC guys as they disarm a bomb* 
You can ignore the shooters on the roof, but if 
youYe running low on ammo, take them out 
with the taser. Head into the bank and protect 
your CBDC guys by gunning down approachïng 
terrorists. Grab the M-16 from the box as well 
as the Grenades hidden in the dark room of the 
bank* If you got hit, also grab the Flak Jacket as 
you leave the bank. 

As you leave the bank, there are a lot of ter- 
rorïsts on the roofs, so be carefut* You can opt to 
take them out with the taser to get more ammo. 

Head back to the subway area, where the door 
should be open. Go down into the subway ter¬ 
minal and dear out all enemies. There’s an M- 
ié box and Flak Jacket Box if you need it. Now, 
find the bomb and 
tag it for CBDC. 
Head to the end of 
this subway termi¬ 
nal, and look for an 
open room to the 
right (there should 
be a sign that says 
“NO EXIT" above it)* 
Enter and use your 
flashlight to look 
for the elevator 
switch in the dark 
room. Take the ele¬ 
vator down. At thïs 
lower subway ter¬ 
minal, take out all 
the guys in this area* The last guy guarding the 
bomb is wearing a Flak Jacket so it might be 
easier to sntpe him from afar. Approach the 
bomb to go on to the next level* 
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Destroyed Subway - Mission Objectives: 
1 Locate explosives ca the 
2 Blow open passage to streel 

and protect CBDC agent 
? Eliminate Rhoemer 

You*U find yourself in the fiaming ruins of the 
lower subway terminal, Head down the dear 
path and when a Raming terrorist runs at you, 
just back off as he’U slowly burn to death. Head 

down this path where youTl find two terrorists. 
Kill them both, and get onto the subway that 
one of the terrorists was running on. Drop down 
and youll have a firefight with a few terrorists. 
One of them has a Hak Jacket and throws 

grenades, so be careful when sniping. After tak- 
ing him out. search the subway rail for a box of 
plastic explosïves using the flashlight. Take it 
and make your way ïnto the center of this termi¬ 
nal, There should be a red vending machine that 
you can get up on. Once you’re on top of it» jump 

t 

up to the black concrete slab above you. Turn 
left and walk across the sign till you see a white 
slab of concrete to your left and above. Jump up 
to that white slab, and walk across tilt you see a 
long white slab of concrete, Jump up to this one, 
and turn left to see a black railing above you. 
Grab this railing and shimmy right, till you can 
drop safely onto the upper subway terminal. 

Now, head to the other end of this terminal till 
you fight a blocked passage. Use the plastic 
explosive on the door, and run üke the wind! 

When the CBDC agent runs in» follow him to the 
bomb, and cover his butt as other terrorists 
approach. Now, go to the left of the blocked 
passage where you should get a message from 
Lian. Now, find the gas main on the west side of 
this terminal» and turn it off. 

Head back to the north end of this terminal 
where the left passage should be open. Head 
down this subway tube and tlimb up on the 
subway trains to continue. Take out terrorists as 
they come. Be careful of the fiaming terrorist as 
he comes really close to you. As you come to 
the end of the subway, you'll face Mara Aramov, 

BOSS: Mara Aramov 
You won't be able to engage Aramov till the 
very end of this subway tube. lf you need to, 
grab the Hak Jacket if you get hurt du ring this 
stage. You’Ll be running down a subway tube 
with subways gotng back and forth. Watch the 
Ughts in the tunnel to see which way the sub¬ 
way »s coming and going. lf you need to, roll 
underneath the center divider to avoid subways 
or hide in the crevices found in the walls. 
Concentrate your firepower on the guards 
rather than Aramov. Evemtually, sheTl hide in a 
crevice on the right side of the tunnel. While 
you can walk straight up to her and gun her 
poïnt-blank with a shotgun, she’s wearing a 
Flak Jacket» so try sniping her instead. 
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What's this# you say? Last Blade 2 AGAIN!?4 Yeah, 
sure we covered ït last time, but we, the honor- 
able sta ff at Game Fan, wïsh to make ït very clear 

to arcade goers and Neo Geo freaks ali over the place: 
Last Blade 2 is easity one of Neo Geo's best fighting 
games, even on par with the legendary Samurai Shodown 
II. And if any of you guys know me, I AM the biggest 
Samurai Shodown freak around these parts, so for me to 
make such a high claim must be truer Don't believe me, 
&h? Welk allow me the rambting space then. 

easily one ofNeoGeo's 
best fighting games, 

Set tn Japan circa 1864, Last Blade 2 takes place a year after the first 
one, where many of the firstrs warriors are brought back together due 
to a resurrected evil. Because of the time frame, you'H be seetng a 
lot of "gaijin" influences in the background. The whole atmosphere 
of the game seems slightly odd, but, at the same time, fits the myri- 
ad collection of characters found in the game. 
With sixteen characters to choose from, youll be hard pressed to frnd 

only one that you like. And if picking your character ïs difficuEt, youll 
also have to piek what mode you'll be fighting in. As tike the orïginal, 
after you choose a character, you'll be able to choose eïther Speed or 
Power mode. And as the trtie infers. Speed Mode allows for faster 
attacks, and therefore greater combo stnngs at the expense of damage. 
And Power Mode is exactly opposite; while you're limited in the 
amount of attacks you can dish out, every hit takes off a lot. Also, 
Power Mode allows you to Super Cancel (canceling special moves into 
Supers), while Speed Mode offers a "custom combo' system that, 
while it wsIE drain your meter, enables you to chain at least a 10+ hit 
combo. But the game isrTt al! about offense as demonstrated by the 
Repel button. The Repel button aüows the player to counter normaf 
attacks, thereby leaving the enemy open for some pain. The Repel but¬ 
ton is the bane for those super defensive "crouchïng fierce" players 
since you can repei attacks even while jumping! So, all the great fea¬ 
tures from the first Last Blade witl be found here. So, what's new tb en? 

Glad you asked... four new characters have been added to the norma) 
line-up. They include Shinnosuke Kagami, the boss from the orïginal; 
Kojïro Sanada, who fights in a simtlar style to Keichiro Washizuka; a 
fourteen-year old swordswoman named Hibikï Takane; and Setsuna, all 
around bad-ass. Other than those characters, the game would seem 
relatively similar to the origmal, yes? Well, the overall pfayability of 
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Last Blade 2 seems much 
more fun than the original, 
and the ba la nee between 
characters seems tweaked 
so one character doesn't 
dominate the game. 

Visually, this game is a 
2D fighter's dream. While 
the animation aln't On par 
with the likes of SF3, the 
game is simply gor- 
geous. Large charac¬ 

ters, cool backgrounds, and 
special effects that bring op 
the memories of past Neo 
Geo glory days, the best way 
to describe the look of Last 
Blade 2 is a hybrid mix 
between King of Fighters and 
Samurat Shodown, Each 
character has a distinct look, 
ranging from the playboy-like 

Hyo Amano and the kung-fu fighting Recca Lee to the disgust- 
ingly cute Akarï Ichijo and the general "hm one bad mutha" 
Setsuna, Special effects of the attacks range from the mfldiy 
lukewarm mufti-hit super of Moriya, to the hilanous 
"Deadman's Party" super of Akari. Basicaliy, *Lf you're not 
impressed with the graphïcs in this game at aM, you can take 
your 3D-polygon-loving arse back to the likes of Toshinden. 

Perhaps the blggest difference I noticed between Last Blade 
and its sequel are the sound effects. I don't remember the 
sound effects in Last Blade being great because Last Blade 2>s 
sounds are simply astonishing. The utmost detari was given 
to such sounds as a metaf sword hitting a wooden surfaee. 
And the voices in the game are definitely the best f've ever 
heard in any fighter. In the endH Last Blade 2 demonstrates 
that if there's one thïng to rely on in the video game industry, 
ït's that SNK still can 

Samurat Shodown returns! Afler a 
coup Ie ol relatively lach luster 
instairments. last Stads 2 picks 
Lip the SamSho manlle mé runs 
wïih it] This gaine plays alrncst 
enlirely like SamShoB, replete 
with the Ari of /70Mm£-origmated scaling char- 
acters and vicieus swprti-swinging for wbich the 
SamSho series was once lainous (and has since 
tallen face-dcwo with the Hyper editions... 
<bleargh>. Gïve this ene a swing er Iwo. and 
hope for i timely DC port. 

~ ra 

Wh al can I say? Wlix the magie elf 
the KoF and the Samurat games 
together and you’ve got Last 
Stads m AHhough I must admil I 
oever played Ibe first, 1 loved the 
secpnd. The character designs 
are lost the cao lest, the m us ie reeks (in a very 
Soul Edgs kind nl way), the moves are awe- 
some. Sure, U's a hit unbalanced, hut so was 
ffoFand I love these games to dealh It's all 
ah tuit EX-leve! Recca Lee and Monk Power 
baby! Th is is stil I the anc i e nt N eo? A wes o me! 

make amazïng fight¬ 
ers. Neo Geo owners 
botter not miss this 
tïtle when it comes 

'Home and for those 
arcade players that 
have yet to see this 
game... you better 
find it so I can beat 
you till you cry for 
mommy. Dangehead 
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üld Retiable; U may be o ut dat ed' 
hardware, hut the Neo Geo sl111 
hu ms. 1 most eonfess i ve always 
held Ihal Nee Gen fighters are 
heller than Capcom's, and Tas/ 
Blade 2 accentuates my po int with 
the type of kin e tic, fme-tuned gamepJay that 
originally made me a fan. A cross between King 
of Fighters and Samurat Shodown, LB2\& a blis- 
terïrtg lighter with enough pyrotechnics and 
over-lhe-top attacks that make Neo Geo fighters 
such a joy la play VIva Last Blade 2\ 
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PLAYSTATION 2 SPECSÜ 

As the world gears up for the upcoming 
P32 announcement, at the recent Solid 
State Circuits Conference held in February 
Sony fïnally, officialïy, dropped the bomb. 
Ken Kutaragi, father of the PS, also 
attended the event where Sony 
announced an alliance with Toshiba to 
produce the next super-system* 

Although the team did announce a new 
system chip that could push 55 million 
polygons a second, many people mistook 
this Information for PS2 info. In realityr as 
people from Toshiba have explained, the 
actual PS will push "in excess of 6 million" 
polygons per second... still quite an 
achlevement! Plus, DVD has been con- 
firmed, but still no confirmation on the 
noted backwards-compatibllity feature 
mentioned below. But we do know that 
the PS2 will have a 250 Mhz (compared to 
the DC's 200), 128+-bit processor. The 
machine of power will also utilize some- 
thing calfed NuRBS (Non-uniform Rationa! 
B-Splines). In English, NuRBS is a more 
flexïble, practical use of 3D geometry. 
Circles will appear rounder and 3D images 
cleaner than anything traditional polygons 
have accomplished thus far Sony sources 
state that their intention for the new 
machine is to submerge players so much in 
the Virtual environment, they won't know 
fheyYe playing a game. 

PS2 BACKWARD COMPATIBLE? 

In other PS2 news, the system Is rumored 
to contain a second processor that will 
allow older PS software to be played on the 
new system. IMot only will older software 
run on the new system, but the added 
power of the PS2 will boost the resolution 
and texture quality of the older titles (much 
like PS emulators already improve PS visu- 
als). The second processor is said to have 
its own RAM compartment with upwards 
of 70+ megs to play with. If this ïs true, 
then Sony may very well redefine the term 
"customer satïsfaction." 

NINTENDO 2000.., 

Dubbed the Nintendo 2000 by gossiping 
busybodies everywhere, Nintendo's 
newest super-console is causing quite a 
stir in the gaming industry. Magie Man 
Shigeru Mïyamoto caused quite a stir 

when he announced a few months back 
that the next Mario title will appear on the 
new machine, igniting a flurry of curïosity 
everywhere. Details are tight but we do 
know for a FACT (and you can quote us on 
this one) that much of the same develop- 
ment team from the floundering Silicon 
Graphics team (the ones responsible for 
the N64 itself) are developing the new 
hardware alongside Nintendo. But just for 
the more curious Nintendo fanatics out 
there, the word on the Street is that 
Nintendo is very curious about the DVD 
format and is considering it as the storage 
device! No more carts for the Big N? We'll 
keep you posted as details pour in. 

ONLINE GAMING FOR 
NINTENDO 2000? 

In other new-Nintendo system news, we 
learned recently that Nintendo has signed 
an agreement with with Nexus Telocation 
Systems to produce a modem for a 'new, 
undisclosed' Nintendo machine. All fin- 
gers are pointing to the Nintendo 2000 as 
the recipiënt. With Sega's DC having a 
modem bundled in from the start and 
Sonyrs upcoming PS2 rumored to be join- 
ing the online brigade, it seems likely tbal 
the new Nintendo machine would also 
have a similar feature. However, it's been 
common knowledge for some time that 
Nintendo has always preferred a satellite- 
system design over the more traditional 
phone line service (Mïyamoto himself has 
said on several occasions that he feels 
that satellïte is the future). More details 
as they come ïn. 

DVD FOR DREAMCAST? 

Proving that once again, the new 
Dreamcast is more PC than any tradition¬ 
al console, rumors are surfacing about an 
upcoming DVD-expandable version of 
the DC to emerge sometime this year. 
Sega has touted the DC as "The System 
of the Future" and, keeping with the PC 
model, took the initiative and made sure 
the thing was upgradeable. With DVD 
quïckly becomïng the Standard in both 
PC software and home movies (as well as 
the Nuon and PS2 support), it seems like¬ 
ly that Sega will also jump on the band¬ 
wagon. The DC uses a proprietary GD 
(Giga-Drive) in place of a DVD drive, 
something that's caused a stir among 
critics statïng that Sega once again 
missed the boat. Fixïng the problem 
before the system is set to hit our shores 
would be desirable to some, but there's 
no doubt that Sega stïl! reiriembers their 
past failures with system add-ons, name- 
ly the Sega CD and 32X attachments 
(both of which helped split and destroy 
their 16-bit dominance). 

DOOM TOYS TO COINCIDE 
WITH MCFARLANE MOVIE? 

After the shocking announcement on the 
Howard Stern show that comic-guru/ego- 
tist Todd McFarlane had snatched up the 
rights to the long-awaited Doom movie, 
action figure fans everywhere are wonder- 
ing if the bad boy will create figures based 

on the film. With McFarlane's figure com- 
pany, McFarlane Toys (aptly named) 
known around the world for their highly 
detailed styïings and (this is putting it 
lightlyl gruesome attention to detail, it 
only makes sense that a new line based on 
the ultra-popular Doom characters would 
make an appearance. Some bigger toy 
marts, namely Wal-Mart and Toys R Us, 
have refused to sell the more gruesome 
McFarlane figures (namely the seminat 
Serial Killer line), but have agreed to carry 
less bloodied versions. Apparentiy It's 
okay to show a psychopath with a chain- 
saw and a bucket of severed heads, just as 
long as there isn't any blood. Gotta love it. 

PARASITE EVE,., THE MOVIE? 

Grab your Chocobos and hold tight. Square 
heads (that means you, Eggo!) because if 
you loved Parasite Eve, your dreams might 
come true. Madonna has recently snatched 
the rights for the film version of Parasite 
Eve. PE was a tremendous success last 
year for Square, but not many people knew 
that the game was actually based on a 
best-sellïng Science fiction book (in Japan) 
before it was taken to the next level. Little 
is known right now if the movie will have 
connections with the game, but knowing of 
Square's Hollywood-bound Finai Fantasy 
epic, it wouldn't surprise anyone. The only 
question that remains is: Who'll play Aya? 
Nol Madonna, not Madonna! ! 

FINAL FANTASY MOVIE DETAILS! 

In keeping with the game-turned-movie 
motif. Square has announced details about 
their upcoming all-CG motion picture, Final 
Fantasy: Movie (the title is sure to change). 
Although small snippets of footage have 
been drculating on the web (ifstruly amaz- 
ingl). Square has announced that the 
release date for the film will be Summer 
2001. Featuring an unprecedented amount 
of realïsm, Hironobu Sakagucht has sfated 
that Square intends to "fuse fantasy with 
entertainment" and created a new type of 
entertainment. The film is already stated 
for an American release around the same 
time as the Japanese and is being created 
at Square's Honolulu office. 

NO DREAMCAST IN 98? 

Not to alarm anyone who's been patiently 
putting off that import DC in hopes of 
snagging one come this fall, but massive 
rumors have been drculating around 
industry experts that Sega will NOT debut 
their new DC console this year! Reports 
are that internal problems at Sega of 
America have prompted the dismissal of 
several important employees, including 
SOA's Director of Public Relations, Dan 
Stevens. All of this comes at a time when 
SOA President Bernte Stolar is set to 
make an announcement (sometime in 
March) as to just what Sega's future plans 
are here in the States. 

How all of this will affect the DC's 
chances here this fall are unknown, but let's 
just hope that Sega sorts themselves out 
before the expected September 9th launch 
date... we all wanna buy a DCÜ 
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FROM A CAVE DEEP INSIDE THE L.A. HILLS. 
enough, but l'm gonna hafta say it 
again just to prove that the truth ain't 
always a bad thing! :) in al] sincerity, 
you guys have gotta be niy fave mag 
out there, Always have been, always 
wili be* There's really no ether mag 
that I read eover-2-cover You guys 
are probably one of (ïf not THE) last 
saviors to IMOT gïve up on our beloved 
realm of 2D gaming! Whilst other 
mags are Jetting the wonderful world 
of hand-drawn 2D drown faster than 
you can say "Sonic Boomf", you guys 
are stil! push in' the issue, and keeping 
ït afloat for those of us 2D-die-hards 
who are still hanging onto the 
lifeboats. I know us 2D gamers are a 
dyïng breed, but Tm not givmg up. As 
long as Capcom lives, Tm hoping we 
wiil, too. And GameFan just helps. I 
mean, you guys are ST1LL willing to 
support the SaturnMM Oh the 
Saturn... whatta niGe lirl black box, 
*pats her Saturn* Af ter everyone else 
has jumped ship, GameFan takes the 
rudder once again. Flus, any mag that 
realizes the mighf and pure magie 

With my new satellite TV systemr 1 can Guile-withdrawal psyche!!!! And 1 that is SkullMonkeys gets a BIG 
now watch the Den nis IVliller Show found out X-mas day, tooHH! The thumbs-up in my book ;} Thanks, 
threê times a day! Who said this was- 
n't the Land of Opportunity? 

greatest gift ever!!!! :D L.. 1 cried 
when 1 saw the screenshots... 1 
CRIED... *sniff*.., Thank you, 

guys, l'm sure it's a tough job being 
one of the last set of saviors, but 
please keep it up :) 

Beguiled by Guile? 

Helloooooooooooo, GameFan!!!!! :D 

Capcom... THANK YOU... for finally 
arts wering my prayers... :) G UILE'S 
BACK IN SFA3\!!!!!!!! *runs around in 

Well, by now l'm sure you've gotten 
enough eye-strain reading all this, and 
the syrup is probably giving you all 

Well, hmm... first off, 1 just gotta manie circles waving her stuffed Guile cavities, so ril leave you alone. But 
throw out a big oY 'WELCOME around4 YESSSS3SSS!!!!!!!! welcome back — it's great to have my 
BACK!!!!" to my fave mag! :) ! sorely 
missed you guys during the prevïous 

So, um,,. any chance of GameFan 
publishing any nice pies 'n stuff? Huh? 

fave mag back again :) And dïd 1 men- 
tion that l'm super-ecstatïcaliy-happy* 

few months, and so it's simply PEACHY Wink wink, nudge nudge? Hee hee.,* happy-joy-joyf ully-i nsanely over joy ed 
to have you back again! When 1 found ;D *grin* Oh, and will my beloved G that Guïle's back?!!!!!! Well, 1 AM!!!! 
out about the new issue hittïn' the make it into the U*S* version of the 

...-nu 41-iu 
:D *does happy dance* Thank you. 

around in mail after mail lookïng for ït! 
My Dad even ran through the rainy 
streets of Harvard Square with me one 
evening trying to fïnd newsstandsl We 
were a sopping mess, but that doesn't 
matter :) I now have Volume 7, Issue 1 
in my possessïon! BwahahahahaHÜH 
:D Take THAT, rainy night in Harvard 
Square!!!! You may soak, but I shall 
prevail!!!! Erm, not that that made any 
sense. Urn, nevermind :) On to the 
questions 'n comments! (in list form, 
cuz,,. I dunno, just seems customary) ;D 

1. *jumps around Hke a mad ape, 
doing the fabled manïacal "happy 
dance''* I am the HAPPIEST kid alive 
right now!!!! Yes, and I mean, ecstat- 
icMü! Why, you ask?! Welf, namely 
because GUILES BACK I1M SFA3 
GUILES BACK IN SFA3 GUILE'S BACK 
IIM SFA3 GUILE'S BACK IN SFA3\ M! H1!! 
Yes, 111 say it again, GUILE S BACK IN 
SFA3\ M!! 1 Oh*., Oh man.*. I sïmpty 
cannot express the sheer joy that that 
news brought to my very-much-in- 

to floor, implorïng on bended 
knee*... Huh? What's that you 
say about "being 
obsessed"?... Who, me?... 
Whatever gave you that 
idea?.,. *drool* 

2. 'N how 'bout the 
Dreamcast? I've heard rumors 
of SFA3, Marvel vs* Capcom, 
and Jurassic Park: The Lost 
World SEGA shooter could 
possibly be makin' it to the 
console! Any truth to that 
stuff, or am I just [delusion- 
al]?**. I hope Fm not [delu- 
sional]... that gets rather 
emotionally scarring after 
awhile,,. Kinda Hke being 
deprived of Guile for about 4+ 
years... *sobs* Oh, the 
agony... 

3. And okay... time for some 
honest BN-in'... I know you 
guys probably get this 



CAPCOM!!!! *bows down repeated- 
ly* Ooh... that hurt my head. Okay, 

Vd let you know about these strïking 
stmilarities. 1 watch more movies than 

awful Legacy of War, which subse- 
quently led me to skip C: The Contra 

okay, NI stop buggin' you guys now :} you think [actually, l've never thought Adventure [1 guess that means you 

Again, keep up the good work that about you, at all, until this letter], so 1 didn't beat all of them, now doesn't it. 

you do, and remember... Joe Head know what Tm talking about. Thanks Art?]. Please help me to beat the 
Joe is really only a figment of your for your time and remember to shop Genesis version, which 1 love* If you 
imagination... Just keep telling your¬ 
self that. :) 

The crazed Guiïe-O-Phile, 
Jen Seng 
Boston, MA 

Dear Jen, 

Any one living in Boston should 

smart; shop S-Mart (sorry, Bruce 
Campbell just rules). 

Loyal Reader, 
Aarnn 

could give me that code, you would 
be a godsend, Thanks for listening. 

Art Webber 
Scotia, NY 

Dear Art, 

It is good that you only bought the 

Genesis to play 16-bit games. Td ha te 

rttll UH OF aalk^CiH 

Portland, OR 

Dear Aar on, 

True, it does seem that you watch a 

know that the best magazine stand 

in Harvard Square is the little kiosk 

next to the T entrance (that is, if 

lot of movies, but Tm not sure if that 

means you know what you're talking 

about. If you knew what you were 

to think you spent your $29 99 on it to 

play 32-bit games.,, 

1 greatly enjoy being made some- 

you can get to it throught the talking about, you'd have picked up one's godsend; that feeling of power is 

throng of punks and skaters that that the chest bursting scene is origi- more than enough to fuel my ever- 

always seem to loiter right there. 

This kiosk also has a roof, so rain 

won't fall on your head, 
What's alf this "probabty" stuff? Is 

there any other mag that you write to 

nalfy from Alien, not Aliens. You'd 

also have known that no other 

Romero films deal with the undead. 

Vampires, martial (aw and crazy mom 

keys, yes, but zombies, no. Beside, 

increasing ego. So, without further 

ado, here is the code for which you 

seek, Contra-boy: 
For All Weapons, pause the game 

and then enter up, up, down down. 

as much as ours? 1 hope for their Romero is far from the first dtrector to A, up, up, down, down, B, up, up 

sakes, that the answer to that is no. 

We are your favorite magazine, and 

make zombie films. The White Zombie 
was made in 1932. 

down, down, C. 

For Extra Lives, enter C, B, A, left. 

don't you ever forget it. 

You'll be happy to see that in this 

very issue, SFA3 shots abound! 

Also, brace yourself, SFA3 and 

Marvel vs. Capcom wili be coming 

out on the Dreamcast. No word yet, 

though, on JP:LW, 
Good to heat trom you again, Jen, 

Keep the letters and pictures coming* 

Resident Evit 2 Exposcd? 

Dear Posty, 
I have recently played Res 2 for 

about the millïonth time {yes, I 
enjoyed it that much), and have found 
alniost all of the movies Capcom bas 
taken from: 

Jaws\ the bottle of pure oxygen in the 
alligator chase. 
Alligator self-explanatory. 
T2: Judgment Day. the molten steel 
Tyrant feil ïnto, 
Night of the Living Dead. the theme of 
the game. 

I don't want to knock you too much 

(although I get great pleasure from it) 

because I happened to agree with you. 

Resident Evif 2 does borrow many 

scenesf themes and ideas from film, 

but they certainly aren't the only ones. 

Have you played Parasite Eve? Am I 

the only one that noticed that alt of the 

creatures in that game were stolen 

directly from John Carpenter's The 
Thing? It is even more blatant than 

Res 2. 

Personally, I think Res 2 borrows 

most heavily from Teen Wolf, Toor It is 

a total cash run to capitalize on the 

success of the first, made shorter and 

with less originality. 

By the wayf how can you possible 

retain any credibility after admitting to 

liking Return of the Living Dead 2? 

That movie is almost as bad as part 

three. The originai is the only one of 

those three worth watching. 

Contraband Contra codes 

right, C, B, A, Ie ft, right, C, B, Af Ie ft, 

right, at the title screen. 
The Level Select code is A, Bf C, 

right, left, A, B, C, right, Ie ff A, B, C, 

right, left, at the title screen, on 

controller 2. 

There you go, all the codes you 

need. Now go get 'em, tigeri 

nation. 
Day of the Dead: Getting the point? 

1 recently purchased a Sega Genesis 
for $29.99, at EB, for the sole purpose 

All other George Romero films. of a return to the 16-bit days. The feeb 
Aliens: chest-bursting scene tnvolvmg 
reporter and chief of poltce. 
Return of the Living Dead (pt 1 & 2 

ing of nostalgia is quite enjoyable. 1 
purchased the G-pack, Castlevania: 

Bloodlines and Contra: Hard Corps. 

because the third one sucked 
beyond belief. A waste of money, 
both mine and the studio's): the 
creaturen intelligence. 

As far as Contra: Hard Corps is con- 
cerned, Tm hoping for one simple 1 
request. The 3 lives you get with the 
5 continues ïsrTt close to being 

Tarantula: Go figure, 
Well, that's only a few of the movies 

that 1 caught. If you look, you 'II see 

enough. 1 seem to remember there 
being a code for 99 lives, for this 
game, 1 have beaten all of the Contra 

what Tm talking about. 1 just thought games ever made; even the God- 

Because we couldn't find space for 
Greg Wifcox's letter, we thought 
we'd include his clever drawing of 
HDTV Monitaur. He also flooded our 
office with copies of his fanzine and 
will be happy to know we are all 
gettïng a chuckle out of them. 

jli«' F Si nis r 
6301 DeSoto Avenue Unit E 
Woodland Hills, CA 91367 
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Final Fantasy 0 4CDs 
(Import P3X) 
lf one company can pull 
it off. Square is it! 
Dreamcast Quality on 
the mighty PSX. Final Fantasy 8 & other 

games are compatible 
with the new 

Ma cross Remember Love 
(Import PSX) 
Wftness an eternal Saturn 

sjplafsic ^is March on your PSX, PocketStation 
LLFOR 
DETAILS 

Mr. Domino 
Myst Greatest Hits 
NBA Shootout '99 
Pro 18 World Tour Golf 
Psybadek 

Quake 2 
Rampage Universal Tour 
Rayman2 

Resident Evil 2 Dual Shock 

Rugrats 
Shanghai 
Silhouette Mirage 

Streak 
Street Fighter 2 Collections 2 
Superman 
Syphon Filter 

Tai Fu 
Thunder Force 5 

Tomb Raider 3 
Twisted Metal 3 
Uprising X 
Warzone 2100 
Wheel of Fortune 

Macross VFX 2 
(Import PSX) 
Why you loved the Ist we will 
never know. Thankfully the 
2nd is amazirtg! 

Backstreet Billiards $31.99 

Blast Radius $31.99 
Brave Fencer $40.99 
BustAMove3 $24,99 

Centipede $35.99 
Darkstalkers 3 $31.99 
Dead in the Water $34.99 
Destrega $36.99 
Diabolical Adventures of Tobu $35.99 
ESPN NBATonight $38.99 
ESPN X Games Pro-Boarder $38.99 
F1 Racing Sim $38.99 

FIFA Soccer '99 $38.99 
Fisherman's Bait $37.99 
Formula 1 '98 $35.99 
Game of Life $35.99 
Global Domination $35.99 
Hello Kitty's Cube Frenzy $34.99 
Invasion From Beyortd $31.99 
Jeopardy $35.99 
Kensei-Sacred Fist $38.99 
Knockout Kings $38.99 
Legacy of Kain 2 $42.99 

Lunar Silver Star Story $43.99 
Mastera of Monsters $36.99 
Men in Black $35.99 

MLB2000 $34.99 
Monster Seed $35.99 
Motorhead $35.99 

Silent Hilt (US PSX) 
Resident Evil style, horrific 
polygonal act ion! 

$58.99 
$52.99 

$38.99 
$38.99 

$58.99 
$58.99 
$62.99 
$62.99 
$58.99 

Ca II 
$58.99 

Athena 
Dance Dance Dance 
DBZ Legends 

DBZ Ultimate 22 
Ehrgiez 
Japan Pro Wrestling Spirits 

King of Fighters 98 
Microman 
Rising Zan 
Saga Frontier 2 

Turning Point 

T'aï Fu features over 100 charaeter 
moves, tush graphics, feature film quality 
animation and a charisma tic charaeter 

AfasferCarcf 

MACROSS iVFX'2 



Aero Dancing 
All Japan Pro Wrestling 2 
Big Sumo 
Bio Hazard Code Veronica 
Blue Stinger 
Carrier 
Climax Landers 
D2 
Dynamite Robot 
Elemental Gimmick Gear 
Entertainment Golf 
Evolution 
F-1 World Grand Prix 
Frame Gride 
Geist Force 
Get Bass 
Grandia 2 
Great Buggy 
Incoming 
July 
King of Fighters Saga 
Maken - X 
Mobile Suit Gundam 
Monaco Grand Prix 
Outcast 
Pen PenTriathaion 
Power Stone 
Psychic Force 2012 
Puyopuyoon 
Sega Rally 2 
Sengoku Turb 
Seventh Cross 
Shenmue 
Shienryu 2 
Sonic Adventure 
Space Griffon Hamlet 
Speed Busters 
StarWars Trilogy 
V-Force 
Virtua Fighter 3TB 
Virtual On Oratoriotangram 
Warrz 
White lllumination 

King of Fighters 97 
King of Fighters 98 
Magician Lord 
Metal Slug 2 
Ninja Commando 
Ninja M asters 
Rea! Bout 2 
Samurai Spirits 4 
The Last Blade 
Viewpoint 

$59.99 
$62.99 
$29.99 
$69.99 
$19.99 

$69.99 
$59.99 
$59.99 

$69.99 
$29.99 

LOWEST 
PRICES!_^ 

üm 
$54.99 
$36.99 

Call 
$46.99 
$46.99 
$37.99 
$46.99 
$47.99 
$50.99 
$48.99 
$35.99 
$43.99 
$43.99 
$49.99 
$44.99 
$58.99 
$56.99 
$55.99 
$46.99 
$45.99 
$56.99 
$44.99 1 

$54.99 
S46.99 

S 50.99 
S 54.99 
$46.99 

$56.99 
$46.99 
$46.99 
$55.99 
$54.99 
$48.99 
$59.99 
$53.99 
$50.99 
$56.99 
$59.99 

Blue Stinger 
(Import Dreamcast) 
This game is about as close 
as you can get to real life! 

Battle Tanx 
Buck Bumble 
Bust a Move 3 
California Speed 
Castlevania 3D 
Chameleon Twist 2 
Charlie Blasts Challenge 
Dua! Heroes 
FIFASoccer '99 
Fighting Force 
Fox Sports College Hoops 
Golden Nugget 64 
Knife Edge 
Magical Tetris 
Mario Party 
Micromachines 
Monaco Grand Prix 
NBA Jam '99 
NFL Quarterback Club '99 
NHL Breakaway '99 
Penny Racers 
Quake2 
Rampage Universal Tour 
Rayman2 
Roadsters '98 
Rush 2 Extreme Racing 
Sears 
Snow Board Kids 2 
South Park 
Star Soldier 
Star Wars Rogue Squadron 
Superman 
Tonic Trouble 
Top Gear Overdrive 
Turok2: Seeds of Evil 
Twetve Tales Conker 64 
Twisted Edge Snowboarding 
Winback 
Zelda: The Ocarina of Time 

Dungeons & Dragons 
Collections (Import SS) 
The iong, Eong wait is over! 
True 2D insanity! 

$62.99 
$54.99 
$49.99 

Call 
$59.99 
$49.99 
$59.99 
$52.99 
$59.99 
$59.99 

$49.99 
Call 

$59.99 
$59,99 

Tonic Trouble 
(U.S. N64) 
The most innovative game for 
the N64 yet! Don't miss this one! 

Ali Japan Pro Wrestling $29.99 
Cotton Boomberang $42.99 

Deep Fear $42.99 
DraculaX $39.99 

Dragon Ball Z Legends $39.99 
King of Fighters Collection $59.99 
Princess Crown $39.99 

Radiant Silvergun $52.99 
Real Bout Collection $44.99 

Shining Force 3 ver 1-3 $39,99 each 
Vampire Savior $54.99 
Xmen VS Streetfighter $59,99 

Specials are llmited (o stock on hand and In most cases 
quantities are Fimtted. Prices are subject to change 

without notice, Shipping and handling are extra. 
Returns are subject to evaluatJon and a re-stock fee. 
Import Playstation games are not compatible with newer 
Systems. Artwork copyright thelr respective companies. 
AH rtghts reserved, 

Castlevania 3D 
(U.S. N64) 
One of the most popular 
series ever goes 3D! 



MasterCard 

IMPORT MUSIC IMPORT MUSIC IMPORT MUSIC IMPORT MUSIC IMl 

Xenogeara 
Orig. 2 CD 

$29.99 

Fin al Fantasy 
7 Reunion 
$19.99 

9 
i 

t 
& rr-ï 

GAME MUSIC; 
Baroque Origmal 
Beat Mania 2nd Mix Original 
Beat Mania Remixes 
Beat Mania Tomoki Hirata 
Biohazard 2 Complete Trax 2CD 
Biohazard 2 Original 
Biohazard Symphony 982CD 
Brave Fencer Original 2CD 
D2 Dreamcast Original 
Daytona 2 Original 2CD 
Dracula X The Best Vol. 1 
Dracula X The Best Vol.2 
Eintiander Original 
Final Fantasy 1987-94 
Final Fantasy 6 Grand Finale 
Final Fantasy 6 Original 3CD 
Final Fantasy Pray 
Gran Turismo Original 
Grandia Arranged Direct 
Grandia Complete Direct 2CD 
King of Fighters 98 Original 2CD 
Metal Gear Solid Original Direct 
Namco Classics Techno Maniacs 
Panzer Dragoon Azel Complete 2CD 
Parasite Eve PS Remixes Direct 
Radiant Silvergun Original 
Saga Frontier Original 3CD 
Secret of Mana 2 Original 
Secret of Mana 2 Plus Arranged 
Sokaigi Original 
Star Ocean 2nd Story Arrange 
Tekken 3 Arcade Original 
Tekken 3 Battfe Trax 
X 1999 Original 

19.99 
19.99 
18.99 
18.99 
32.99 
14.99 
32.99 
19.99 
29.99 
29.99 
29.99 
29.99 
29.99 
19.99 
17.99 
39.99 
19.99 
14.99 
18.99 
29.99 
19.99 
18.99 
19.99 
32.99 
23.99 
27.99 
32.99 
19.99 
19.99 
14.99 
18.99 
23.99 
23.99 
14.99 

nu 
Ah My Goddess Vol.1 14.99 
Ah My Goddess Vol.2 14.99 
Dragonball Z181/2 Special 14.99 
Dragonball Z Never Ending Story 2CD 29.99 
El Hazard The Alternate World 17.99 
Escaflowne Lovers Only 14,99 
Escaflowne Vol.1 16.99 
Escaflowne Vol.2 16.99 
Evangelion Death and Rebirtfi 16.99 
Evangelion filharmonie 2CD 23,99 
Evangelion Refrain 16,99 
Evangelion The End of Evangelion 16.99 
Evangelion Vol.1 16.99 
Evangelion Vol.2 16.99 
Evangelion Vol.3 16.99 
Fushigi Yugi Best Coiiections 19.99 
Fushigi Yugi Sensitive Minds 19.99 
Ghost in the Shell Anime Original 14.99 
Macross 15th Anniversary Version 18.99 
Macross 1998 Single Collection 17.99 
Macross Plus For Fans Only 19.99 
Macross Plus Sharon Apple 14.99 
Macross PlusVol.1 17.99 
Macross Plus Vol.2 17.99 
Princess Mononoki Original 19.99 
Ranma 1/2 Beat Collection 17.99 
Record of Lodoss War Original 17.99 
Ruro Ni Kenshin Let lt Bum 19.99 
Ruro Ni Kenshin Theatrical Original 19.99 
Sailormoon Orgel Fantasia 17.99 
Sailortnoon Vocal Collection Vol.1 17.99 
Sailormoon Vocal Collection Vol.2 17.99 
Twilightofthe Dark Master Original 12.99 
Vampire Princess Miyu Best Collection 17.99 

Parasite Eve 
PSX Orig. 2CD 

$29.99 

Pokemon 
Anime Original 

$16.99 

Bu st A M ove El eme ntal Ge a rfctol t 
PSX Orig PSX Orig. 
$14.99 $28.99 

Gran Turismo Zelda 64 
Rock Arranged Original 

$26.99 $32.99 

Escaflowne Ghost in the Shell 
Vol.3 PSX Orig. 

$16.99 $14.99 

c 
o 

Ehrgeiz 
PSX Original 

$29.99 

0 
Final Fantasy 

Tactics Orig. 2CD 
$23.99 

Final Fantasy 7 
Orig. 4 CD 

$43.99 

Dracula X 
PSX Orig. 
$14.99 

Tenchu 
PSX Orig 
$12.99 

Sonic Ad venture Original 
(Import Music CD) 
A plethora of musical diveraity, 
Experience the sounds of rock n' rol! 
cities to tribal voiced jungles. 

Final Fantasy 8 
(Import Music CD) 
The time has come! FF7 
Game Cave's #1 selling CD ever! 
ifs time for something new! That's right! Purchase any 2 music CD's from 

our massive import music selection, 
and receive the 3rd (lowest priced) CD 

ABSOLUTELY FREEÜ! 



Vampire 
Princess #1 

Devilman Pokemon 
#8 

Record of Lodoss 
War #1 
$17.99 

Final Fantasy 7 Ghost in the Shell 
#21 

$16.99 

Street Fighter 
#6 

$17.99 
Cloud Strifc 

King of Fighters 
#3 

$19.99 

Ghost in the Shell 
#2 

$17.99 

Parasite Eve 
#1 

$16.99 

Sailormoon 
#27 

$16.99 

Final Fantasy 7 Final Fantasy 7 
#12 #1 

$16.99 $16.99_ 

Pokemon Battie Angel 
#1 

$17.99 

Sailormoon 
#29 

$16.99 

Ghost in the Shell 
#12 

$17.99 

Ma cross Macross Ranma 1/2 
#12 

$17.99 

Ghost in the Shell 
#16 

$17.99 

Vampire Savior Street Fighter Sailormoon 
#36 

$17.99 

Dragon ball Z 
#51 

$16.99 

Ranma 1/2 
#15 

$17.99 

MLSCROLLS WALLSCROLLS WALLSCROLLS WALLSCROLLS 



VISA 

GAVE 

ÏÏIMMMD 

C&C Tïberian Sun 
(PC - Windows! 
Fight on dynamic^D battlefieWs 
wh ere nature ttself provides tactical 
opportunities. 

^lüZi (PC - Windows 35) 
Larger, faster, more complex battles. 

> The next great sd-fi oom bat sim. 

CENTAUR! 

Sid Meiers Alpha Centauri 
(PC - Windows JS) m 
Sid M eters epi c g ame j5* 
of strategy and conquest. 

STARSIEGE 

888-GAME-CAVE /nasterCaror 
I Cards 

PC GAMES PC GAMES PC GAMES PC Gj 

30 Hunting Shark 
30 Hunting Trophy Whitetail Gold 

Animaniacs Gigantic Adventure 
Arcade Few 
Batte Of Britain 1941 
Batte Zone 
Batte Zone Missen Pack 1 
Big Air Snowboartfing 

Brain Food Games 2 
Braveheart 
CivilizaÜon Cal! To Power 
Civilizalion 2 Test Of Time 
Coffee Break Games 
Command & Conquer 2 Tïberian Sun 
Crazy PaintAround World In 80 Shades 
Crazy Paint Here Goes The Neighborhood 

DawnOfAces 
DawnOfWar 

Starseige 
1 (PC-Windows^) 

Hunt your meehanized prey to unlocfc 
the seaets of the Starsiege Universe. 

Duel Of The Mage Wars 
Dungeon Keeper 2 
Elite Darts 
EmergencyRoom 
Enemy Zero 
Extreme G 2 
F16 Aggressor 
FighterDuel 2 
Fighting Steel 
Flash Point 
Fly! 
Gabriel Knight 3 Bloed Of Sacred Damned 
Gex 2 Enter The Gecko 
Girls Diary 
Gruntz 
Gons AndAmmo 
Haff Life Team Fortress 
Heavy Gear2 
Heroes Ot Might & Magie 3 
Homeworld 
Hot Wheels Cyber Racers 
Interstate 82 
Lands Of Lore 3 
Links Extreme 
Links LS Championship Course Pheonix 
LongbowAnthology 
Looney Tune Cmptl. Bugs Anim. Jigsaiws 
Looney Tune DaffyAntm. Jigsaws 
Looney Tunes Showpieces Jigsaw 
Malkan 
Man Of War 2 
Micro Machines 
Mortal Kombat Myüiologies 
Mortyr 
Motorhead 
MS Age Of Empires Golden Edition 

$13.99 

$12.99 
$42.99 

$14.99 
$22.99 
$27.99 

$13.99 
$23.99 
$34.99 
$37.99 
$22.99 
$38.99 
$41.99 
$43.99 
$19.99 
$44.99 
$14.99 
$14.99 
$41.99 
$34.99 
$34.99 
$15.99 
$34.99 
$40.99 

$15.99 
$23.99 

$43.99 
$24.99 
$36.99 
$38.99 
$44.99 
$34.99 
$44.99 
$40.99 
$29.99 
$22.99 
$33.99 
$19.99 
$24.99 
$41.99 
$39.99 
$40.99 
$13.99 
$41.99 
$38.99 
$19.99 
$14.99 
$44.99 
$14.99 
$14.99 
$14.99 
$33.99 
$34.99 
$29.99 
$29.99 
$34.99 
$30.99 
$34.99 

MS Close Combat 3 Russian Front 
MSFS Concorde 
MyDolliiouse 
NCAAFootball 99 
Outcast 
PBA Bowling 2 

Pn'nce Of Persa Cotecfon 
Princess Diana And The Royal Family 
Princess Diana Photo Gallery 
Professional Sports Car Racing 
Puft Putt Enters The Race 
Rayman 2 

Rebel Moon Revolution 
Requiem Avenging Angel 
Revenant 
Raad To Moscow 

Rush 2 Extreme Racing USA 
Saven Kingdoms 2 Fryhtan Wars 
Sid Meterte Alpha Centauri 
Siërra Sports Nascar Racing 3 
alver 
Sm City Classic 
Sim Isle Classic 
SinMission Pack 1 
South Park The Game 
Starsiege 
Su-27 Flanker 2.0 
Super Bike World Championship 
Team Losi RC Racer 
Telurian Defense 
Test Drive Off Road 2 
Theocracy Rise Of The Aztec Empire 
Trtanic Chaienge Of Discovery 
Tom Clancy Rainbow 6 
Tonic Trouble 
Total Annihilation Kingdoms 
Trans-Am Racing 68-72 
Tribond 
Turok 2: Seeds Of Evil 
War Birds 2 
Warcraft 2 Platinum 
Warzone 2100 
Wetrix 

$43.99 
$24.99 
$24.99 
$37.99 
$38.99 
$24.99 
$10.99 
$16.99 
$12.99 
$12.99 
$36.99 
$24.99 

$37.99 
$24.99 
$34.99 

$39.99 

$35.99 
$32.99 

$24.99 
$37.99 
$41.99 

$40.99 
$37.99 
$38.99 
$10.99 
$11.99 
$23.99 
$34.99 
$43.99 
$44.99 
$34.99 
$23.99 
$22.99 
$34.99 
$32.99 
$22.99 
$15.99 
$31.99 
$41.99 
$41.99 
$22.99 
$36.99 
$24.99 
$34.99 
$35.99 
$14.99 

Dragonh Lair 21.99 

DragonS Lair 2 Time Warp 26.99 

Flinstones Collectors Edibon 24.99 
Honeymoon ii Uegas 20.99 

Man in the bon Mask 18.99 

Nutty Professor 17.99 

Seven Samurai 29.99 

Soufh Park Vol.1 Episodes 1-4 14.99 

South Park Vol.3 Episodes 9-12 14.99 



IÏMM1Q 

Resident Evil 
Leon & Licker 

$8.99 
Tekken 3 Ultra High Detail Positional Figures 

/JTTTüm VNI Purchase theentire 
Lj J JWyi !■ƒ set oftheTekken3 

r 71 High Detailaction 
figure series and receive the 4th action figure 

ABSOLUTELY / 

Resident Evil 
Mr. Williams 
w/ G-Virus 

Transformation 
$8Ü9 

Resident Evil 
Claire & Zombie Cop 

$8.99 

Legends of Horror - 
Castle Freak $9.99 

Vampire Savior 
Action Figures 
$22.99 each 

Dragonball Z Action 
Figures Vol. #1 - #27 

$9.99 & up 

Dragonball GT Action 
Figures Vol. #28 - #40 

$9.99 & up 

Puppet Master - 
Mephisto $9.99 





| ©199B The 3D0 Company. Alt flights Reserved. BattleTanx, 300, and iheir raspecüve logos, 
are trademarks or registered trademarks of The 3D0 Company In the U.S ard/or other countries. 

Nintendo, Nintendo 64, the "N" logo and the Rumble Pak are trademarks df Nintendo of America Ine 
©1996 Nintendo of America Ine. All olher tfedemarks and trade names belong to their respective owners. 

YDU DRIVE A TANK. 
YDD DESTROY MA JD 

Up to 4 player actian, with split and quad screen 
modes. Supports Rumble Pak™ 

It’s the year 2001. The world has 
endured a nuclear holocaust. 99% 

of Earth's females are dead. The 
surviving few have risen to the 
status of QueenLords, holy entities, 
and the only means to mankind's 
survival. BattleTanx™ thrusts you 
into the role of BattleLord, master 
of armored tank warfare. You rumble 
across post-apocalypse America, 
leveling cities and destroying roving 
gangs of desperate Tribesmen - all 
in an efforr to save the QueenLords, 
and civilization itself. 

• flwesome 30 aciion & spectacular weapons 
effects: guided missiles, lasers, swarmer 
missiies, nuclear weapons & more. 

• 4 types of furieus 3D gameplay - BattleLord, 
Deatfi Matei), Annihilation S Gampaign. 

» 3 camera views - First persen, third person 
and the fortress railgun. 

www.3do.com 
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Crysial Dynamics, the Crysial Dynamics toQO, Ges, the GEX charades Akuji the HearHess 
and Legacy of Kaïn: Sou! Reaver are ïrademarks ol Crystal Dynamics. © 199S AH rig<hls 
reservetf. Eidos Interactive is i trademark of Eidos plc. © 1995 Eidos. PtayStzfcn and the 
Playstation logos are regislared trademarks of Sony Computer E nterïainmenl loc. 
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